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3The Nomad
Late one night, I saw Rory walking along the side of the highway a month after his 
funeral. This didn't seem unusual to me—I felt like I should have expected it. I was relieved that 
his form was whole—not bearing the injuries of his death like in a horror movie. I pulled over a 
few hundred feet ahead of him and watched his approach. As he walked in the evening fog—
eyes forward, his mind either in deep thought or blank and awaiting something to be put there—I
found it difficult to pin down any particular emotion.
Rory moved around to the passenger side door, opened it. Heat rushed from the car. He 
stared at me, about to ask where I'm going.
“Nowhere,” I said. “Just driving.”
As I turned back onto the empty highway, he watched me from the passenger seat. His 
shape haunted the corner of my vision. I knew he wanted me to say something. Maybe he even 
had the words in mind. I resisted him as long as I could.
When we were children, Rory and I would watch T.V. shows filled with ghosts and 
hauntings. We used to talk about how we wouldn't be afraid if we came face-to-face with one. 
Rory said he'd throw a punch at it. I said I'd say “hello” and ask what it was like to be dead. He 
told me that was a stupid idea but I couldn't help but wonder what it would be like to wander 
invisible, forever and with no physical barriers. The kids who went to church—neither of our 
families did at the time—said that we met God when we died. I used to think about all the 
mysteries I would have God clear up. It was exciting, I thought, that one day I'd learn the answer 
to everything.
There were questions I wanted to ask Rory as he leaned back in the seat. Was his mind 
any clearer in death? Did he know the answer to anything? Could he go where he wanted? If so, 
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4why was he walking on the highway? He looked over at me if I turned my head enough but I 
didn't know if there was any conversation worth having.
“Out of all the damn places in the universe,” I said. “Why are you still here?”
Rory grinned. 
I slept with Maria, Rory's girlfriend, the night we buried him. She didn't try to justify it 
and I felt nothing. I still don't. What I remember most was how she spent the whole time with her
eyes focused on a bare wall in her room. From below it seemed like she was staring ahead at 
some unseen distance. I haven't heard from her since, nor am I interested. Rory always used to 
brag about her body and how she used it. Driving home from her apartment, I began to laugh, 
either Rory was a terrible liar or I was demanding something no human being could give me.
He often joked how he would die—in the middle of sex with a beautiful woman, drinking
umbrella drinks on some tropical beach or falling back to Earth with a failed parachute on his 
twentieth sky-dive. There was one he most often repeated at parties:
“I'm going to live till I'm ninety and get shot by a jealous husband.”
Sometimes, I try to imagine how he would have reacted to his own death. He would have 
been defensive, I think, but I don't know in what way. Death was the opposite of Rory because it 
meant stopping. Rory never knew how to stop anything. My father called him “the nomad” 
without telling us what the word meant. It wasn't until social studies class that I learned it meant 
a person who wanders. He used the word the day he packed up his station wagon while my 
mother and her new boyfriend, Francis, stood on the front lawn.
“The nomad will have to take care of you,” he said, looking as though he didn't know 
whether to laugh or cry. “Those two don't know what the fuck they're doing.” 
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5Francis had a different nickname for both of us—troublemaker. He used it when Rory and
I skipped school, when I wiggled my legs when Francis made my mother and me start going to 
church and punched the kids who threw things at me on the bus. He demanded respect and 
discipline. My father was mentioned in whispers. My mother cried in the afternoons until Francis
came home. I didn't understand why until a few days later, in the woods when Rory told me what
it meant.
“It means your dad is dead,” he said while tying his pocket knife to a stick to make a 
spear. 
Maybe in all the whispering around me, I had already known but I still didn't want to 
believe him. The next day my mother would tell me what all the adults around me had known—
they found my father dead three towns over in a motel, the car still loaded with all his things.  I 
wanted to turn it back on Rory somehow. To make him pay for bringing it up in a louder, clearer 
voice.
“You're just saying that because your mom is dead.”
As though I'd pressed some control switch to his body, his eyes went wild and he hurled 
his homemade spear in my direction. I curled up in defense but it landed flat on the ground way 
off the mark. I still don't know if it was simply a warning or if he really meant it. After he threw 
it he began walking back down the trail. I followed him silently, thinking we were no longer 
friends. His mother had died in childbirth. He had never known her. Rory never invited me to his
house so I had never seen pictures of her before. For all I knew he could have never had a 
mother. I'd seen his father though. He hunted all year long, even when it wasn't allowed, and read
books that talked about the dangers of something called the “one-world government.”
The next day he called, asking if we could ride our bikes together. I slowly forgot the 
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6events of that day. I only remembered it again a few days after his accident. Before that, I could 
only think of Rory fastening his pocket knife to the stick, not what he had done with it nor what 
we had talked about.
In the hospital, a machine pumped air in and out of his body. His girlfriend sat beside him
holding his hand. She didn't look over when I came into the room. She looked like she had cried 
for a long time, but not when I came in.
“If you talk to him,” she said, “he'll hear you. The nurse said he can still hear people.”
The sound of air forcing itself in and out, the sudden and unnatural bodily twitch, made 
him look more like an inflatable toy than a person. His swollen face and all the tubes snaked 
around him blocked any sign that this thing lying in the bed was once Rory.
“I can leave if you want to talk,” she looked over at me. “I know you were very close.” 
She leaned forward, anticipating that I would say yes. I thought she might want me to—it would 
prove to her that there was still something to him lying in the room with us. The more I watched 
him in the hospital bed, the less I wanted to take part. It seemed like a cruel joke to play on 
someone. The tubes looked like restraints tying him down, the twitching of his body some weak 
attempt to escape.
I shook my head and waited for her reaction. I thought she would be upset with me but if 
she was, I couldn't tell. 
I wondered if this was what normal people did—if they sat around bleached-white rooms 
filled with dripping, beeping machines hanging over what was left of someone. I deluded myself 
into thinking that if I could just pull away the hoses and the wires he would float away. I thought 
of him as a ghost flying over our heads.
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Rory looked out the window as we passed a town. If he had a reflection, I might have 
been able to see what he was looking at but the windows showed only an empty seat. It suited 
Rory. He never looked at his reflection in the mirror, even if he had something on his face. It was
as though he couldn't stand looking at himself or was afraid of his own reflection. I asked him 
once about it. He told me that, as a kid, he used to have recurring nightmares where his own 
reflection leaped out of the mirror and attacked him. It was something that still bothered him. He 
made me swear I would never tell anyone. I thought about asking him what it was like not to 
have a reflection—to not have it stalking him anymore anywhere he went. Whenever I tried to 
say something though, I stopped myself—like it was silly to ask such a question to a ghost.
Ahead, lights illuminated a water tower. It was one we had climbed last year, just as the 
sun was setting, because we had heard you could see two towns over on a clear day. A rumor that
turned out to be a total crock. As we squinted at the horizon, Rory talked about busting the tower 
open.
“Just knock a hole in it,” he said. “Imagine all that water just pouring out. It'd be 
awesome.”
“Are you sure there's any water in there?” I asked.
He got up and knocked on the tank. “It doesn't sound hollow to me. Might be kind of 
thick though.”
 “Yeah. Can't imagine they'd want it to break that easy.”
“Definitely. If this thing burst, the whole town would be a lake.”
I laughed. “I doubt there's that much in it.” Still, I thought of all that water rushing 
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8through the streets—people trapped on rooftops like on the news. I imagined Rory in the middle 
of it all, canoeing down Main Street whistling to himself.
He whistled all the time. One day Francis went nuts locked my mother and I out of the 
house and starting smashing all our belongings. Rory helped me break back in during the night. 
Francis liked to build hobby models. As I looked at the shards of my mother's broken china, Rory
went into the garage whistling a folk song as he pulled scale-sized cars and fighter planes off the 
shelf. He whistled a cat-call when he saw the antique ships in bottles that Francis kept by his 
workspace. He put back the other models and we gathered all of the bottles we could. 
As the sun came up, we drove out to a pond in the woods and set them one by one into 
the water. They floated a foot or two before water seeped through the bottleneck and sank 
beneath the surface. After the first few, we got bored and just hurled the remaining bottles down 
a rocky slope. Rory put a bandanna over his face, imitating a rioter throwing a Molotov Cocktail 
in some distant city on the news. Some of the tiny ships survived the bottle breaking around 
them, leaving the forest floor littered with glass shards and miniature shipwrecks.
“So what now?” asked Rory.
I couldn't think of what to say.
Around four in the morning I turned off the highway and onto the little country side-road 
Rory used to drive. I could hear him whistling in the passenger's seat. It was always impossible 
to tell what song he was whistling since he would usually change mid-tune or improvise. That 
night, it sounded as though he were going through every song in his mind—starting with one, 
switching back to another. Melodies of old folk songs, music from the radio, even one he made 
up himself I only heard once. Soon though, the sound became too much and I turned the radio on
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9trying to drown it out. The faint sound of a song under static blasted through the empty car. It 
must have been on the edge of two broadcast ranges since two different songs from two different 
channels emerged at different times from the static. When Rory went quiet again, I turned it off.
Rory would drive his truck up and down the same back roads dozens of times when he 
needed to blow off steam or clear his head. He took me with him sometimes—just sped through 
the winding dirt roads, rambling about everything bothering him. I learned and saw things no one
else ever would. One time, covered in dog blood, he just barely stopped himself from crying. His
neighbor's golden retriever got loose and began roaming the woods by their house. His father, 
unable to catch it nor keep it from scaring off the deer, shot the dog and made Rory go out and 
bury it. I remembered seeing the posters at the supermarket in town for a missing golden 
retriever named “Sandy” and a number to call if found.
In the last few months before the accident, he'd stopped talking about things at home. It 
was Maria he complained about. He knew she was cheating on him but he couldn't prove it. 
“Six damn hours out with this guy, he said. “She said it would only be one or two at the 
most.”
“You might be acting a little paranoid. Maybe they just got held up.”
“Oh, I'll bet. You remember the last time she made a new friend?”
A deer stepped out onto the road just as he was about to list his evidence. There was no 
time to comprehend what had happened. A doe stood on the road, then a thud and a squeal of 
tires followed by silence.
Rory pounded his dashboard. “Shit!” He got out to inspect the damage. I waited, trying to
comprehend everything that had just happened. In the headlights, a dark heap lay in the middle 
of the road. Rory looked over the front of his car and then began to step toward the carcass. 
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“Give me a hand, would you?” he said as he grabbed one side of the body.
“You were going pretty fast,” I said as I got out.
“Oh shut up. Less talk, more lift.”
In the dark, I couldn't tell we were carrying a deer carcass, it felt more like a soft, warm 
sack of garbage. It was only when we flung it into a ditch next to the road that I saw its eye 
gleam from the shine of the headlight above. Its form splayed out in the ditch made it look as if it
were running, its body in mid-bound. It watched me as it ran by.
“What are you doing?” he asked.
I noticed the bloody smear across its body. The illusion of movement disappeared. It 
looked like a filthy, gory mound.
“Nothing,” I said.
“Are you going to give the damn thing its last rites or something? Come on.”
When we got back in, he picked up where he left off, as though the deer had just been a 
short distraction.
Somewhere along a twisting dirt road I pulled over. Rory looked at the tree line, the 
twisting road and then at me. The tree-lined ditch looked like a row of black bars. There was no 
sign of the accident though. Somewhere out there was probably a shard of glass, a chunk of 
metal, a fragment of plastic or rubber buried in the leaves. There was talk of putting one of those 
wooden crosses as a memorial along the side of the road but no one seemed interested enough to 
actually do it.
Rory looked at me as though waiting for me to say something—as though the entire 
reason we had driven here was for me to say some specific thing to him.
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“What?” I asked.
No answer. He turned away and looked at the tree line and then back at me.
We had fought the morning of the accident. I think I was one of the many reasons he took
the drive that day. We were in my mother's garage, cleaning out the last of Francis' models. She 
left us in charge of cleaning out all his stuff. I don't think she knew that Rory and I had 
previously wrecked his whole fleet the morning before. While going through the last few 
shelves, I said something stupid:
“I wish my mom was dead too. Then she wouldn't bring home psychopaths.”
“No,” he said. “You don't.”
I had a long-prepared justification for my response: that Francis was far worse than the 
absence of my father, that my mother subjecting me to him was worse than living without her. I 
didn't get a chance to explain myself to him.
“You don't know how lucky you are-”
His arm swept across one of the garage shelves, knocking everything from it—Francis' 
models, tools, and odds and ends I hadn't noticed until they all tumbled down at once.
“No, you whiny son of a bitch, you don't know how easy you have it!”
Then we stood, waiting for what the other one would do next before Rory broke the 
silence. 
“I've got to get out of here,” he said. It was the last thing I'd hear him say. The clock on 
the back wall suggested only five minutes had passed but in that moment of sizing one another 
up, I saw every moment I had experienced with Rory—minus the spear in the woods. It was as 
though I had lived my whole short life again. In it, I saw our friendship, something built on 
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mutual pain and difficulty shattering. But there was something else to it. A feeling that I was 
missing something crucial. 
 
Rory continued to watch as the car idled in the middle of the road. I tried to look away. 
Even though he did not reflect in the windows, I could feel him staring. His face was in my mind
when I closed my eyes, as though he had slipped under the tiny space under my eyelid.
“What do you want?” I asked.
No change in his expression. No answer.
“Do you want me to apologize? For what? Where do I begin?”
His form didn't change. It was as though I were shouting in an empty car. Maybe I was.
“How will that even help? You're not even here.”
As though my words were a cue, Rory opened the passenger-side door and walked 
toward the tree line. Whether through the darkness or from some ghostly quality he disappeared. 
Yet even when he was gone I felt as though he were still in the seat, expecting my reply.
I still cannot form in my head what exactly he wished for me to say but it might be this: 
that I thought him more than a crutch to lean all of my problems on. That I cared about his own 
struggles and desired to help him if only he had ever reached out to me.
I don't know if this is true. What I do know is that as the first glow of dawn began to light
the sky, as my car idled at the crash site, I wondered if anything I had said to him still meant 
anything after his death. If words continued to wander forever or like the gray wisps of exhaust 
that rose from my car, they drifted for a brief time before disappearing into thin air.
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The Web of the System
Travis awoke at first light and paced from one side of the trailer to the other. As the sky 
turned from blue-gray to eggshell, the daylight illuminated the labels on his boxes of supplies. 
Jars of pickled vegetables, canisters of dried milk and sealed packages of meat he had hunted and
preserved himself. He didn't trust food in tin cans even though he knew that a supply of those 
would last him longer. One of his magazines had an exposé on mind-altering hormonal chemical 
agents in can liners. It was too big of a risk.
He stepped outside and curled his feet on the cool dry leaves around the trailer. Travis 
shivered. It was a cold autumn. Even cooler here in the hills. He watched the light in the eastern 
sky for its sailors-take-warning glow. It seemed to him like every sunrise was red these days. 
Always a reason to worry. As he walked down the hill to the outhouse, he listened as birds began
to call out. The sun touched the treetops. On his way back up, yellow light pooled in gaps in the 
branches. Travis hadn't used a clock in a long time, but if he had guessed the time he would think
it was a little past eight.
Back up the hill, he took stock of his supplies. Food and water were plentiful, medical 
supplies were plentiful, but he had used some of his gas on the chainsaw when gathering wood. 
It was an antique that ate through twice the gas for half the work and still seemed to break down 
when he needed it most. He had the urge to drive down to the hardware store and replace it but 
he worried about his presence in town. Besides, Rudy's Hardware had gone under months ago, 
replaced by one of those corporate chains. Travis was sure that just a short trip might get him 
noticed. Hidden security cameras or a DNA sample from a cash transaction might mark him. No,
he would have to make do. As a boy, his grandfather told him stories about his ancestors who cut
through the land when it was wild. They didn't need gasoline or chainsaws. These were just 
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modern conveniences, illusions of ease that would disappear. Reliance on technology was like a 
drug addiction. One of the articles in his magazine explained this: What better name for a 
network that traps its victims than a web? A world wide one no less. No one thinks that this web 
could have a spider ready to devour their will, but an insect that is ignorant to the spider is the 
easiest to snatch. The brain becomes reliant on computers and machines. There's a high that 
comes with it. Soon its convenience becomes necessity and the person is caught in the web of the 
system.
While there was a chance to still resupply, Travis figured it was better to keep his stocks 
full than to let them dwindle. He took count of the empty canisters and went into the trailer to 
check his cash box. Travis had turned most of his money in for supplies. Whatever goods he 
needed to barter for when the time came would be with the gold coins and remnants of jewelry 
he had bought or collected. As much as he loathed the printed bills, their serial numbers and 
government-imposed value, he knew that some would still be needed for the time being. He only 
handled them with latex gloves and carefully cleaned each bill before using it in a transaction. 
His father taught him that some smudge from his hand or a hair follicle could be used to match 
him up in a database. Other days his caution was geared more to the substances used in 
government ink. He knew they used chemicals that leeched through the skin but the newsletters 
and radio programs debated the exact purpose of these substances. These bills were mostly safe 
due to repeated sanitation and only required the gloves as a precaution. He counted out what he 
needed and returned the rest to his lock box. 
At the truck, he loaded and holstered one of his pistols. Always a last resort but, as his 
father used to tell him before he was taken away, only a fool doesn't come prepared and those 
who don't deserve everything they get. It was the last thing Travis thought of before climbing 
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into his truck and starting the engine.
*
At the gas station, the attendant stared at Travis' latex-covered hand as it passed him the 
bills. The reflection off the attendant's thick bifocals made Travis feel like an ant under a 
magnifying glass. The man breathed heavily. His large round belly expanded and contracted 
against his tight belt. Travis recognized him from the last time he had come into town. He 
remembered the name, Warren, pinned to the man's shirt beneath the gas station chain logo. 
Travis preferred this attendant over the others since he was one of the few people that didn't try 
to make small talk. Several months ago, an older woman, Carol, tried to start a brief conversation
about the weather—a downpour that day—Travis only nodded, tapped his foot and rushed back 
outside with his purchase. Warren seemed to be uninterested in him—a good thing. 
At the pump, Travis heard the sound of radio news, whether it was projected from another
car or from hidden speakers near the pump he couldn't tell. While he didn't trust mainstream 
news, he liked to listen once in awhile, to see what lies the public were being fed and to read if 
any signs could be given of the inevitable future. The report was the usual: acts of congress that 
were just a show for the cameras, fluff pieces to distract, and a discussion of wars and unrest that 
were just a precursor to the true world conflict that was in the works. He tuned it out by the time 
he'd filled the first canister. 
Halfway through, another truck pulled into the pump next to him. A young man in a 
baseball cap, loose tank top stepped out. He paid at the pump with a credit card and watched 
Travis with his hands in his pockets.
“Boy, that's a lot of gas,” the man said.
Travis nodded and looked away. 
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“Is there a storm coming? You don't see people stocking up like that everyday.” 
Travis looked up at the man as he moved the nozzle from one canister to the other. The 
man dressed as though it were still summer though there was a chill to the air. Travis was 
nervous about his questions and he knew that small things out of place were never good. The 
man was out of place. Enough for anyone to notice but not so distinct to draw suspicion. He was 
the perfect spy. Worse was the boldness of his questions.
The man watched him for another minute but when he saw that Travis wouldn't answer, 
he didn't pursue it any further. His truck had filled at about the same time Travis had finished 
securing his canisters. Travis watched the man pull out onto the road first, not letting him into his
blind-spots. As Travis pulled onto the road himself, he checked the rear-view mirror. The man's 
car behind him. He glanced back for signs of pursuit or for observing faces in the driver's seat 
but couldn't get a good look beyond the windshield. Soon after, his pursuer turned onto another 
road. The cars on the road diminished as he drove up country roads into the hills until, in the last 
several minutes of the drive, Travis sat alone on the road for as far as he could see.
*
The next morning, waking with the sun, Travis made his way out into the yard. The 
morning had less of a chill than the day before but it still felt unseasonably cold. As he had 
neglected his patrols the last few days, and since the incident in town had shaken him, he started 
the morning with a walk. His pistol was at his side as well as one of his hunting rifles. For the 
time being, he used the smaller guns, resorting to his assault rifles and larger caliber guns only 
during target practice for fear he might attract unwanted attention or waste good ammunition. 
The time would come for him to need it, but it wasn't yet. His grandfather used to say that if all 
you have is a hammer, everything looks like a nail. The right tool for the right job.
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About one mile from the trailer, Travis heard voices. He readied his rifle and crept closely
up a nearby hill. As he came closer to the sound, he could tell that they were boys—ten, maybe 
thirteen years old at most. Each boy had a .22. One shouldered his gun like a soldier, the other, a 
chubby boy, had it propped against a tree. He sat beside it slumped over. The third boy was 
taking aim in the nearby woods.
“C'mon you faggot,” said the aiming boy. “We didn't come here for a nature hike.”
The boy sitting by the tree was shaking. “Ned, I don't know-”
The boy with the gun on his shoulder swayed. “Feeling sick, Bill?”
“He's just being a pussy, Roger.”
The crack of the boy's gun and a flutter of birds out of the surrounding tree made Travis' 
blood run. A gun fired in his domain without his permission. He calmed himself. No need to 
reveal himself yet. 
The boy punched the air. “Got one!”
“Good shot, Ned!”
The confident boy looked over at the chubby one. “Your turn, princess.”
The child quaked harder. From a distance, Travis thought the boy was seizing.
Ned groaned. “You said you wanted to come shooting with us.”
Roger knelt down. “Come on Bill, it's easy. They're just dumb birds. If we don't kill them 
something else will.”
Bill's face was hot red. It was a beacon for Travis, even at his distance. He remembered 
learning how to shoot with his father. The feel of the gun in his small hands, the anticipation of 
the kickback—the sound. He was much younger than this boy. He was taught that a boy ought to 
learn how to shoot before he even learns to read. 
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Bill shook his head and buried his face in his hands. Roger looked up at Ned and 
shrugged.
“If you don't stop crying we'll leave you here.”
“Ned, come on, that's harsh.”
“Well I'm not going to put up with his crying if he can't control himself.” The boy 
shouldered his gun and began to walk away.
Roger looked at his departing friend and back at Bill. “Are you coming?”
Bill shook his head.
The other boy's voice called out through the trees. “Come on Roger, I'm not waiting for 
him. I won't wait for you either.”
Roger leaned in close. Travis could hear him mutter to his friend. “I'll stop him or slow 
him down. Don't take too long though.” With that, the boy got up, shouldered his gun and 
followed after the first boy.
Travis wanted to dismiss these trespassers, to scare them away as he did with others that 
wandered into his woods, but as he saw the boy alone, paralyzed with fear, he felt he didn't need 
to.  The boy wasn't just helpless, he was helpless without any way of knowing that he could 
change.
The boy sat huddled against the tree, sobbing to himself for some time. Travis watched, 
waiting for him to run back to his friends until it became clear that he wasn't going anywhere. 
Maybe he could help this child, he thought. He could teach him not to fear his weapon but to 
learn that it was one of the few things worth trust. Travis could teach him what was necessary in 
this world. He felt a lump in his stomach as he watched the boy. It grew so large that he couldn't 
stay where he was without feeling sick. He got up from his observation point and slowly walked 
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down the hill. He walked carefully, trying not to startle the child but making himself open to see. 
The boy didn't even notice until he was a few feet away. 
The boy raised his red face to see Travis. Somehow it became even redder. He made a 
horrified breathless gasp and scrambled to get up. Instinct kicked in Travis. He saw the boy 
scrambling to his feet with a rifle leaning against the tree beside him. His own hands grasped the 
gun at his side, ready to raise it himself but the boy was panicked. He scrambled away, making 
hoarse cries, forgetting his own gun. Travis tried to call out but a ringing in his ears stopped him 
from revealing himself. 
As the sound of the boy's rustling faded through the trees, Travis stood at the sight of the 
abandoned gun. For a while, he wondered what to do with it. The extra ammunition couldn't hurt.
More supplies before the end begins. Travis leaned in close, careful not to touch or get too close 
for fear of leaving some microscopic trace. He figured that the boy or someone else might come 
back for it. It was better to leave no sign. Better to be thought of as a ghost in the woods than to 
reveal himself. Worse was the thought that this was a setup of some kind. Boys sometimes 
wandered into his woods and usually just the sight of him was enough to scare them away. He 
had never before had the urge to talk to one of them, even help them. Travis thought of all the 
subtle means of control he had read about. Chemical and electromagnetic means to manipulate 
the brain. Had that been what he had experienced? He was relieved that the boy ran away before 
he could say anything.
Another day, another trespasser chased off. None of it was new to him but he couldn't 
shake the feeling that there was more to this encounter. He had been taught to read signs and 
trust his gut suspicions and they had not failed him before. Yet, as his heart slowed and the 
situation became clearer, Travis could only think about the coldness of a sudden gust of wind. 
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The wind chill, he thought, made today feel colder than the day before. His father used to say 
that every day of autumn is a little colder than the last. 
*
For the next few days, Travis remained confined in his trailer. The chill of the previous 
few days had penetrated under his skin. He burned some of his winter wood to help combat the 
shivering. He knew he would have to replenish it later. There were moments where he did not 
even have the power to make it to his outhouse and was forced to rely on his emergency bucket. 
He also worried about his ability to defend himself outside of the trailer in his current state.
The illness had given him time to reflect and connect the dots. He was convinced that the 
boys were the cause—either the three of them together or just the boy he revealed himself to.  
The man at the gas station had something to do with it as well. He tried to recall signs—the logo 
on the man's hat, the clothes the boys wore, and other connections that he could piece together. 
When he couldn't find the energy to contemplate this puzzle, he took stock of his food and 
supplies again. He cycled through contingency plans in the event of attacks or disasters. 
He did not speculate on the end. For all of his planning and preparation, he knew that 
collapse and destruction would be impossible to predict. Some of his radio programs said that 
this was because those in charge wanted to keep it a secret until the final moment. Magazine 
articles that guessed the endgame always cautioned that their prediction might be based on 
deliberately false signs or changed to compensate because the secret was revealed. It seemed a 
fool's errand to Travis. Collapse was coming soon but no one would kindly inform them. Better 
to be at the door early, his grandfather used to say, than to try to stumble down the staircase on 
time.
The more he stayed in his trailer, the more Travis thought about the end. The radio would 
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be his first clue. It would pick up only static or the frantic propaganda's last cries before the net 
came down.  Travis had always imagined some grand apocalyptic sign for himself. Some days he
thought he would see a great mushroom cloud in the distance, like the first sign of a sunrise on a 
day that would never end. Other times he imagined he would make a supply run in town only to 
learn from the wreckage or from the enemy rounding up everyone too naive to know the truth. 
Last year, Travis thought the end had come when he saw FEMA trucks in town. He learned 
instead that a flood had washed out a town to the south and that shelters had been set up—at least
that was the official reason given.
He remembered how his father and grandfather used to argue about it in their cramped 
and crowded trailer. His grandfather quoted scripture, about how no one knows when the end 
will come. His father was adamant that the time was near and all the signs were apparent. He saw
the end as the act of man alone. Sometimes their arguments became fierce.
“Just look at how everything is massing together,” his father said. “You'd have to be blind
not to see it.”
“The world is full of strife. That is why we wait for salvation.”
“You'd wait until we were in chains!”
They used to sit together and drink beers when talking about these things. That was 
before his father learned that alcohol was used to keep the masses dull witted and slow and 
banned it. They would all need to be sharp for the future.
It struck Travis how much easier it would be if they were both still with him. Even in the 
last few months with just his father, the extra person was great comfort. He had never known any
other family. His father said that he had saved Travis from a life of slavery. Travis' grandfather 
told more but was just as vague. He was told that he was born and raised in sin. It was his 
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grandfather that taught him to read and taught him numbers. What he knew of other subjects 
mostly came from the books and magazines his father and grandfather read.
One morning, while his father was on patrol, his grandfather asked to drive him to town 
for supplies. Travis only remembered later how worn his grandfather looked that morning, afraid 
even. On the drive down from the hills, his grandfather asked what he knew about the outside 
world. Not knowing where to start, Travis recalled government plots and secret control methods. 
His grandfather seemed disappointed. He asked if he ever wanted to see these things with his 
own eyes. Travis told him no. 
His grandfather sighed. “Sometimes I wish you had.”
At the market in town, his grandfather asked to be left in the car. By the time Travis 
returned, he was dead. Without knowing how, the gears of the system turned. An ambulance was 
called, his grandfather was taken away in an official vehicle by men in uniforms. Travis' father 
refused to talk to him for days for abandoning his grandfather's body to some unknown evil. He 
still felt responsible for it. 
Travis regained some of his strength the next morning. His fever was breaking but he was
still too ill to wander far from the trailer. Taking his pistol as a precaution, he used the time to 
check the weatherproofing he had done. Travis could only think of winter. Today was warmer 
than the last few days but he knew it would not last. When the snow became thick, he only left 
the trailer on patrols and even those were shorter than in summer. He feared leaving tracks. He 
had improved the cabin insulation and covered the worst drafts but there would still be more. 
Every winter brought new problems. He didn't mind the discomfort. Comfort, after all, was an 
illusion used to gain power and control. His father would remind him that a lamb is made most 
comfortable leading right up to the slaughter.
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As Travis inspected a crack on the outer wall, he felt lightheaded. He needed to sit down 
but he knew that if he fell outside—exposed to elements and other forces—he might not be able 
to get back up for some time. It might be the perfect opportunity for anyone watching him. 
Propping himself against the wall of the trailer, he made his way back inside. When the door was
safely locked, he snatched the waste bucket with his shivering arms and vomited. He crawled to 
his bed and curled up into it.
Travis didn't sleep. He had thought that he would once off his feet. Instead, he lay awake, 
listening to the sound of the wind outside. He imagined agents and observers moving between 
the rustle of dead leaves around the trailer. He was alone and vulnerable. If attacked now, he 
would offer pitiful resistance. Whether through feverish doubt or simply the time to second 
guess, he thought how hopeless it seemed even when able-bodied. He thought of the last time he 
had seen his father, taking his truck out to town for a repair part. A police cruiser arrived later. 
Police were the lowest peons of the system. Maybe not all of them knew the tyranny they 
enforced, but enough of them did to be a threat. Their presence in the yard felt like a manifested 
nightmare. When he saw them, he thought that he should ready the defenses, that their resistance 
had been discovered. All of their weapons were loaded and ready for just such an attack. There 
were only two. Quick action, the element of surprise, were all that he needed. But as he saw them
approach in a casual stride, their weapons holstered, he felt reluctant. What if they were the 
innocent ones? He knew that his father would punish his reluctance if he ever found out, but 
every time he thought of their arsenal he shook. He had never killed another human being before.
It was something he had secretly feared about the future—something he had never told his father.
The officers explained that his father had been arrested after pulling a gun on an officer at
a routine traffic stop. They asked how well he got along living out in the hills and whether his 
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father had ever sought psychiatric treatment. He didn't know the answers to all their questions 
but cooperated out of fear more than anything. He watched the uniformed men the whole time, 
Officer Lewis and Officer Montgomery, expecting them to draw their handcuffs and guns. They 
spoke to him in calm, sympathetic voices as they advised him on what he could do.  
Travis thought he too would be dragged away to some prison or mental ward—subdued 
by the gears of an enormous machine. Some days he imagined torture chambers where the 
masters of the system inflicted every pain imaginable. Other nights, in his dreams, he found 
himself trapped in a windowless cell neighbored by infinite windowless cells—left to decay 
alone and in the dark. He was shocked when they left without trying to take him away. 
The officers had offered to get him in touch with people from county for local assistance. 
They told him that they could help, but he turned them down. He knew how to survive on his 
own. Travis spent days afterward searching the trailer and the property for anything suspicious. 
He worried that soon they would come back for him. Maybe his father was still alive in some 
cage—maybe sedated by drugs and mind control. He spent weeks imagining how he would 
rescue his father, but his plans always fell apart in planning. There were always too many 
variables, too many ways to draw attention back to themselves. Any rescue would require finding
a new place to hide. He didn't know if there were any other safe places left in the world. His 
father had taught him that survival was paramount, that if he were ever taken or killed that he 
should continue the cause on his own. As far as Travis was concerned, he could not be helped.
Travis' heavy arm reached for a wind-up radio. Were he to be taken or killed today, he 
didn't want it to be in silence. In the early days, his father and grandfather's voice used to comfort
him. His father warned him of the lurking dangers while his grandfather told him stories of better
days gone by. He missed them both but he knew the day his father was taken away was the day 
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he'd truly learned to fend for himself. In his weakest moments, Travis thought most about his 
grandfather and his stories. These moments scared him when he regained his senses. He knew 
dwelling on the dead would only make him weak.
The AM radio host outlined evidence of secret government death camps out west. He 
even had an escapee on the phone, detailing the horrors of his experience. The voices comforted 
Travis, not for their content, but for their sound. The more he listened, the less he could hear of 
the moving leaves. Shielded from their movements, he soon fell asleep.
*
Travis recovered completely over the next few days and set out to replenish the supplies 
he had consumed during the illness. He hadn't been that sick in years. He was convinced that his 
illness was part of something sinister—a new biological or viral weapon perhaps or the side 
effects of some other attempt to control or silence him. Once back to full strength, he stepped up 
patrols and monitored the area for signs of disturbances. The boy's gun was gone from the place 
he'd left it. Travis was unsure what to make of this. 
While out one morning to replenish his firewood, the chain on his saw broke. He had no 
replacement. There were axes and handsaws amongst his tools but he kept them in reserve for the
latter days. One day, when the end truly began, he would run out of gas with no means to 
replenish it. That would be the time to resort to the old ways. It would be a rebirth into the old 
manner of doing things, the ways his ancestors worked. No, those tools couldn't be used yet.
He thought about the big corporate box in town that had become the hardware store. 
Entering it would expose him to a host of threats. There were security cameras, climate controls, 
and the audio system. These alone were enough to terrify him without thinking about the other 
customers. Hundreds of herd-like people would see him in just a ten-minute trip. He thought 
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about driving through neighboring towns, maybe finding some small shop not yet homogenized 
but he knew that they called the box stores “chains” because they shackle a whole region to their 
control. Finding one would require leaving the trailer for hours.
Travis started his truck. As he pulled out onto the country road he thought about his 
approach to the box-store. It was a long drive down to the town. The drive would clear his head. 
Maybe he would imagine some other solution along the way. Dozens of different plans for 
countless different scenarios and yet Travis found that this was not one he had considered. When 
Rudy's Hardware went under, he was convinced that he had everything he needed. The mistake 
amplified in his mind as he pulled onto the main roads. If he had made this one small 
miscalculation, what else could he have forgotten? Rather than considering his options, Travis 
could only think of what lurked in his blind spots.
It was mid-afternoon when Travis pulled into the parking lot. The store stretched out 
across the asphalt. He examined the surrounding rows of cars. He heard the squeak of shopping 
carts. Travis took a deep breath, shut the engine and stepped out of his truck. If he kept his head 
low, acted casual and didn't linger he could slip in and out unnoticed. Only the cashier would get 
a good look at him and even that would be just one in the line of mindless customers.
At the entrance, the slide of the automatic doors made him shudder. He eyed anti-theft 
scanners as he moved quickly past them. On the steel beams of the warehouse-style ceiling, he 
took note of the black-domed cameras. Just to enter such a place is to be noticed. He would have 
stepped back out the door and retreated back to his trailer if he didn't believe it was too late. 
Travis walked the numbered aisles, thinking about his level of exposure, trying to drown out the 
music echoing across the vast building.
When he found the replacement chains, he made his way quickly back to the cash 
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registers, but was stopped at the end of the line. There were three people ahead of him, each with
a full cart. The beep of the scanner timed the slow pace of the cashier at the front. Travis counted
seconds between each scan. He couldn't imagine a more intentional way to wear him down—to 
make him wait for others. Worse, it was a wait just to service the machinery of the corporation. 
He felt like a mouse at the mercy of a cat—toyed with before being eaten. Then he wondered if 
he had been sent here on purpose. A small part of Travis still believed that God, not darker 
forces, had control over the world. It was his chance to view the future without resistance. His 
grandfather wished for him to see the world he was escaping—to know the real dangers rather 
than to live sheltered from them. This still didn't make the wait any easier.
The cashier was a broad middle-aged woman with dyed brown hair, “Candice” according 
to her corporate nametag. She scanned the code on the chains and brought up the total. Travis 
reached into his pocket and pulled out the wad of bills.
The woman smirked when she saw him counting out the bills. “Whoa, big spender huh?”
Travis looked up at her, not understanding but unwilling to ask. He looked back down 
and continued to count. When he had the full amount, he laid it on the counter in front of her, 
like a card hand, and picked up the chains. He was careful not to touch the surface of the counter.
Candice took the money, counted it and placed it in the register. Travis watched her robotic 
sorting of the bills into the right drawers. As he turned to leave, she called back out to him.
“Sir, your change?” She held out a few coins between her thumb and fingers. An instinct 
took him—one that would have gladly stepped back, extended his hand and taken what he had 
forgotten. It lasted less than a second. He didn't even notice aside from a ringing in his ears. 
Some instincts can be disciplined away. Not all instincts are for survival, he was taught, some 
even contradict it. Travis waved his hand, shook his head, and walked out the door.
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Before he reached the parking lot, he made certain to tear off the tags, bar-codes and any 
other numbers or identification he could find and remove. On the walk back to the car, the shrill 
electric whine of a siren rose and fell in the distance. He shuddered. Official vehicles on the 
move, striking out against someone or something. 
On the road, he passed the source of the disturbance: a terrible car accident at a major 
intersection. Broken glass and shards of plastic and metal carpeted the asphalt. As an officer 
waved Travis' truck around the disturbance, he saw a covered body being loaded into a blinking 
ambulance. It reminded Travis of the day his grandfather was taken. The memory nearly caused 
him to veer into a taped off area. The officer's urgent cries returned him to his present situation 
and current danger. He corrected the truck's course and made his way back to the hills.
*
On the third day of restarting his usual patrols in the woods, Travis was jolted to attention
by the crack of a gunshot. He dropped down and scanned his surroundings, expecting enemies to 
encircle him. His trailer and patrol path were too close to the road to encounter hunters. Their 
shots were an echo at best. After a minute of lying on a bed of leaves, he heard gunfire again and 
saw a few lone birds scatter away. Not far from the hill where he had spotted the boys over a 
week ago, he found Bill, the crying boy, shooting into the bare trees. The barrel of his gun 
quaked as he fired a third time, causing another small group of birds to flee. He shouted a curse 
as they rose into the distance.
Travis crept nearby, hiding in thin underbrush by a tree. Watching the boy search the 
trees, he thought about his earlier suspicions. They had made so much sense before. As his father
used to tell him, coincidence is just a word to excuse people who refused to open their eyes. But 
as he began to question just what this coincidence actually was, Bill's face burned red and wet 
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with tears. Travis couldn't tell if it was from crying or simply from the cold air. When his third 
shot failed to make its mark, the boy shouted and threw the gun down in a tantrum. Travis had 
assumed some trick or lie was at work but as he watched the boy failing to hit his target he 
wondered about the other kinds of coincidence, the ones his grandfather had insisted were meant 
by God.
As the boy sat on the ground, defeated again, Travis crept closer. Something about the 
boy reminded him of himself. Not for nostalgia of his childhood—he was far more competent 
and confident in his abilities even at half this boy's age. No. The isolation was what interested 
Travis. He had returned on his own for this. Maybe, Travis thought, he had crept back alone into 
the woods, knowing the full danger, to retrieve his gun in the first place. 
Without warning, Travis emerged from his hiding place. He held up his free hand, and 
extended his rifle arm out to show he had no plan to use it. The boy was still terrified at the sight 
of him. This time he was not so blinded by fear to forget his gun. He went for it as the ringing in 
Travis' ears urged him to respond in kind.
“Wait,” the man called out.
Bill froze, his rifle grasped but not ready. He stared at the strange man in front of him. 
The boy's voice was a whisper and a pubescent squeak.
“Who are you?”
“Travis,” he said, not knowing what else to say. Travis had never given his name to 
anyone before. Even first names could be traced.
Bill tried to speak but of all the things racing to escape into the air, only one question 
surfaced. “What are you doing?” 
Travis was even less able to answer this question. His good sense screamed into his skull 
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that to reveal anymore, to let his defenses down, would damn him in ways that would only 
become clear when the traps were sprung.
“This is my property,” he said. 
“I didn't see a sign.” The last time Travis revealed himself, the boy shook. This time he 
stood still, like a startled rabbit.
As the trespasser remained still, a thought came to Travis—one that was extreme even to 
him. He realized how easy it would be to kill this boy. Travis needed only to clasp his rifle, aim, 
and fire. It would be possible to burn or bury him in some remote place in the hills. He could 
think of several places right away. Or maybe he could use the boy's own gun—make it look 
accidental or intentional. It might avoid all the unwanted visitors, hundreds of unwanted eyes in 
his woods. It was only a possibility, he convinced himself—just one of his countless contingency
plans for when all his preparation was thwarted.
Bill's breathing went from silence to gasps. Whatever force had suspended him in fear 
had given way to a convulsion of terror. He struggled to breathe and collapsed to the ground. 
Travis lunged toward him, trying to diagnose the problem. He saw the boy reaching in his 
pocket. Travis recoiled, fearing some trick, only to see him pull a small inhaler from his pocket. 
He placed it into his mouth and clamped the button. After a moment his body calmed though the 
boy remained on the ground. He stared at Travis, terrified, but did not move.
Travis also remained still. The boy's medicine had changed everything. Before, he was a 
lone scared child who could be molded. Now Travis could see that there was nothing he could 
do. The boy was dependent on their drugs, addicted to their treatments and order. He literally 
could not live without the system, which made his position all the more pitiable. Now Travis 
shook. He had imagined when the end came that civilization, with all its foolish and naïve sheep,
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would tumble into ruin. He hadn't dwelt on the undeserving—the ones too young to have a 
choice or made too dependent by the system to know any better. He knew these things would 
weaken his resolve, which is why they had been so far from his thoughts. In front of the helpless 
boy, he could not escape them.
*
Bill slowly regained his energy. He was shocked to find Travis standing beside him, 
helping him to his feet. The man even handed him back his rifle. Only when he was sure that the 
boy could stand on his own did he truly let go. Bill watched him, uncertain what he would do 
next. The man's face changed from that of a concerned parent to a man holding back tears.
“If you come back here again,” Travis said. “I will kill you.” He had said it many times 
before to children and teenagers who wandered into his patrols, but this time his heart raced. This
was the first time he truly meant it. 
The boy didn't stop to think about the man's strange shift. He could only think to run 
away. It would be an hour later, when he recalled the care the man took to help him to his feet, 
that he decided not to tell anyone what he saw and to heed the man's threats.
*
Back in the woods, Travis made his way to the trailer. Unlike his previous patrols, he 
clumsily returned straight to the trailer, heedless of throwing potential trackers off his path. The 
sounds of the woods formed an audience in his mind that whispered and commented as he 
stumbled his way back. At home, ate a meager dinner from his rations. Less than usual that 
evening on account of a poor appetite. To distract himself from the encounter on his patrol, he 
took count of his remaining food supplies. When he finished, he reviewed some of his pamphlets
and newsletters to remind himself of threats. Before bed, he wondered whether magazines or 
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radio programs ever mentioned how to wean others from the system—if the countless epidemics 
they proclaimed ever came with a cure. He fell asleep before he could think of any that satisfied 
him.
The next morning, on an increasingly late dawn, he stirred early and turned over in the 
dark of his trailer. In these hours the forest was quiet. All but a few hardy birds had left for winter
and even those few woke with the sun. In these moments between sleep and waking, dark and 
morning, he imagined himself as the only thing alive on Earth. The forests of the hills around his 
trailer, the towns in the valley below, and all the lands beyond were silent and empty.
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Strange Beast
Michael inhaled the stuffy air. The building filled with the smell of costume latex and 
sweat. He crossed the theater lobby with Lenny right behind. Around them were Godzillas of 
various heights and builds. A Mothra pushed her way from the ladies room, and a man in a Gigan
costume struggled to take off his mask with his hook hands. Lenny looked up at his brother as 
they waited for a small crowd on its way to the snack booth.
“Why didn't we wear costumes?” Lenny asked.
“I didn't know we could,” Michael said.
The posters for the showing had said costumes encouraged. He hoped that his brother 
would fail to notice. Michael had neither the will nor the money to dress either of them up. He 
hadn't found a summer job and his mother was only willing to pay for the tickets—even this was 
negotiated. On the city bus to downtown, he had seen at least a few people in costume but his 
brother was securely nestled in a window seat at the time. The advertisements were posted at the 
entrance of the theater and in the lobby, designed in the style of an early 20th century boxing 
promotion. Mug shots of movie monsters lined the sides. Big block letters declaring KAIJU 
COMBAT WEEKEND! A special showing of the Kaiju classic, Destroy All Monsters. Combat of 
the world's greatest titans! At the bottom in plain, simple lettering: Half of all proceeds will go 
to earthquake and tsunami victims. 
Because Lenny was too young to remember their father, Michael saw to it that his 
younger brother's life was full of only fake monsters. Michael had grown up on old science 
fiction—alien invasions, Japanese kaiju monsters, and old Twilight Zone episodes. For Lenny's 
eighth birthday the previous year, Michael had bought him a DVD of Kronos: Ravager of 
Planets. They stayed up late watching it. The movie ended when the piston-like robot exploded
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—foiled by the weight of its own power turned against it. Their father had shown Michael the 
original Godzilla when he was Lenny's age. Michael remembered how they had sat on the living 
room couch as the atomic monster roamed the space between skyscrapers. The destruction was 
loud, bright and busy. The white light of the TV cut through the dark room as model skyscrapers 
burst to pieces, cars were tossed aside like pebbles. Flashes and flames surrounded the monster. 
His father chimed in with moments of anticipation. Moments of wait till you see this and this 
part is great. 
Michael fished their tickets out of his pockets while Lenny watched the costumed 
moviegoers ahead of them. The next man in line, towering above most of the other theatergoers, 
wore the most elaborate Godzilla costume in the theater. The rubber scales and other fine details 
of the skin distracted from the bulging stomach stretching the abdomen of the outfit. The mask, 
which seemed more mounted to the shoulders than stretched over the face, was in a constant 
roaring grimace. Michael checked the time—five minutes until the showing—and then looked 
back at the man in front of him.
“Nice costume,” Michael said.
The lizard head of the mask turned toward them. Michael couldn't see the man's eyes but 
he could tell they were pointed in their direction. The man waved. Lenny looked around at other 
parts of the line, unaware. After trying a few different waves, he stooped toward Lenny, forcing 
Michael aside by the sheer size of his body.
“How's it going?” he said, playfully holding his monstrous face close to Lenny, startling 
him. Lenny looked to his brother as he reached past the man to bring him close. Michael glared 
at the man but he didn't know what to say.
The man yanked off the Godzilla head. Underneath was a round, fleshy face and greasy 
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long hair drenched in sweat.
“Shy kid?” he asked.
The line to the lobby grew longer behind them.
“I wouldn't say that,” Michael said.
Michael thought of his brother as a younger version of himself. He remembered outings 
with their father, Michael's mind wandering with the possibilities of their surroundings more than
the world around it. This was why his father loved monster movies, he thought. Their bloodline 
was happiest when their imaginations ran wild.
The man nodded and inspected the inside of his mask. The head sagged under its own 
weight, as though a skull and brain were encased underneath the surface.
“Gets pretty warm in there,” the man said, wiping his face with one of his scaly claws. 
“The name's Franklin. What's yours?”
Michael pretended not to hear and looked over at his brother. Lenny stood on his toes and
leaned over to look at the front of the line. Already, he had disregarded the man's presence.
“How much longer?” he asked.
Michael shrugged. The costumed man, hearing Lenny, turned and waved to get his 
attention.
“Don't worry,” Franklin said, bending down to eye-level, “the line will move soon.”
Lenny looked at the man and then up at his brother. Michael instinctively took a step 
between them as the man straightened his posture. The man had already turned back around, his 
long tail swishing in a wide arc.  An attendant called out for people to have their tickets ready. 
People fiddled through pockets or clasped tighter to their tickets in-hand or hand-like anatomy of
their costumes. After a few minutes of anticipation, the line still hadn't moved. Lenny bounced 
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on his heels and continued to glance ahead.
“I'm tired of waiting,” Lenny said.
Michael sighed. “Me too, pal.”
In the corner of Michael's vision, the bulky figure of the Godzilla costume spun back in 
their direction. As the man faced them, the eyes of his mask flashed yellow light and a recording 
of Godzilla's roar emanated from a speaker in the head. He looked down at Lenny, who frowned 
back.
The man removed the head again and grinned with yellow, crooked teeth at Lenny. “Ain't
that pretty cool?”
Lenny looked at his brother and then back at the man. 
“I guess,” he said.
Franklin laughed and turned to Michael. He held the mask out toward him.
“Want to try it out?” he asked.
“No thanks.”
“It's not hard,” he said. “Here, I'll show you.” 
His clawed hand pressed a button somewhere on the stump of the neck. The eyes and 
mouth flashed and emitted a scratchy roar. Before Michael could say anything, the line began to 
move. Lenny stepped ahead of his brother but Michael grabbed his shoulder.
“Stay close,” he said.
As they approached the screening room, Michael could hear the mask roar again. He 
didn't think anything of it, unwilling to remain for another demonstration, until the sound 
continued to play on a continuous warped loop. He looked back and saw the man in the Godzilla 
costume, tinkering with some kind of circuit-board on the neck of the mask. His bulky claw-
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gloves fiddled with wires as the eye-lights match-flickered and the speaker made a long, 
continuous croak.
Some people in the hall called out to him. 
“Okay, we get it. You can stop now.”
“Jesus Christ, Pal. Turn it off.”
“I'm trying,” he said. “I can't get it to stop.” People cut around him as he stood and 
worked with the machinery in the neck. Michael and Lenny could still faintly hear the roar and 
people's complaints as they headed into the theater. The last Michael saw, the man stood alone in 
the hall, fiddling with wires and parts. Lenny looked back as the sound faded around the corner 
but Michael urged him into the theater.
The seats were nearly filled by the time the brothers stepped into the screening room. The
screen displayed Kaiju movie trivia and information on what organizations were involved with 
tsunami disaster relief. As Michael and Lenny found a spot near the back, Michael heard Lenny 
say something but it was drowned out by the sound of the crowd. A woman wearing Mothra 
wings blocked the view for a section of the row behind her, and large hairy men mocked a 
nearby theatergoer for wearing a T-shirt of the 1998 American version of Godzilla. Near the front
row, a group of friends hummed the melody of the Godzilla theme song in chorus unison, 
followed by a group laugh. 
When the lights dimmed, the slides disappeared. A small video by the owners of the 
theater played, thanking everyone for taking part. It explained that half the proceeds of ticket 
sales, food and merchandise would go to assist the disaster relief. The organizer urged the 
audience to look into several charitable organizations' websites and phone numbers to make 
additional contributions. Whispers and laughs carried around the theater. After the message 
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ended, the screen went black before a new projector switched on. The opening credits rolled for 
Destroy All Monsters.
Michael had nearly forgotten the charitable part of the screening. It felt strange to bring it 
up in a room filled with laughing, costumed people. All week, the news had shown the same 
footage of destruction. When he first heard about the tsunami, he had imagined a giant cresting 
wave, like something a surfer would ride. Later he watched a news recording taken from the air. 
A dark mass swept through towns, carrying everything with it. It moved ceaselessly from the 
shore and into the countryside, over farmlands and suburban houses. The unending motion rolled
on over fields, sweeping over roads, even devouring rivers. Water somehow swallowed up water.
The wave kept going beyond the length of the reel and played on repeat as analysts and reporters 
bantered. The footage could have been just another countless disaster or tragedy shown on the  
daily news, but the thought of such a destructive force, so sudden and unstoppable, made him 
shiver. It reminded him of their father—how at any moment, everything could be taken away. No
one he knew seemed to understand this. His friends talked about the world as though it were 
static. They expected the world to remain the same. Kaiju movies, as they were called by their 
fans, were one of the few things that seemed to make sense. Monsters came up from the sea, fell 
from the sky or rose from the depths of the earth. These movies made some order out of the 
world—it was a world he understood, unlike the real one. He knew that the word kaiju itself, 
while used for Japanese movie monsters, translated more directly to “strange beast.” He would 
make sure that his brother knew this world too.
*
Michael had been at school when his father was killed. He remembered seeing him first 
thing in the morning, sitting up in bed with the remote of the bedroom TV. Just as with every 
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other morning, he drank coffee and talked to the television as though it were in conversation. 
Before Michael left for the day, he saw his father holding Lenny, only a few months old at the 
time, as his mother prepared for work. He held Lenny in one arm and packed his own lunch with 
the other. On weekdays, he would calm his brother by jokingly offering to let him take his place 
at work. There were no signs of what lay ahead. Even years later, Michael sometimes wondered 
if some clue from that morning, some change in routine might have warned them or prevented it. 
At first, the news was pure intensity. It had no sense, form, or logic. Over time, he was told what 
happened. His father has stepped out from a convenience store, just in time to be struck by a  
sedan. The driver, an old woman with no signs of health problems, had suffered a heart attack 
while behind the wheel. No one was at fault, his mother explained. Sometimes bad things happen
without any good cause.
Fridays had been movie night with his father. The week before they'd finished Creature 
of the Black Lagoon, his father imitated the movements of the monster, as it played out in front 
of them. Michael remembered the ache in his chest from laughing so hard. The Friday after the 
accident, the house was silent. His mother had asked if he wanted to watch a movie, but he 
refused. When he thought of sitting in the room, he could only think of his absence.
Michael sat up from bed as Lenny began to cry from his crib. Michael expected his 
mother to come out, as she always did, to tend to the baby, but the crying continued.
“I've got him, Mom,” he said. He expected to hear confirmation but none came. The door 
gave no answer.
Michael went into his brother's room. The mobile of cardboard airplanes fluttered just out
of reach of his brother's flailing. His mother had told him how to cradle Lenny's head and warned
him not to let Lenny fall. He was terrified the first time. Lenny was heavier than he thought. He 
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was afraid that his strength would give out—that his brother would tumble to the floor.
Michael watched through the bars of the cradle. The baby screamed, unfazed by his 
presence in the room. As Michael stood by his brother, he shook. He wanted nothing more than 
to copy him, to let the feeling in his stomach take over. He wanted to cry out himself. His 
mother's crying seeped through the walls of the house but he tried to ignore it. Michael picked 
his brother up from the cradle. He had seen his parents soothe Lenny before, rock him to sleep 
and whisper reassurances. He knew that his parents had once done the same for him. He let his 
brother sway in his arms.
“It's okay,” he whispered. His brother's sobs continued. Michael repeated these words, 
continuing to rock him until his brother's voice faltered. He said them so often that he lost count. 
Michael's ears throbbed with relief. As his brother calmed, his small body easing against him, he 
could hear the whine of a siren at the end of the street.
“It's okay,” he said to his brother, even though Lenny was already asleep. 
*
A large form made its way along the movie aisle. Michael watched the silhouette in the 
dark. He couldn't see the man's face but the shape of the man in the Godzilla suit was undeniable.
On the screen actors spoke of an island filled with monsters as Franklin came up to their row 
with a large tub of popcorn. He lowered himself into the outer seat of the aisle, unfurling his tail 
out into the walkway. When he had settled, he took the mask off his head and set it on his lap, 
nearly spilling his tub of popcorn.
Michael looked over as the man adjusted in his seat but Franklin turned away when their 
eyes met. He was older than a high school student, Michael thought, older than college most 
likely, but a sly look in his eye made him feel much younger. His patchy beard and slightly 
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receding curly hair framed a boyish round head. The rest of him was obscured either by shadow 
or his costume.
Michael settled back into his seat and looked to Lenny. His brother was fully absorbed in 
the movie, even though much of the early parts were driven by talking, rather than action. When 
Michael watched with their father, he would fast forward through some of these parts to get to 
the action. He had a purpose when he shared these movies with Michael. A message that could 
only be conveyed by men in rubber-suits, pushing and grappling each other, surrounded by 
pyrotechnics. Michael didn't know what it was that his father was trying to convey in these 
movies, but he wanted to share it with Lenny. Maybe, by teaching his brother, he would find it as
well.
But it seemed like there was something missing. Giant creatures fought each other for no 
reason. Michael wanted to make sense of it but when they watched the movie in full he had no 
clearer understanding. Characters spoke dramatically in earnest, in poorly dubbed voices, about a
place called “Monster Island” and, later, an alien moon base. He was old enough now to 
recognize plot-holes or strange internal movie logic but he knew Lenny was just beginning to 
grasp these things. He could take these characters at their word, and their world at face-value.
The costumed man chewed popcorn and wiped the grease and kernels from his rubber 
claws onto the rubber sides of his costume. Even with just the light of the projector, Michael 
could see the oily shine on the rubber. The man noticed Michael looking in his direction and held
out the tub.
“Want any?” he asked. A kernel arced from his mouth and landed on Michael's arm.
“No thanks,” he said, brushing away the debris.
“I'm Franklin by the way,” the man said.
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“Hi,” Michael said, not turning away from the screen.
Projected on the wall, monsters ravaged cities all over the world and little model tanks 
and airplanes desperately fought back. A volley of missiles hit Godzilla as he climbed out of the 
sea. The loud, explosive ordinance didn't register with the creature. Michael imagined what it 
would be like as a soldier in charge of the defenses—to sit in a tank or on a missile platform as 
an unstoppable beast shrugged off every effort. It seemed that they were not only outmatched, 
but that they tried the same failed strategies over and over. If the first barrage of missiles failed, a
second was attempted but with the same results. They should run, he thought, get far away from 
what can't be stopped. He wondered what made them stay in the path of destruction.
The light of the movie was blocked by a large arm coming over Michael's vision. 
Franklin stretched out his fat, rubber-coated arm over him. The silhouette of the popcorn tub 
resembled the head of a hammer, stretching out toward his brother. 
“Hey kid,” Franklin whispered. “You want any?”
Michael looked at the man. “No thanks.”
The man silently calculated in his mind before leaning back. Michael finally settled back 
in his seat as the movie continued. Lenny watched with silent amusement, unaware of the 
stranger. Michael felt like a barrier—a storm wall holding back the tide. His brother was lost in 
the world of monsters as he knew he once had been. Later, he would ask his brother what he 
thought and they would talk about their favorite moments—usually a climactic showdown 
between men in rubber suits. As a monster rose up out of the sea, Michael thought of the news 
footage—the overrun of the ocean onto distant farmlands over a news crawl. In this chaos they 
would find enjoyment. This destruction would bring them together, not tear them apart.
A large, rubber-coated arm suspended a tub of popcorn in front of his view. The shadow 
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over the movie screen startled him.
“Hey, kid, want some?” the man asked in a louder, more assertive voice.
Michael reached up and swatted the man's arm away. The popcorn tub left Franklin's grip 
and landed on a man in a Rodan costume behind them. 
“What the hell, man?” Rodan called out.
Nearby theatergoers shifted their gaze.
“Do you mind?” Michael said, louder than he anticipated. Lenny looked over, surprised 
by his brother's voice.
Franklin recoiled his arm. His face had a grim, sad look.
“What?” the man looked confused. Michael saw the man looked past him. He stared at 
his little brother. People began to turn their heads toward the disturbance.
“Leave my brother alone!” Michael said.
“Oh.” The man slumped back into his seat. “Sorry.” 
As the crowd returned its attention to the movie, Lenny leaned over to his brother.
“What happened?” he asked.
“Nothing,” Michael said. “Watch the movie.”
His brother looked over at Franklin, slumped in the seat and then returned his attention to 
the movie. The end of Franklin's tail dropped into the aisle but he didn't pick it up. Michael 
watched the man at first, but as the movie went on, the man's continued stillness in the dark let 
him forget.
On the screen, several monsters banded together to fight one great and powerful threat. In
these movies the monsters could turn and be used to save people. Their destructive potential was 
used for good. Michael knew that the world didn't work like that. Disasters accumulated, they 
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didn't cancel themselves out. When they gathered, things were only made worse. He thought 
about the news from the past week. An earthquake started the tsunami. The tsunami brought 
floods. The floods sent nuclear reactors into meltdown. Meanwhile, the monsters flanked and 
double-teamed their enemy, unleashing their fiery breath and super strength.
Michael watched the man next to him, but still only a stretch away. To look away for one 
second, the man might try again, or do something else to separate him from his brother. The man 
had been motionless since his last attempt. Eventually, he fiddled with the Godzilla head in his 
lap. His greasy claw tightened near the neck. Michael imagined him strangling it and shook. His 
hand must have gripped the button of the mask's speaker, as the electronic head roared to life 
with new energy. His eyes shut tightly, as though he were wishing or praying for some kind of 
deliverance. The roar turned to a groan and to a squeal. Michael covered his ears. The man first 
tried to reconnect where it came loose, but his buttery rubber claws kept him from succeeding. 
The man squeezed the head, hugged it—as though hoping to suffocate or at least muffle 
the sound. The warped groan continued uninterrupted. Whispers and complaints rose around 
him.
“The hell with this,” a man in the row behind them called out. “I'm going.”
The man in the Rodan costume stepped out into the aisle with a group of costumed 
friends. As Rodan stepped down the aisle, past Franklin, he stumbled and fell. Michael saw the 
tail tighten and slack as the man fell. Franklin stood up. The mask still flashed and whined in his 
hand. Rodan scramble to his feet and grabbed Franklin by the collar.
“First you ruin my movie, now you fucking trip me?” 
Michael couldn't see the man's face under his fake beak. For all he knew the man could 
really be a monster. He radiated anger. Even under the bulk of his costume, the man's shoulders 
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and arms were broad. Despite his size, Rodan looked like he could break Franklin in half if he 
wanted.
“Calm down, it was an accident,” one of Rodan's friends called out.
Silhouettes of people throughout the theater stood up. Voices had risen from whisper and 
grumble to the roar of talking and shouting. The mask screamed.
Rodan tightened his grip. His fake wings wrinkled under his arms. The point of his beak 
was an inch from Franklin's nose.
“Turn that god-damned thing off.”
The man's friends called to him but the scream muffled their voices. Michael looked over 
at his brother, who tried to poke his head over the row of seats to see what was happening. From 
the churn of his stomach, Michael felt a force rising in him. He imagined what these monsters 
would do to his brother, even though it was a fight between the two of them. The movie screen 
depicted monsters in combat, crushing and tearing apart cities and homes. Disaster didn't keep to 
itself. It spread. Just the proximity to it was enough to consume him—consume Lenny. His 
brother was unguarded. Only he stood between him and the fight about to break out. But there 
was nothing he could do. Around them, theatergoers watched from their crowded seats or swayed
on their feet for a better look. He and his brother were trapped. The only way out was blocked by
the two men in the aisle. Michael saw Franklin's face turn red, carving a canal from the sweat on 
his cheek. Rodan's grip tightened. The rubber of his costume pressed against Franklin's throat. 
He gasped for air. 
Without a word or warning, Michael watched as Franklin's fist connected to the human 
jaw underneath Rodan's beak. He didn't know what came next. Rodan's beak swayed from side to
side. The whole theater rose in a wave of voices. The man in the Rodan costume lunged again 
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and hurled Franklin to the floor. Michael  watched him fall from what seemed an incredible 
height. His crash to the floor looked painful. Somewhere in the commotion, the Godzilla head 
dropped to the floor, its eyes faintly glowing, its distorted roar more like a whimper in the crowd 
of voices. When the man hit the floor, people rushed in all around, trying to pull them apart from 
each other. A foot trampled the monstrous head and then a second and third, until the mask bled 
circuits and wires across the floor. Michael looked toward Lenny. He rose to stand in the way of 
the commotion.
“What's going on?” Lenny asked.
“Just some people fighting,” Michael said, his voice shaking. He grabbed his brother by 
the arm and tried to lead him out from the other side of the aisle, but a group of people were 
moving against them, toward the fight. Michael called out to the crowd to let them pass but 
everyone's attention was focused on the men in the aisle. He looked down at his brother, who 
seemed more confused than afraid. 
“Why are they fighting?” Lenny asked again.
He pretended not to hear him. Michael knew that his brother couldn't see the full picture. 
He was glad for it. 
In the aisle, the two costumed men traded punches. Godzilla was larger but he was 
pinned. His punches were wild and disorganized, more like the flailing hands of swimmer 
drowning in a television show. Rodan stood over him, hitting him in the face. A group of Rodan's
friends—Gigan, Mechagodzilla, and Gorosaurus—pulled him off and held him back. They 
pleaded with him to calm down. Another strike on his record, they warned.  A different group—
led by one of the Mothras and a Ghidora—tended to Franklin. They helped him up and asked if 
he needed a doctor. Franklin's bloodied mouth moved but Michael couldn't hear any words.
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When the crowds began to thin to their escape, Michael prepared to get Lenny to the 
door. As the disturbance died down a little, Lenny slipped away. It had happened, as he knew 
these things did—sudden and without warning—but that knowledge didn't keep his heart from 
pounding. His brother's head disappeared behind theater seats and passing monsters. Ahead, he 
watched as Lenny picked up the shards of the broken mask. He imagined a jagged circuit-board 
cutting into his hand or an unconnected wire finding a path through the boy's body. Lenny 
stepped toward the injured man, holding out the broken mask. Above, the theater lights came up 
and the movie, though still playing, was silent.
*
Lenny had heard the roar and whine of the mask but it hadn't disturbed him. He was too 
engrossed in the action of the moment to pay attention to the outside world. It was Michael rising
to his feet that brought Lenny out of the movie. There was shouting and movement out in the 
aisle but Lenny could only see the people rushing into a crowd or shifting back and forth. It was 
only when the two men were separated that Lenny could connect the dots. He had seen similar 
moments at school—boys, and sometimes girls, who punched and kicked each other until they 
were pulled away. The boys would glare with reddened faces and pent up anger. The man dressed
like Godzilla looked different. He looked tired. His face was wet and discolored. 
Lenny saw the mask lying on the floor. Pieces of it looked broken and torn, like roadkill. 
He stepped over and picked it up. He was surprised how heavy it was. It was the heaviest mask 
he had ever seen. He wondered how strong the man who made this mask would have to be to 
wear it. Over in the aisle, some people gathered around the man, who was crying. Lenny 
wondered if returning his mask would help.
As Lenny stepped out into the aisle, the monsters on screen unleashed a full attack on 
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their enemy. Sparks and energy flew as destructive forces converged together. Ordinarily, these 
were the moments he and Michael waited for. Loud, busy destruction filled the screen even as 
the lights came up in the theater. But Lenny wasn't paying attention to the screen when he 
reached the man. The people around the injured man looked over as he raised the broken mask 
for the man to take.
Lenny had seen bloody noses and skinned knees. He had heard all sorts of stories of 
injury and carnage from his friends at school. But nothing could compare to the sight of this man
who, upon taking his broken and battered disguise, smiled with broken bloody teeth. 
“Lenny!” He heard command in his brother's voice but also worry. Lenny turned to see 
his brother reaching for him, as though he were dangling on the ledge of some dangerous height.
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For the Ages
We loaded Capsule Twelve into the dig-site three hours behind schedule. From a distance,
the capsules looked like big slabs of concrete with our client's name on them. The concrete was 
just the outer shell. Inside was a high-tech chamber with all kinds of climate controls. Mark had 
to open it up to see what the client put in them. This stopped the whole work crew. He didn't 
check if I was fine with the delay but that's never stopped him before.
“If this is all he wants to show the future I can't imagine what they'd think of us,” he said. 
I had already been briefed on what was in each of them. There were messages in all kinds of 
mediums, each sealed up individually: carved marble tablets, metal plates, paper, and even a 
digital device with all the messages uploaded. The client had some kind of personal message to 
the future. It was mostly just his life history and a few statements you'd see written in a self-help 
book. There were similar slabs in the other eleven capsules.
Trevor smoked a cigarette. On the job was the only place he could smoke. Ever since he 
found out about his daughter's asthma, his wife banned smoking in the house. 
“My daughter's school had them do one of these time capsule things,” he said. “They put 
notes, drawings and other shit in there. What's with all the plaques?”
I felt the briefing session come back to me and all the little statements about the project. 
Muscle memory. “It's all about the longterm,” I said. “Your daughter is going to dig up a bunch 
of withered pages thirty years from now. The client wants these to last a thousand years.”
Mark snorted and spat when he saw a bronze plaque with the client's message to the 
future and an etching of his face.
“With his money? Like anyone will forget him.”
Trevor stomped on his cigarette. “Well he didn't cut everybody's health plan. The 
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company did.”
“Okay,” I said. “Enough with the open forum. We got work to do.”
*
It wasn't always like this. Before the buyout we built more normal projects. I knew Rick, 
the old owner, pretty well. When I'd have the kids on the weekends I'd take them over to his 
place. His kids got along with mine and they always had plenty of room to play. He had a big 
yard and a nice house. Three stories, lots of extra rooms that always shifted between playrooms, 
weight rooms, and music studios depending on the time of year and what Rick and his wife were 
most interested in at the time. The last I saw him was on his patio, by his gas grill the July before
last. 
“There's been an offer to buy the company,” he said, handing me a charred burger while 
the kids chased each other with sparklers. 
“Really?” The sprinkler rained mist onto the green lawn. I heard the children laughing 
and screaming. “I didn't think you wanted to sell it.”
“I didn't, but this is a big offer. Way bigger than I ever thought.”
“Who wants the company that bad?”
“MemorINC, of all people”
I'd heard of them. They'd made a fortune building all kinds of pet projects for 
millionaires. They started out building lavish tombs for dying CEOs. In the past few years 
younger rich people wanted in on the action. An heiress had a bronze statue built of herself in 
every town she had ever lived in. I'd heard about a businessman who forked over the money to 
build a museum dedicated to himself. In Florida, some tycoon was paying them to build a whole 
theme park based on his life.
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“Them? What does a group like that want with us?”
Rick shook his head. “I don't know, but it's a lot of money.” He looked at me while I 
stared at my paper plate. “Don, if you're worried about your job, I don't think they'll shift things 
around too much.”
“So you are selling?”
He looked at his wife. She looked over at the kids on the lawn. 
“I haven't decided,” he said.
“But you already know how they're not going to change everything?”
“Don,” he took a deep breath. “You know things haven't been going well. We haven't had 
much work to do recently. He's talked about his plans. He's going to keep you all very busy. I 
think it'll be better in the long run.”
We ate in silence for awhile. I lost sight of the kids but didn't think to look over. I was still
trying to make sense of the situation. I'd known him awhile. It wasn't like him to make such a big
decision and keep it a secret.
“When did you decide?” I asked.
“June.”
“And when the hell were you going to tell us?”
“Look, I'm still filling out the paperwork. It's not even officially done-”
The kids ran over, my daughter crying. The two boys, Rick's and mine, looked at us 
guiltily. Accusations flew of a sparkler to the hair. Terrified denials were voiced followed by 
conflicting confessions at the expense  of each other. By the time things settled, he had changed 
the subject. When I brought it up again later, he brought me to the back patio as the kids were 
packing up to leave.
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“Sometimes,” he said, “to be successful you've got to seal yourself off and make 
decisions without anyone else trying to influence you.” It didn't sound like Rick. 
The next week, MemorINC had sent a new project manager to take over for him. From 
what I'd gathered from the new boss, Rick had bought a house near some sunny beach on the 
other side of the country.
*
On Friday, the project manager put us in charge of relocating Capsule Six. There was a 
property dispute or something. Ordinarily, I'd ask for the details but the project manager gets 
angry if I ask too many questions. Mark took his sweet time securing the capsule since the dig-
site was near a scenic overlook. Trevor and three of the crew had to fix equipment problems 
before we could even hoist the thing out. Machinery has become a real sore spot for Trevor. 
“They have all this money but it takes them three weeks to reimburse me for repairs to 
the company truck.” He fiddled with a pulley motor. “Now they're not even chipping in to get 
their little projects done.”
Normally I just let him vent but being so far behind schedule on a Friday made me 
impatient. I told him to quit complaining and to do his job. He shook his head and mumbled 
something but it was the last I heard from him that day. He got it back up and running within an 
hour.
We lost another hour just trying to find the new dig-site for Capsule Six. The project 
manager's directions didn't account for a road construction reroute so our trucks were left circling
the area until we could find the place. The damn machine broke down again, causing Trevor to 
fly into a fit. I sent him on break so he could calm down but none of the other crew could get the 
thing working again until he got back.
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By the time we got the capsule buried we'd spent two hours of overtime. I knew I was 
going to hear it. When Rick ran the show, he warned us about going over schedule and over-
budget. MemorINC was worse. Their manager would give me an earful and then furlough some 
of the crew to make up for the cost of overtime. The first time he did this, I complained, only to 
get a lecture on company policy. It was some prepared statement about budget responsibilities  
and efficiency.  The crew used to ask if I ever complained about MemorINC or any of the new 
policies. I'd always tell them no. I wish I could, but I was the one in charge. I was fine letting 
them mouth off about the company if it meant they'd still do the work. If I started complaining 
though, they might not get the job done. If keeping everything moving meant keeping my mouth 
shut, then so be it.
*
Saturday was my day with the kids. I took them to our usual lunch spot. Their mother 
bought them new phones, which they spent most of the time looking at and showing each other 
messages from friends on their screens. Their mother and I get along well enough, which is why 
it felt strange to think she'd given them the things on purpose.
“So,” I said. “How's school going?”
“Fine,” my daughter said. She flicked her finger across the screen. I could hear cartoon 
music and explosions.
“Did you make the track team?”
“Huh?” she looked up at me and then back down again. “Yeah.”
I looked over at my son. He looked more like his mother than me but I could see little 
similarities. His hairline and his eyes reminded me of my old school photos.
“Who are you texting?”
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He continued to type without looking up. “A friend.”
“Which friend?”
“Charlie.”
“What's he up to?”
He shrugged.
The lunch crowds had filtered out of the restaurant by the time our orders came. I could 
hear the staff in the kitchen talking to each other. Even before the phones, I could always hear the
kitchen every time we came here. I hadn't noticed until that day. The kids ate and talked to each 
other. I would step in but there would be silence again afterward.
I pointed at my son's phone. “So what can that thing do?”
“Lots of stuff,” he handed it to me. I was surprised he expected me to know how to use it.
I'd only recently gotten a cell phone—one of those prepay things. I'd seen some of the crew 
screwing around with these new things but I'd never thought to get one. Growing up I remember 
old sci-fi movies with all kinds of hand-held gadgets. It was like one of those fake gadgets but it 
did everything. It wasn't a communicator or a scanner. It seems obvious now to have everything 
you need in one machine rather than a bunch of different ones. I wonder why those sci-fi writers 
never thought of that. It feels like the future is always what you expect but with one thing extra 
that cheapens it all somehow.
I tried to see what the thing could do when his friend messaged him. I looked over at my 
son. He was busy watching his sister play a game. My thumb touched the message box, showing 
the conversation between him and Charlie. The first thing I saw were my son's words: “Just a 
boring lunch with dad.” His friend thought this was funny. I closed the box and put it back in 
front of my son.
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*
The project supervisor came by the dig-site on Monday for what he called “routine 
observations.” I think he just wanted to see why we've been so behind schedule. Finishing 
Capsule Twelve started smoother than the last few operations. The equipment behaved, the crew 
followed along. I figured the manager had something to do with all of it. If there were any 
problems, they got fixed without a word and nobody wanted to risk slacking off in front of one 
of the higher ups. I took the time to point out some of the complaints the crew had made the day 
before.
“That crane there has been nothing but trouble,” I said. “We've been fixing it up pretty 
much every day. We're lucky today. We've been able to keep on schedule because of it.”
The project manager nodded without looking away from the site and wrote something 
down in his notepad. It was hard to tell if he was taking notes on what he saw or what he heard. 
“What's with some of these dig-sites anyhow?” I continued. “The crews have had to dig 
through a lot of rock just to follow instructions.”
“Mr. Bannerman, the dig-sites were chosen for their ability to weather projected changes 
over medium and longterm time frames.” He continued to write without looking up.
I kicked a small rock. “Uh-huh. Are we getting compensated for the equipment we 
wrecked trying to get the job done?”
The project manager looked up and straightened his glasses. “Everything was accounted 
for in the budget based on several economic projections. If you're over budget, I can take a more 
detailed look at your records and trim away some of the fat.”
I thought about pushing it further. The manager looked back at his clipboard a few times. 
I was distracting him. “No,” I said. “That won't be necessary.”
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“Good.” He went back to writing. He scratched down something hard on the clipboard.
Whenever Trevor finished the job he was on, he stepped aside and lit up a cigarette. 
Between tasks he'd take a cigarette break and watch the crew, stepping in if he needed to. 
Nobody on the crew ever complained and he always asked the first few times before it was clear 
that I was fine with it. It didn't even strike me as something to notice until the manager said 
something.
“What is that man doing?” He pointed to Trevor with his hands in his pockets. 
“Him? He's taking a smoke break.” It was only after I said it that I realized it was a 
problem.
“He's docked for this time, right?”
“It's less than five minutes,” I shrugged. “He's still on the job.”
“How many of these does he take?”
“I don't know, a couple.” I watched as he turned the page on his clipboard.
Trevor lit his cigarette and said a few things to the nearby crew as they finished up. One 
of them laughed. 
I cleared my throat. “I let him do it. He's productive so I let him take a breather when he 
doesn't have anything else he can do at the moment.”
“So, if I understand this correctly, Mr. Bannerman, you're telling me that your labor force 
is large enough that a man can use company time to smoke when he wants.”
“It's not like that,” I said.
The manager stepped toward the dig-site. Trevor watched us as we came down. 
When I was a kid, whenever my friends and I got caught raising hell, there was always a 
slow march to the scene of the crime or I was dragged along as a parent intervened. I always 
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wanted to shout a warning to my friends to escape but I knew it would only get us both in more 
trouble. I thought about that as the manager stepped up to Trevor.
“Excuse me,” the manager said. “Are you smoking?”
Trevor took a drag and fished through his pockets. “Yep.” He pulled his pack out and held
it to the manager. “Need to bum one?”
The project manager's face went red. He looked over at me.
“Put it out, Trev,” I said.
He looked at me and then at the manager. “Uh, sure.” He dropped the cigarette and 
mashed it into the dirt.
“What are you assigned to now?” asked the manager.
He looked around. “Well, I was working the pulley until we got it lowered in.”
“So what are you doing now?”
“I don't know. Usually I'm on standby unless something breaks.” He kept looking over at 
me, as though I could somehow help him.
“So you admit you don't have any reason to be here?” The manager looked over at the 
crew. Some of them had stopped working when they saw that the manager and I had come down.
He stared at them until they started working again.
“I wouldn't say that. The way this stuff breaks I might be needed any second.” Trevor 
grinned. I couldn't tell if he was trying to be friendly or if that was a way to mock him.
The manager gripped the pencil in his hand. “But if that doesn't occur, you take a 
cigarette break.”
“I asked Don, he okayed it.” He looked over as if expecting me to say something but I 
didn't know what he wanted me to do. If Rick ever did anything like this—if he were capable of 
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anything like this—I would have told him to relax. Five minutes of a guy on standby wasn't 
going to matter. There were other things working here though. It's why I didn't say anything—
couldn't. The project manager might have been a hothead but the rules he was laying down 
weren't even his own. He was just good at his job.
The manager looked over at me and then back at Trevor. “I didn't see you ask him today.”
“He knows.” I saw Trevor's hand go back into his pocket for his pack. “Lighten up pal, 
It's just a smoke break.”
“Get back to work,” the manager said.
“What work? Tell me a place to go and I'll go but there ain't any place for me to be right 
now.” He stepped up close to the manager.
The manager's tone didn't change. “Then go home.”
“What?”
“If your work here is done then go home for the day.”
“I can't.” Trevor stepped back. He looked around at the crew. Everyone was busy at the 
dig-site but I could see heads turn every now and then. “I can't afford to miss work.”
I knew he was talking about his daughter. He put up with all of this for her, for her 
medication. If it had been anyone else, they would have known. They would have stopped.
“Then work or go home.”
Trevor stepped back from the manager. “Don, man. Tell him. Tell him I can't miss work.”
“Mr. Bannerman, please send him home for the day or I will.”
By now the crew had stopped working. I couldn't tell if they were all watching me, 
Trevor, or the manager. Trevor looked ready to burst but I wasn't sure in what way. The project 
manager started writing on his new page, his head moved back and forth between me and the 
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page. It looked as though he were nodding at me. I didn't know what to say. In a perfect world, 
I'd stand up for Trevor and tell the project manager to take a hike. Of course, in a perfect world 
I'd have the means to buy up the company myself and there'd be enough work for us without 
MemorINC. In a perfect world my kids would talk to me.
“Trev, you got anything else to do today?” I asked.
“Not unless one of these shit-heaps breaks again.”
I sighed. The manager tapped his foot.
“You're off for the day. Come back tomorrow ready to contribute.”
Trevor nodded but didn't say anything. He climbed up the dig-site and started walking to 
his car. The crew watched him until the manager told them to get back to work. After inspecting 
the crew for a few minutes he started to climb back up.
“Mr. Bannerman, I'll meet with you tomorrow morning to give you my full assessment.” 
I nodded but didn't say anything. At the center of the dig-site, Capsule Twelve was almost
completely buried. Only a portion of the top lid remained. The client's name was etched on it. 
From my angle it looked more like a grave plot than anything else.  
*
I met the client for this project only once. It was right before we buried Capsule One. 
Back when Rick was in charge, some news vans would show up for groundbreaking on our 
bigger projects like some fancy apartment complex or new business. It was always local news. 
MemorINC's clients brought news from all around the country. Most of them hung around the 
project manager, some of the MemorINC big-bosses or by the client himself but a few thought I 
was worth the time to ask a few questions. That night, I called the kids to tell them to look for me
on the news but I don't think any of the channels ran my interview.
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The  client and some of the company suits made his way through the dig-site, looking 
over everything with cameras following him everywhere. As he walked around the new site, he 
stepped over to shake my hand. He was a neat but blubbery man, dressed in a suit that was worth
more than my paycheck.  When he smiled, the client showed his teeth—perfect alignment you 
could measure with a ruler, but greenish. 
“So you're the foreman here, he said. “Glad to have you.”
I don't like to make guesses about someone until I've gotten to known them, but there was
something odd about this guy. He never looked at me, even when looking straight ahead. It was 
like he was watching over my shoulder.
Before I could say anything he moved on, the cameras following him. He was like the eye
of a hurricane. He moved completely at the center of attention but looked so comfortable by 
himself. As the cameras snapped photos of us digging and putting the capsule into place, I saw 
the client slip away with a group of men in suits back to his car. As I watched, I almost couldn't 
believe how easily he could come and go like the rest of us. A man with enough money to make 
or break so many lives breathed the same air as me.
*
At the project manager's office the next morning, I expected some kind of long lecture 
about the crew and my management. Instead, when I entered he offered me a cup of coffee from 
the pot in his office. I turned him down. He flipped through his notes and read something on his 
monitor. Some of the forms on his desk and the things written and tacked up on a bulletin wall 
were about the time capsule project. The expenditures, schedules, progress reports, and other 
details. There was even more in the computer. It all went higher up the chain. Stuff that 
monitored if a job was done and done well. I started to think he had forgotten about me until he 
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started in.
“It seems your crew has problems managing its time.”
“It won't happen again.”
The manager flipped over one of the sheets. “No, I don't think it will.” He picked up a 
coffee mug and filled it. On the mug was a logo for a private high school in the next town over. 
He cleared his throat but didn't say anything.
“Do you have a kid?” I asked.
“Yes, a son, why do you ask?”
“Just noticed your cup.”
He nodded. “How about you?”
“Two. Boy and a girl.”
“That must take a lot of energy.”
“Well, it's easier when my ex-wife has them most of the time.”
“Oh?” he said. He typed a few things on his computer, checked one of his notes and typed
again.
“So do you still need me?” I asked. “The smoke breaks will stop.”
“What? Oh, right. That was part of why I brought you here, but not the only reason.”
I sighed. “Look, if I'm going against new procedures in some other way just let me know. 
I've got to get ready to look over the crew today.” I stood up.
“Mr. Bannerman, despite a few—we'll call them slip ups—we're actually very pleased 
with your results. We think you have quite a future. In fact, I wanted to discuss one possible 
future today.”
I sat back down. “What are you talking about?”
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“As you may have heard, your project is only one of several we're working on. In fact, a 
new one was just announced last week. We think you might be just the right person to head it 
up.”
“A different project?” I asked. “Where?”
“Out west. It's high priority for the company so you can expect higher compensation. 
We'll also provide some assistance in getting established out there.”
“They want to relocate me?” I'd thought about moving. I'd hung on to the house during 
the divorce. Work kept me too busy to think about other things, but there where days when I 
would come home and think how quiet the place was. Sometimes some part of me—muscle 
memory—would expect to see the kids up in their bedrooms or my wife on the couch watching 
TV.
“Think of it as a promotion,” he said. He flipped through a few sheets and handed me a 
pamphlet. On the cover was a concept drawing of a man's head carved into a mountain. 
Underneath it read: “A Great Man. Preserved for the Ages.” The pamphlet went on about all the 
things the client had done for the world, how much tourism it would bring and how many jobs it 
would make. The MemorINC logo filled up the lower right corner.
“Well, that's different,” I said. 
“It's become a new priority now that the capsules are just about done.”
“Why would a guy want his face carved into a mountain?” I looked up only to see the 
manager staring at me.
“Mr. Bannerman, it's our job to fulfill the needs of our customers, not to question their 
aesthetic choices.”
“I know,” I put the pamphlet on his desk. “Don't you think it's a bit much though? 
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Personally, I mean.”
He cleared his throat. “That's irrelevant to my job.”
“I'm not asking about your job, I'm asking for your opinion.”
His face reddened. “I think, Mr. Bannerman, that I'm keeping you too long. We have 
some final measures at a few of the dig-sites to deal with.”
I got up to leave but the manager held out the pamphlet to me again. “If you're interested, 
let me know by the end of the week.”
The drawing stared at me from across the office. I took it and stuffed it into my pocket.
“I'll let you know.”
*
On Wednesday, I had to pick up the kids because their mother had to stay late at work. 
When I pulled up to the front of the school, my daughter sat alone on a bench, twiddling with her
phone. I didn't see her brother. I rolled down the window and called out to her. She looked up 
and made her way over.
“Where is your brother?” I asked.
She shrugged. I could hear the music of her game as she climbed into the back. 
“Wasn't he with you?”
“I saw him. I don't know where he went.” She went back to her game.
“You can call him on that thing, can't you?”
She looked up and then back at the screen. “Hold on.”
I heard cartoon zipping and explosions for a few more seconds before she started typing. I
looked around the front of the school. No one else was at the front. I'd never worried about my 
son before, even when he was little he seemed able to look out for himself. He was independent 
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like me. His sister was different—more like her mother. She needed someone on standby.
My daughter's phone buzzed. She summarized the message. “He said he got a ride with 
Charlie's parents.”
“When was this?”
She typed up my reply and waited for the reply. “Awhile ago. He doesn't say when.”
I thought about making her send another reply, but decided to let it be. I pulled the truck 
out onto the street.
“I hope you didn't mind waiting. Your mom is busy today.”
“I know,” she said. The sounds of the game started up again.
Traffic was still at a crawl as we made our way to her mother's house. Sometime during 
the stop and go, I heard the game sounds disappear. It made the car feel silent despite the radio, 
the stereo of a car in front of us, and the idling engines. I looked in the mirror to see her looking 
out the window.
“I hope you didn't have anywhere to be.”
“No,” she said. “Just homework.”
“Right.” I turned up the radio a little. One song ended. As another began, a buzz of static 
overtook it. My daughter put her headphones on and closed her eyes.  I wanted to talk more but 
was also relieved. What was there to say? There was no reason to talk. I liked the idea of talking 
to my kids but I couldn't think of what to say. I would have asked their mother, but I felt the same
thing about asking her. There wasn't anything to talk about. Things either happened or they 
didn't. 
Her music hummed through the air. It must have been excruciatingly loud in her ears but 
she sat as though in silence. The traffic started to thin out around us and I weaved through the 
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cars to get ahead. Even through the horns and the radio static I could still faintly hear my 
daughter's music. It vibrated clearly into her head, wafted through the congested air and left an 
impression for me to make sense of. 
*
After work on Thursday I stopped by Dougherty's for a drink. Earlier that day, I'd learned 
about Trevor. Chaperoning the kids on Wednesday made me forget that I hadn't seen him since 
the project manager's observation. Mark told me the bad news—upper management got ahold of 
the report and fired him. I wasn't even given notice about it. I talked to the project manager about
it but all he did was try to change the subject. Mark told me he was meeting him at Dougherty's 
after work, so I decided to tag along.
It was a place I drove by a lot but I never went before. It was half-lit and covered in 
cigarette smoke. Mark directed me over to the bar where I saw Trevor in the middle of a beer, 
watching a baseball game. He turned around when Mark got close and then he saw me.
“What the hell is he doing here?” Trevor asked.
“Mark brought me along.”
He turned to Mark and then back at me. “Why the hell did you do that?”
Mark sat down. “He was worried about you. I thought I'd bring him.”
“Worried?” he snorted. “Yeah, lots of worry for a guy who has you fired. ”
“I didn't fire you, Trev.”
“Right, it was the higher ups, right?” He stepped up close. “You just play fetch for them.”
Mark put his hand on his shoulder. “Trev, calm the fuck down. It ain't his fault.”
Trevor sighed and sat down. He ordered another beer and then looked over at me. “You 
gonna stand there? Come on, sit.”
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I sat down next to him and ordered a beer. “Look,” I said. “I don't know what the hell 
happened. Before I knew it the project manager was making a big deal about your smoke 
breaks.”
Trevor kept his eye on the game. “Forget it, Don.” 
“I mean it though. I don't get why they pulled that shit. I didn't even know what happened
until today.”
“I said forget it.” As he took a drink, I saw Mark shake his head at me.
For awhile, we all watched the game. I never really cared for watching them in bars. I 
always liked to hear the announcers. The banter made it more interesting. I'd never been to a bar 
where you could hear it well enough. I tried to start up small talk about the game. I only got a 
few words out of either of them.
After we all bought another round, I felt the need to dive in again. “So what now, Trev?”
He blinked a few times. “Hell if I know. My wife is working at least.”
“What about your kid?” I asked.
“What about her?”
Mark reached across the bar. “Don, leave him alone.”
“She needs medicine right? Fuck.” I held my head. “What the hell did I do?”
“Nothing.” He got up and headed for the men's room. I stood up as if to follow but 
decided against it.
Mark came over. He leaned in close. “Don, you are a damn chatterbox tonight. Knock it 
off.”
“I can't help it. This is wrong.”
“You didn't fire him, did you? Quit whining about it.”
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“I was offered a transfer, Mark.”
He let go and stepped back. “What?”
“Some kind of B.S. project out west.” I sat back down. “They want to pay for travel and a
raise. It doesn't make any goddamn sense.”
“Jesus,” Mark said. He sat back down. “Perfect timing, huh.”
“No kidding. It's like they did it on purpose.”
“Probably. Divide and conquer.” He swigged his beer. “You going to take it?”
“No idea.”
He frowned. “Why the hell not?”
I pointed toward the men's room.
“Don, really? You're going to let that get in the way? Take it.”
“It doesn't feel right.”
Mark made a sound with his throat. “You're going to pass up on that because the company
is run by a bunch of assholes? Unbelievable.”
“I'll ask Trev what he thinks.”
Mark nearly spit out his beer. “Are you out of your mind?”
“What else can I do?”
“Keep your mouth shut and just take it?”
“I can't do that, Mark.”
Trev came out of the men's room and wandered back to the bar. He ordered another round
and went back to watching the game. Trevor barely blinked. If it weren't for the occasional drink 
from his beer, I'd think he was just a prop at the bar.
“Trev?” I said.
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“What Don?” he didn't look away from the T.V.
“They gave me a new offer. They want me in charge of some new project. It's pretty 
much a promotion.”
Trevor blinked. He still didn't take his eyes off the screen. He clenched his beer tightly. 
“Congratulations.”
“I haven't accepted it yet,” I sighed. “I don't feel right taking it without asking you about 
it.”
I expected him to lunge at me, or at least shout. Instead, he let go of his tight grip of the 
beer, stood up and turned to me. He put his hands on my shoulders.
“Don,” he said. “Take it.” His face was blank.
I started to say something else. I can't even remember what it was. What he said next 
completely erased it from my mind.
“I want you to take whatever job they're giving you and do it,” he said. “Take whatever 
they give you. Rake in all the money they give you. If they make you one of the big-bosses, take 
that too. Get a nice house, a nice car and a pretty new wife. Buy your kids the best damn 
Christmas they'll ever have. Earn everything you ever wanted.”
He patted me hard on the shoulder and then turned to the bar. He reached into his pocket 
and pulled out his wallet.
“Trev,” I said. “I'll get it.” I reached for mine but he held up his hand.
“No,” He pulled all the cash out of his wallet and scattered it onto the bar. “My treat.”
Mark stepped over just as Trevor walked out of the bar. Mark watched him leave and then
came over.
“What happened? I'm amazed he didn't sock you.”
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I couldn't answer. The cash Trevor tossed onto the bar settled around or in our drinks. A 
few small bills were on the floor or the stool. Even at a glance I knew it was less than his share.
*
On Friday morning, I headed straight to the project manager's office. I didn't say anything
about my decision at first. I started with the usual morning planning—some meaningless banter. 
He never brought up the offer one way or another. For the second time he offered me coffee. This
time I took him up on it. I stared at the private school logo as he poured his cup.
“Is that a good school?” I asked.
He squinted at me and then nodded. “For the tuition they charge, they'd better be.”
I smiled. “Is your son happy there?”
The manager kept his eyes on the work at his desk. “As much as any kid likes school, I 
guess.”
 I fished out the pamphlet he gave me. I saw the artist rendering of the face in the hillside 
on its cover. 
The manager cleared his throat. “So I assume you've made your decision by now?”
The pamphlet was heavily creased. I had folded and unfolded it a few times, making the 
face pop out like a kid's book.
“You never told me about Trevor,” I said. 
“What?” he squinted again.
“You fired him.”
“Oh, that,” he almost laughed. “It's out of my hands. Recommended by upper 
management. The client agrees.”
“Right. Of course.”
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“Mr. Bannerman,” he leaned forward and clenched his hands on his desk, “this is a career
opportunity the company is offering you. If you don't take it, they might not even consider you in
the future. Tough I know, but it's how the world works.”
“I know,” I said. “That's why I'm taking it.”
He exhaled. “You had me worried there that you might make a bad choice.” He opened a 
desk drawer and pulled out a folder. This will have all the basic information you need. We'll keep
you up to date on all the moving logistics.”
I nodded and took the folder. The project manager got up and stepped around his desk. He
held out his hand. “Welcome to the next stage, Mr. Bannerman.”
I shook his hand and left without saying anything else.
*
When the children's mother asks why I've made this decision, I tell her it's for the money 
and my career. When my kids ask, I say it is for them. The distance and the absence from them is
for their financial comfort. I see Mark one last time before I leave town. He asks me the opposite
question. He asks why I didn't take it right away, before I even knew Trevor was fired behind my
back. I don't answer this question. I can only think why I took it, the reason that makes the most 
sense to me. I don't tell the project manager, or the kids, or their mother this reason. I don't tell 
Mark.
When I can come up with the words, I think of one reason: my hands are going to build it.
Years from now, when people see that idiot's mug in some hillside, they won't know a thing 
about me or MemorINC. They won't know what I gave up to make it, the hours my team and I 
put into it—the problems we solved to make it possible. They won't know how many of us stood 
on that site, chipping away at rock, working a day of our lives on it every week. They might not 
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care about us or our work. But goddamn it, my hands are going to build it. 
I have nothing else left. If no one else will think of me in this life, let me at least have 
that.
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The People's League
“Welcome to the Divine Workers' Republic, Mr. Peters,” the interpreter said. Dressed in a 
formal military uniform, the man pointed out landmarks from the passenger's seat as the limo 
rolled past smog-ridden streets beneath the elevated expressway. Cody Peters didn't pay 
attention. He thought of how tight his old jersey was around his widening belly—how his wrists 
still ached from warm-ups he hadn't done in years. Mike, his publicist, had told him that all the 
TVs in this podunk country showed were 20-year-old-game highlights and state propaganda. 
Cody's record no-hitter games were famous here. They'd take him as he was and still treat him 
like a god.
Mike leaned over and whispered as the interpreter continued. Cody could count the gelled
gray ropes of hair stretched over his head. “Are you feeling this, C-Pete? You're making history. 
Can't you feel history in the air?”
“That's just the pollution,” Cody said.
It had been decades since the last American citizens set foot in the Divine Workers' 
Republic, or whatever it was called before the revolution. The closest anyone had come since 
were diplomatic meetings in neighboring border-cities in one of the many failed attempts to 
improve relations.
“Come on C-Pete, don't be like that.” Mike leaned back and straightened his tie. Cody 
still needed to look at Mike's face and his graying hair to remind himself that, for all his PR-guy 
appearances, Mike was still two years his senior. It was easy to be young with a little effort. Mike
was proof that even he could be relevant again. A little slang here and there, a few online media 
platforms, and any old geezer could be in the news. It was Mike's idea to take the trip. Nothing, 
he said, would generate more buzz than doing something so unusual so suddenly. Cody barely 
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knew this country existed until Mike proposed the idea. It was as though he had crafted this place
just for Cody to make the news again.
The limo turned down an off-ramp. As it rounded the bend to the streets below, a huge 
steel and concrete structure loomed over surrounding high-rise apartments through the choked 
skyline. It was shaped vaguely like a fist but scaffolds around it and ongoing construction 
blocked off the complete shape.
“Behold the 'Hand of the People.' That is where we will stay this evening,” the interpreter
said. “This tower is a mighty feat of our people's ingenuity and grand technological progress. I 
am certain it will match every comfort and desire your American hotels have to offer. Our 
Beloved and Wise President has set for the final construction to be finished later this year. In that
time a great ceremony will commence-”
“Is anyone else staying there?” Cody asked.
The interpreter stumbled over his words. He looked over at the driver and said something 
in the local language. The driver said something back and pulled out a cell phone. The interpreter
looked back at them and grinned.
“Why, all foreign dignitaries stay at the 'Hand of the People.'”
Mike patted Cody on the shoulder. “Hear that C-Pete? We're 'foreign dignitaries' now. 
How do you like that?”
The driver shouted into his cell phone and ended the call.
At the main entrance, the building looked more like a huge lump of concrete than a giant 
fist. Construction scaffolding and materials lay near the entry way. A red carpet ran from the 
edge of the sidewalk to the front door. Guards with rifles stood at attention on either side. As 
Cody and Mike stepped onto the carpet, the people in the crowd waved, women blew kisses and 
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wept with joy. A man held up his young son, who wore a crude duplicate of Cody's old jersey. 
Another row of armed guards stood behind the crowds, their faces blank and at attention. Cody 
thought about stepping over to shake hands and sign autographs as he had once done, but the 
uniformed men behind him looked straight ahead and didn't slow their pace into the building.
The interpreter led them into the main lobby. It was a cavernous room with huge hanging 
national flags and images of the President, a young man with a Stalin-like mustache, and 
propaganda illustrations of the People's Triumphant Revolution. In the center of the room was an
enormous fountain adorned with statues of farmers, industrial workers, and idyllic families. A 
gush of water sprang to life when they arrived. A woman stood at the front desk and greeted the 
group in her language. The interpreter spoke to her while Cody looked around the room. Other 
people in the lobby paced back and forth and looked around, as if unfamiliar. One man eyed the 
entryway as though he wanted to leave but turned back around and looked at one of the fountain 
statues.
“What do you think, C-Pete?” Mike asked. “Better than the Marriott?”
“I'll let you know when I try the grub.”
Mike patted him on the back. “Have you gone over what to say when you meet the 
President?”
“Yeah, I've been meaning to talk to you about it-”
A group of photographers and journalists entered the lobby along with a band of young 
women in traditional local dress. One woman held a bouquet of flowers. A man accompanying 
them dressed in a formal military uniform cried out a fanciful sounding message to the press as a 
strobe-light of antique flashbulbs engulfed him. The woman with the bouquet walked up and 
held it out to Cody. As he took the gift, he saw that she looked away. Her face was red. Despite 
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heavy applications of makeup, he could tell she had been crying. She curtsied and returned to the
other women.
The interpreter translated the soldier's announcement: “On behalf of the Divine Workers' 
Republic, we present this and many more gifts to come for our honored guest. May he show us 
the ways of sports prowess and let he and all his family be blessed and prosperous.”
The flowers were half-wilted. Almost unrecognizable. He held them gently, fearing they 
would crumble into dust. When he was still married, his wife had once told him that flowers 
were something people gave only when they didn't know what someone really wanted, or they 
have nothing else to give.
“Hey, they're going to show us our room,” Mike said. “You can take the flowers with you,
you know.”
Cody looked over and saw the interpreter beckoning him to the elevator. A soldier stood 
at attention next to the stairwell. At the lobby entrance, Cody noticed two other men at attention. 
Soldiers were sprinkled throughout the building—two at every entryway, two lines flanked the 
press crews. One even sat on a stool behind the front desk, watching the attendants. Though the 
chamber echoed at even the slightest noise, the sight of the President's face made him feel as 
though he were pressed against the wall.
“C-Pete, let's go. We've got places to be.”
“Coming,” he said. He crossed the line between the two soldiers at attention. They didn't 
blink as he passed.
*
Standing in front of a mirror in his small, bare and undecorated room, Cody practiced the 
lines Mike had given him:
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“Thank you Beloved and Wise President. Though I am a great pitcher, any player will tell
you that a good team needs a good coach and, having met you, I know you are a great coach for 
this country.”
No matter how often he said it, it sounded forced. It was something he would never say 
on his own. He couldn't imagine anyone speaking like that, especially to the leader of a country. 
He wanted to rework the details with Mike but he was busy planning the upcoming events. Cody 
hoped to get a chance to make up something new. He wasn't the best at coming up with speeches.
The coach comparison bothered him. Cody thought of Don, his last coach, a scrappy, 
wiry old man who chewed Skoal and spearmint gum at the same time. Don cursed and shouted 
when things didn't go right but he was the first person to pat Cody on the back after his big no-
hitter.
“You're a fucking miracle, kid,” he said. “A goddamn saint in cleats.”
The last Cody had heard, he had died of a stroke, in the midst of a shouting rant at a new 
infielder. Cody prayed for him when he learned about it even though he wasn't the praying type. 
Cody's high school coach started and ended every game and practice with a prayer circle. 
Outside of sports, he led Bible study. While Cody didn't know much about this country, he 
couldn't think of their leader as a coach. Coaches stayed in the dugout. The president was 
everywhere.
In the bare white-walled room of the hotel, a small framed picture of the president glared 
down at him. Cody pondered another rehearsal as he leaned over to the nightstand to grab a cup 
of water. The remnants of the flowers sat in a heap next to it. His jersey scrunched up around his 
stomach, showing his pale, flabby underbelly. He stood up and pulled his shirt down. Cody 
wished he had more time before the trip to get back into shape. At least a little more time to 
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practice his pitch. He'd spent two days warming up and practicing. His hands still ached. Cody 
wondered if he had pulled or torn something.
There was a knock at the door.
“Yo, C-Pete, let me in.”
Mike stepped in faster than Cody could swing the door open.
“Oh boy that was nuts.”
Cody closed the door. “What?”
“I just got back from talking with the party press core. They are dying to see you.”
“You think so?”
Mike looked around the room. “Everything an American hotel has to offer, my ass. Did 
they mean Motel 6?”
“I wasn't expecting much.”
Mike shrugged and stared at the portrait of the president. “Later tonight I'll call up some 
friends in the press back home. I'll send a few photos and some teaser information. By the time 
we get back, every network is going to want to ask you about your little trip.”
“That's good.”
“How are you doing?” he asked. “Feeling warmed up? They'll probably want you to 
demonstrate some of the old talent for them.”
Cody rotated his sore wrist. “I'm not at my A-game but I'm fine as long as they don't 
expect me on the mound.”
“Good to hear. ”
Mike looked around the room. He saw the heap on the nightstand. 
“You didn't throw that thing out yet?” he asked. “It's going to stink up the room.”
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“It was a gift. It doesn't feel right.”
“See, that's why you'll be easy to sell. You're a nice guy—old fashioned.”
“Well, except for the divorce,” Cody said.
“Nah, that crap happens all the time these days. No one will judge you for it. Besides, did 
anyone even report on it?”
“I think the local paper did but I don't remember.”
“See? Nobody cares. We're golden.”
Cody did remember a small column of text embedded between a story about a local town 
ordinance and a hit-and-run on a country road the next town over. The writer had misspelled his  
wife's name. He sent an email, longer than the article, demanding a correction. He couldn't 
remember everything he had written, being drunk at the time, but there was notice the next 
morning, printed in small print in a bottom corner of the page. They said they regretted the error.
Cody looked at the blank wall. “I've been practicing that line you gave me.”
Mike looked over. “Got it down yet?”
“I don't know.”
Mike patted Cody on both shoulders. “C-Pete, calm down, you're going to do great.”
“I'm not sure how I feel about the line.”
“The line is great, the line is perfect.” He grinned. “What's wrong with the line?”
“It just sounds dumb. No country has a coach.”
“It does when that coach is putting you up to bat for him.” He leaned over and took a 
drink of Cody's water. “Listen, you're just nervous because you haven't made a public appearance
in awhile. Once you're back in I know you'll do great.”
“Maybe you're right.”
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“I am. Just think about the press conferences after the big game, especially the ones after 
you hit those home-runs.” He put the glass down on top of the heap of dead flowers.
“No-hitter,” Cody said.
“Huh?”
“I pitched no-hitters.”
“Right. That. Anyway, they invited us to some party in your honor, downstairs. You ever 
have that before, C-Pete?”
Cody remembered the going-away party when he retired. The third-baseman and the 
outfielder took him club-hopping. He only remembered the flash of lights and the waves of 
body-heat. The women he woke up next to smelled of nail-polish remover. The last he heard, the 
third-baseman had just gotten out of jail for domestic abuse and the outfielder owned a car 
dealership in the suburbs. He'd sometimes see the commercials when he channel-surfed.
 Then he thought of the woman in the lobby. He wondered if she painted her nails. He 
never looked at her hands. He wondered if they even had makeup in this country. He hadn't 
thought to look at the women for very long.
“So what do you say?” Mike asked. “Want to be a guest of honor or not?”
“Shouldn't I change? This uniform is kind of tight.”
“Why? They came to see pitcher C-Pete, not retired tourist Cody Peters. Come on, let's 
go.”
Mike opened the door for him. Cody straightened his jersey, stretching the numbers over 
his torso, and walked out into the hallway.
*
The front lobby had been converted into a banquet hall. Chairs and tables were set up 
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around the room and a small stage encircled the base of the central fountain. A podium and 
microphone were set in front of the statue. When he and Mike exited the elevator, they were met 
by the flashbulbs of the ancient cameras. As if waiting for them to arrive, their interpreter stood 
at a table and beckoned them over.
“Hello again, Mr. Peters. I hope you have found the accommodations to your liking.”
Mike gave a thumbs up. “World-class place, you've got here.”
A loudspeaker blared the dramatic orchestral anthem of the Divine Workers' Republic. A 
line of armed and decorated soldiers marched into the room. Behind them were medal-attired 
generals and other officials in suits. The guards stood at attention in rows around the room. 
Among the crowd, flanked by advisors and guards, was the president. He was the shortest man in
the group and Cody could barely see him over the soldiers standing on either side. The generals 
and officials mingled and spread out among the tables.
“There he is, C-Pete. Ready to meet a head of state?”
Cody had never met a world leader before. He had met a congressman once, during a 
fund raiser he was invited to, an old balding man who smelled of cheap cologne who said 
something about, “knocking this election out of the park,” before moving to a table with another 
group of donors. This president was young. In fact, Cody was old enough to be his father.
The president's entourage made their way around the tables, shaking hands and talking to 
the other guests. Approaching Cody's table, the cameras assembled in a line in front of a group of
guards. When the president turned to face them, he saw a man who barely resembled the portrait.
The president's Stalin-like mustache was thin and patchy—like the one Cody sported when he 
was fifteen. There were pimples on his forehead. He looked like the kid that he and his friends 
had bought weed from in high school.
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The president said something to him. The interpreter turned to Cody. “The Beloved and 
Wise President welcomes you to his country. He is excited to finally meet you.”
Cody looked at Mike who gestured for him to reply. Cody looked at the interpreter and 
then the president. “Thank you Mr. President. Though our countries aren't good friends, I hope 
we can be.”
The interpreter raised his eyebrow and then spoke to the president. The president laughed,
waved his hand and spoke. The interpreter translated: “He says that we should put aside politics 
for now. Let today be a day of celebrating athletic achievement.”
Cody looked at the advisors. Each one was stone-faced and motionless. They felt less like
a group of middle-aged and elderly men and more like a single person in a hall of mirrors. When 
one coughed or cleared his throat, the other advisors each did the same over the course of a 
minute. He expected the president to initiate this unspoken telephone game or at least join in but 
the young man never did. One advisor leaned close to another and whispered something. The 
second advisor leaned and whispered to a third until one of them said something to the president.
The interpreter and the president spoke back and forth. The president looked at Cody, 
grinned, shook his hand and walked away. His advisors followed, their expressions never 
changing.
The interpreter clarified the parting conversation. “The president says he is honored to 
have you and would like to invite you to a very special baseball game of the People's League 
tomorrow, in honor of your arrival. I have taken the liberty of accepting for you.”
“They've got a league here?” Cody asked, looking toward Mike.
“While our people are not as numerous as America, we are industrious, even in sport.”
“Sure, we'll go,” Mike said. He looked over at Cody, who still was watching the 
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president. “Right, C-Pete?”
“What?” he looked back at Mike. “Yeah, sounds fine.”
By the time the national anthem stopped, its absence was felt through the room. Cody's 
ears rang. The echoes and mutterings of the crowd weren't enough to drown it out. A uniformed 
emcee stepped up to the podium. As he spoke he thrust his hands into the air, dramatically 
flailing his arms at the crowd. The interpreter listened carefully but didn't translate. As the man 
spoke, waiters appeared and set covered trays of food on each table.
“Hey, what's he saying?” Mike asked.
The interpreter kept his eyes on the speaker. “He is merely welcoming the guests and 
professing his love of our great nation.”
“Okay, what's the details? Doesn't your guest of honor get to hear the patriotism?”
The interpreter looked at Mike. “Though you are our honored guests, you are still 
foreigners to our country. You would not understand even if I attempted to interpret his words to 
you.”
“Some kind of pep rally?”
The interpreter smiled. “Perhaps, if that helps you to comprehend.”
After the speech concluded, the president stepped up and the room erupted in applause. 
He looked even smaller than usual standing beside the statues of the fountain. After he spoke a 
few fiery words, he gestured to their table.
The interpreter stared at the president and stumbled over his words before telling Cody to 
go to the podium. “His Most Beloved and Wise President asks you to make a speech.”
“You got this, C-Pete,” Mike said. “Don't forget the line.”
Cody nodded but could barely hear Mike over the applause. The generals and officials 
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turned their heads and whispered to one another as he moved up to the podium. The president 
grinned, his teeth reflected the camera flashbulbs across the room. The two steps onto the stage 
felt impossibly high. As Cody took the second step, he felt like a tightrope acrobat as he looked 
back at the leering military brass and the party officials.
The president stepped aside but remained close to the podium. When Cody reached it, he 
saw a row of photographers over the head of the president all snap a shot in unison. Thick white 
spots bled over his eyes. He blinked rapidly as he became aware of the silence in the lobby.
Cody cleared his throat and formed a speech in his mind as he began to speak. “Thank 
you for your country's generosity. While our countries may not agree on everything, we can at 
least agree on our mutual love of a great game.”
His eyes scanned the room. The group of advisors at the president's table kept their 
perpetual expression. An old decorated general looked at his watch. “Behind every good team is 
a good coach.” Cody had gone through several replacement lines but he couldn't settle on any 
particular one. 
Cody hated giving statements and speeches. The only place he felt comfortable with a 
crowd was on the field. In the rush of a game, he could ignore the millions of eyes on him. The 
world was simply the mound and the batter's strike-zone. He never stayed for press conferences 
longer than five minutes. Even the night he'd broken the no-hitter record, he felt a constellation 
of blinking eyes watching him. He saw himself reflected in the convex of video cameras for 
millions of others to watch.
At the podium, he saw Mike nodding and gesturing him on. The interpreter tapped his 
foot. Just below the stage, the old general was now inspecting his fingernails. Mike's line was the
only thing he could think to say. Not like it mattered, he thought. He wasn't even sure anyone in 
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the room understood him. 
As Cody started to say Mike's prepared line, orchestral patriotic music burst from the 
lobby loudspeakers. He saw that the president had sat down back at his table and that the emcee 
was waiting to take the podium again. As Cody walked back to his table, he felt each pair of eyes
that followed him and heard each indecipherable whisper.
*
The stadium was small, even smaller than Cody expected. It wasn't just the angle from 
which they were seated, as Mike had insisted. They viewed the game and the field from inside 
the president's private box, just above one of the dugouts. Cody had seen a lot of fields. It was 
his job to know the limits of the game. Minor league parks, even a fancy private high school field
where he once threw an opening pitch, was larger than this place. The players assembled onto the
field. The team jerseys were nearly identical. The interpreter hadn't given them any information 
about the game or even who the president was rooting for. A portrait of the president sat above 
the scoreboard. Instead of sponsor logos, party slogans and illustrations were etched on 
billboards. Soldiers rested their rifles by the left fielder and behind the umpire.
“Not exactly the All-Stars, huh,” Mike said to Cody as he looked down on the game.
The president sat motionless in a chair by the window, watching the game without any 
visible enthusiasm. His advisors weren't with him. Without them, Cody thought he looked even 
smaller.
The bleachers were thick with people. There was little noise coming from the crowd. He 
could hear chatting and pep talk from the dugout, the grunts, coughs and spits of the teammates. 
Cody thought of how it seemed like a hiding place in plain sight back then. Just below where 
everyone watched, the players readied themselves. Cody imagined the dugout was like the 
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backstage of a theater, though he hadn't been in a play since elementary school. Like a backstage,
the dugout was hidden from the main event but where everything was put in place. 
The pitcher struck out the first three in a row, sending players running on and off the 
field. The outfielder smoked a cigarette. It hung in his mouth until he moved to catch a fly-ball. 
Cody squinted, looking for it smoldering in the grass, but was too far away. The pitcher walked 
two batters and struck out a third. The president watched motionless, a smirk never left his face. 
A single cameraman recorded the game. Once, Cody saw that the lens turned up toward the box. 
The president waved at the camera before it turned back to record the game.
Cody went over to Mike. “Shouldn't I try talking to him or something?”
“Has he asked?”
Cody shook his head. “This is just getting creepy,” 
“It's all just part of the show.” Mike tapped his foot.
Cody went over to the interpreter. “I want to talk to the president.”
The interpreter raised an eyebrow. “If you have any requests, I am here to provide them.”
“Well, I just want to talk to him.”
The interpreter looked at one of the soldiers stationed at the door, at the president and 
then back at Cody. “What do you wish to ask him?”
Cody looked over at the president, drumming his fingers on the armrest. “I just wanted to 
know if he's enjoying the game, who he's rooting for. You know. Shoot the shit.”
The interpreter squinted.
“Small talk. Do you understand?”
The interpreter looked over at the president and then back at Cody. He leaned in. “He 
doesn't like to be disturbed. If I take his attention away from the game-” he stopped and stared 
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over Cody's shoulder, closed his eyes, and sighed. “I mean, our Beloved and Wise President does
not wish to lose focus on the game. Even in leisure of sports, our great leader can only keep his 
attention on the people. If you wish to discuss the game, I will see if it is possible to arrange a 
time to do so.”
The game continued for an hour with neither team scoring. The only hits by either team 
were fly-balls delivered straight into the gloves of the outfielders. Cody saw a man in the 
bleachers doze off before a uniformed man approached and nudged him awake. Then, in mid-
inning, the players suddenly vacated the field. A single man with a cordless microphone stepped 
out onto the pitcher's mound. He cleared his throat and started speaking.
“What's he saying?” Cody asked the interpreter.
The interpreter was silent, as though trying to make sense of the man's words himself. 
The president stood up, said something, and smacked Cody on the back. Cody felt the sharp sting
of his hand.
The interpreter cleared his throat. “Report to the field to pitch.”
“What?” Cody asked.
“Wait a damn second,” Mike stepped up to the interpreter. “That wasn't what we agreed 
to. I only said an on-field appearance. Nobody told me he was playing.”
“You will pitch to Our Beloved and Wise President.”
“Hey now,” Mike said, “he ain't doing anything without negotiation.”
“He will be compensated.”
“With what? You negotiate these things beforehand.”
“This way please.” The interpreter pointed to the exit where two uniformed guards stood 
at attention.
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Mike began to sweat. He put his hand on Cody's shoulder. “You got this C-Pete. This is 
your big comeback day. Show him what you got.” He leaned in and whispered. “Toss it light. Let
him knock it into the stands.”
Cody's ears rang again, worse than the night before. The world seemed like a projection 
on a flat screen as he walked down the narrow passage with the two soldiers on either side. From
the president's box, Cody was led back into the passages of the stadium and down toward the 
field. The hallways were deserted like a long-abandoned ruin. Or maybe, he thought, like a 
building just constructed, not yet open for the world to see.
When he cleared the tunnel to the field, the guards stopped. He wandered alone on the 
green grass. Cody looked up at the bleachers. The people there were quiet. A few cheers were 
heard but they sounded subdued, forced. An attendant on the pitcher's mound held a ball and a 
glove out to Cody. Everything was ready. The president stood at the plate, practice-swinging like 
an eager little-league player. His arms were thinner than the bat. The man holding the ball and 
glove grinned. He stretched out the items as though Cody were an animal threatening to bite him.
The attendant ran off the field as soon as the items were in Cody's hand. Only after the blur of 
the man passed did Cody think to check if he, like the woman at the hotel, had been crying. He 
thought of her again and wondered if she was somewhere in the crowd. Not likely, he thought, 
but maybe in some apartment in the smog-ridden capital she was watching him on state 
propaganda. It only struck him then, on the mound and on the field, that he was back where he 
had once been so comfortable.
Cameras flashed as Cody put on the glove. It was too small. He inspected the stitching. 
He forced back the urge to laugh when he saw the brand and the “Made in the USA” label.   
Across the mound, the president hunched into what looked like his batting stance. Cody worried 
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that the president would pull a muscle. 
The ball was weightless in his hand and the urge to throw rose from his stomach. An old 
feeling returned. He wanted to throw heat, something to break the sound barrier. No, he thought, 
something special. Some trick pitch to awe everyone. The president, as though sensing his intent,
seemed to shake. He was alone. No soldiers or team of advisors would save him from this pitch. 
Cody remembered that he was here to reclaim his image. He gripped the ball tight and reeled 
back. He would be loved again. Around him, a nation watched him, maybe more. An audience at 
gunpoint or just about, sat in silence as his arm rocked forward. Cody didn't think of the millions 
of eyes around him, the consequence of their collective judgment. Instead, he thought of the 
ringing in his ears and the strain on all his aging and worn muscles, telling him to slow down 
and, to let the present come gently.
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Immunosuppression
Ten minutes into their wait in line to get into the arena, Edgar and Sheryl's son, Pat, had a 
potty emergency. In the ensuing chaos, his wife, Sheryl, not he, led the boy to the bathroom and 
left Edgar holding her handbag as well as their place in line. Edgar was too old to suspect that he 
was being carefully watched, but in the minutes between his wife and son's return, he felt that he 
had become a spectacle. He held the bag behind his leg when a hairy man in flannel walked up 
alongside the line, calling out for someone named “Pete.” The only overheard remark came from 
two women passing the other way. Something to the effect of “not in those shoes.”
When Sheryl came back with the boy, she complained about the long lines and the 
tenacity of the mosquitoes. It was only when he held her bag out to her that Sheryl remembered 
to take it back.
“I'm glad your work is paying for this.” She waved a cluster of mosquitoes away from her
son's head. “Not exactly something I'd pay for.”
“Give it a chance,” he said. “It may be fun.”
Once a month, Kite Shield Systems sponsored a company outing. Usually, they held a 
picnic or barbeque out by the lake on the state park. Edgar figured that one of the new 
administrators must have pulled a few strings. He'd never been to a monster truck rally before 
but had seen commercials showing giant tires rolling over wrecked cars. A gravely announcer 
booming out words like “mayhem” and “destruction.”
 Pat played with his hand-held game. Inching forward with the line only with a nudge 
from his mother.
She bent down to eye level with her son. “Are you going to play that when we get in 
there, pal?”
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Pat looked at her and shook his head and then went back to playing.
“Maybe you should turn it off for now,” Edgar said.
Pat nodded. Pressed a few buttons and put the game in his pocket. After a few steps, the 
line stopped moving again.
In the arena to their seats. A jumbotron showed footage of the trucks in action and 
interviews with the drivers. As they found their seats, a driver described a previous show.
“I just got up on them and started rolling. You hardly notice all that metal buckling under 
you.” The screen cut to a truck flattening a row of old school buses. They looked like the same 
kind that rolled up to take his son to school. Their frames buckled under the giant tires like a beer
can underfoot. The giant vehicle skimmed along the wreckage. The screen cut back to the 
interview.
“How does it feel?” The interviewer's voice asked.
“Like I'm the biggest thing around.” He laughed and the screen cut back to more footage 
of destruction. An electric guitar flared through the montage.
Edgar saw his son squinting down at the pit. A few junk cars had been set in a row but 
none of the trucks had come out yet. 
“It'll start soon,” he said.
Pat nodded and kicked his legs as he watched the jumbotron.
Sheryl fished through her bag. “I got the earplugs here. When do you think we should put
them in?”
“They'll announce it,” he said.
“I'm glad we brought our own. Did you see how much they were selling them for?”
Edgar continued to watch the montage loop. “That's how they get you,” he said.
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“So why the heck did they do this?” she asked. “Why not just another picnic or 
something?”
“It's the new boss, I think he's got a thing for monster trucks.”
She laughed. “With the stuff you guys build you'd think it was a step down.”
Edgar smiled. K.S.S. made everything from tanks and bombers, to radio equipment and 
audio systems. His wife joked about how he spent all day helping to build artillery. Mostly, he sat
in an office organizing spreadsheets for parts and components orders. Even those were mostly for
radar systems. Last summer, they had gone to an air show because KSS employees got in for 
free. Pat had asked him, as a squad of jets shrieked overhead, if he had built the planes. He 
laughed and pointed his son to the radar dome in the distance. When he asked directly, as his son 
always did, if Edgar had built that he could only say that he had helped.
As the loop on the jumbotron came to the end, the screen changed. The image of a 
fluttering flag appeared. An announcer asked the audience to rise for the national anthem. After it
was over, the K.S.S. Logo appeared over digitized stars and stripes. A montage of fighter jets 
taking off from an aircraft carrier, a tank rolling down a desert road, uniformed soldiers loading 
artillery, and soldiers arriving home at an airport filled the screen. The flag appeared again with 
the K.S.S. Logo imposed over it. A caption read: “Kite Shield Systems Salutes the Troops.” 
Some in the audience applauded, whistled, and whooped.
Pat watched the images on the screen. Looked down at the pit, and then back up at his 
father. “Is there going to be any tanks?”
Edgar laughed. “No, just big trucks.”
“Why not?”
“It's not that kind of show,” Sheryl said, holding out earplugs in her hand. “Put these in 
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your ears. They're going to start soon.”
Edgar took his pair which muffled the sound of his son's voice as Pat asked his mother 
more questions about the show. Down in the pit, the announcer boomed the names of different 
trucks as one revved its engines and entered the pit. Even from up in their seats, Edgar sensed the
hugeness of the machine. As the audience cheered, he tried to look into the cab of the truck. He 
tried to imagine being behind the wheel of such a monstrosity. His son smiled as the truck drove 
around the pit. Edgar wondered if the driver knew what he was controlling –if he could sense the
raw power he commanded and the force at his disposal or if, for him, today was just another day 
at work.
*
The day the company announced the monthly outing, Edgar was knee-deep in back-
orders. Having spent the morning correcting bureaucratic mistakes and sifting through details, he
barely noticed when the supervisor announced the event during the department meeting. It wasn't
until Cole, in the cubicle next to him, came over to ask if he was going that he fully formed an 
understanding of the event.
“Maybe,” Edgar said. “My son might like it. How about you?”
“Nah, I was just curious. It seems like most of the floor is going.”
“Don't want to spend your weekend with a bunch of old farts and our kids?” Edgar 
laughed. 
Cole grinned and nodded. “Something like that.”
Cole was young, K.S.S. had hired him just out of college. While Edgar was at least a full 
decade older, he was still one of the youngest people in the department. Some had been with the 
company for decades. Some were grandparents, holding out for promised pensions, counting 
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down the years or months until they could comfortably walk away. At his desk, Edgar felt like a 
young man. In meetings with the new young supervisors and administrators, he felt like a 
clueless old man whenever they spoke about new systems and programs they would have to 
memorize. When Edgar and Sheryl were trying to have a child, Sheryl's mother said something 
that he thought over at least once a week: “It's why they call it middle-age,” she said in her 
smoke-rattled voice. “You're too old to pretend you're still a kid and too young to play 
shuffleboard.”  
This thought sometimes distracted him and led to all kinds of others. Thoughts about the 
irony of its purveyor—a woman who celebrated widowhood with regular deep-woods hunting 
trips—and if he had, himself, reached that middle point.  He imagined how Cole saw him as the 
young man stood in the entrance of the cubicle. 
“If you're busy, I'll come back later,” Cole said.
“No, nothing like that.” He got up and stretched. “So any word on the change in venue?”
“I think it's one of the new chiefs. I hear he has a thing for monster trucks.”
“Great. Well, I hope this doesn't become an every month thing.”
Cole shrugged. “I don't know why you're even going.”
“It's for my kid.”
“Does he like monster trucks?”
Edgar was about to say yes, but stopped because he didn't know for sure. A year ago, Pat 
couldn't be parted from his toy motorcycle but now it sat in his room unused. He liked his new 
video game systems but the games themselves changed so quickly. He wasn't sure what his son 
liked now. He felt uneasy. 
“Up late last night?” Cole asked.
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“Something like that.”
“You look beat.”
That evening, on his way out to the car, Sheryl called to ask him to pick up Pat at a 
friend's house. He told her about the outing as he opened the driver's side door and got in.
“Do you think Pat would want to go?” he asked.
“Yeah, I think he'd love it,” she said. “Why do you ask?”
“No reason.”
After he hung up, he saw, beyond the fence of the parking lot, on a vacant building wall 
across the street, graffiti messages: “KSS my ass,” “War Profiteers KSS off!,” and one time, a 
rather detailed stenciling of Gene Simmons riding a bomb with the K.S.S. logo on its way down 
to a small village full of children. Since he had started working for Kite Shield, graffiti always 
found a way around the complex. After getting lucky tagging one of the more exposed portions 
of the complex, the vandals made targeted strikes. Every time a wall or a building near the 
complex was whitewashed, they found a new blind-spot. K.S.S. prided itself on creating and 
manufacturing equipment that had won battles since Vietnam and yet a few teenagers, Edgar 
assumed they were teenagers, could outwit them in their own territory. Yet another wealthy 
conventional power outmaneuvered by a devoted guerrilla force. 
If he was younger, he thought, he might laugh about it. As an adult, he found it sad. The 
company was worth billions, endorsed senate candidates, and had partnerships all over the world.
The marks on the walls were hardly noticed or cared about. He knew that the people who wrote 
them assumed that their words and images would have some small effect. Edgar didn't have 
access to the higher offices, the leadership of KSS, but even at his level the vandalism earned 
nothing but shrugs or a mumbled complaint in the break room. He wondered if the vandals knew 
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of their indifference, or if they could not bridge the gap between their hope for the world against 
the reality.
*
For a long time, it seemed that something was preventing Edgar and Sheryl from having a
child. Sitting in the doctor's office, waiting to hear the results of their tests, Edgar felt relief at 
this delay. Edgar and Sheryl had waited to have a child until signs around them—their friends, 
their age, the warnings of elders—indicated that there was little time left. They had been trying 
for a year before finally working up the courage to see a doctor. It was Sheryl's idea to finally go,
fearing her time had passed or some even worse condition. He feared some disastrous result for 
either of them—a sign of some malignant internal growth, a permanent wound, or an incurable 
condition. 
Their constant failures had been reassuring to Edgar. When they first discussed having a 
child, he was excited. He had always imagined being a father one day. His mind filled with 
idyllic images—reading bedtime stories to a well-behaved, saintly child, conveniently fast-
forwarding beyond the fragile stages of infancy, the changing of diapers or the fear of one small 
thing bringing disaster. Their friends with children always reminded them of the reality. It wasn't 
until they began to try that this reality hit. He felt the shifting potential harden into the limited 
reality of their lives. Edgar had imagined their house in three different sizes, the rooms situated 
to fit the fantasy, their yard always featuring different qualities. This child would be brought into 
a house with fixed rooms. The only true changes came with effort and cost. The child would 
have a yard with a finite size. He wondered if Sheryl felt the same way but was too afraid to ask. 
He was afraid to tell her that he was, even then, still unsure.
Their doctor, a woman only a little older than Sheryl, came into her office and greeted 
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them before sitting behind her desk.  
“I won't delay with the results since I know you're anxious about them,” she said. She 
opened a folder on her desk. “First, just so that you can breathe a little easier, you're both clean 
of anything life threatening as far as we can tell.” 
Edgar decompressed, relaxed by the reassurance but he knew what reassurances meant. 
Reassurance cushioned some other bad news. Sheryl was still tense. Life-threatening didn't 
encompass what she had to worry about.
“As for your ongoing problems, I'm afraid it's a little more complicated.”
While Edgar expected the doctor to say that it was too late for his wife, or that some 
internal workings prevented her from conceiving, he was surprised when the doctor turned her 
attention to him. She explained how his body's immune system reacted, how it readied defenses 
against an invasion that was really part of himself. Immunological infertility, she called it. He felt
as though this were something intentional, as though he had willed his body to attack itself. What
else could explain the coincidence of biology and desire? He asked if there were treatments. She 
gave several: immunosuppression—cut back on the body's ability to defend itself—or in-vitro 
fertilization. She described these methods enthusiastically, maybe to reassure Edgar.
“It's an unfortunate situation but it's possible to treat nowadays with a little effort,” she 
had said.
In the parking lot, Sheryl seemed excited by the news. 
“It's just a speed bump,” she said. “They'll clear it up real quick.”
Edgar nodded but didn't say anything.
After leaving the doctor's office, he couldn't stop thinking about his condition. A little war
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inside of him. His new job at Kite Shield Systems had a great insurance plan that could cover the
procedure, but the more he thought about the condition itself, the more appropriate it seemed. A 
little war inside his body, one that might as well be just as distant as all the wars his company 
sent equipment. Sheryl seemed encouraged by the news. Relieved that their troubles were 
straightforward. A mere inconvenience nowadays. An easy fix for modern medicine. Her relief 
might as well have been for the year she was born as much as the results of the tests. 
“Isn't it amazing,” she said while the drove home, “had we lived in another time we 
wouldn't have had a chance at all. Now we just need to schedule a few appointments.”
“Pretty wild,” he said.
“It's stuff like this that makes me feel like we're living in the future.”
“Well,” he said. “We are, in a sense.”
His new job at K.S.S. sometimes had that feeling. One needed to only look at the 
company press-releases for projects in R&D to see the stuff of sci-fi. Robots for warzones, heat 
lasers capable of shooting down small aircraft, invisibility devices that, while years away, 
seemed to promise a strange new world. On the other hand, Edgar couldn't imagine what the 
future would look like. His parents grew up expecting flying cars, robots in the form of metal 
people, and glittering cities in the sky. As a child, his visions of the future were tempered by their
disappointment. Instead of rocket cars, they drove a ten-year old Chrysler his dad got on the 
cheap. When they laughed at the idea of robot servants, it was after his mother microwaved the 
weekend leftovers after a day at work.
“Did you ever think the future would be like this?” Sheryl asked.
He shook his head. The future had even lost its sheen in all the sci-fi he read in books and
comics as a teen. Instead of chrome and glittering lights, the future was people with their bodies 
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covered in machines and twisting wires in gloomy, dirty cities. That all seemed far-fetched too. It
was the 21st century now. Still no flying cars. Robots were around but still primitive compared to 
what was imagined. Computers were everywhere but as small, limited appliances rather than 
giant marvels capable of borderline magic. It's not that he didn't have the ability to guess what 
the future might bring, he just knew that even his closest guess would miss things that seemed 
obvious in hindsight. 
“Do you think it's your fault?” she asked.
“No.”
“It's not.” She said. “It's not your fault how your body reacts.”
He smiled, but not out of reassurance. He still believed in some small way that he had 
willed his body this way. A masterful stalling tactic involving the mind and physiology working 
together.
“I know,” he said. He did not believe himself. The coincidence of will and biology was 
too much. Even worse was the feeling of futility. If he could actually delay the future from 
arriving, he hadn't done it well enough. How much time had he bought? A few weeks? A month? 
He imagined a child eventually, but every time the potential came closer to the real, he feared it. 
The future congealing to meet the present.
Edgar said nothing else as he bore right. The click of the turn signal filled the silent air. 
The car merged onto the road towards home. 
*
When the last of the giant machines had cleared the pit, the crowds began to file out of 
the arena. Edgar looked down at the heaping scraps of twisted metal, and hollowed out ruins of 
derelict cars. His ears rang in the absence of thunderous revving engines.  Even after the earplugs
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were gone, the sounds of chatter in the arena lobby sounded muffled. Pat stuck his fingers in his 
ears.
Sheryl touched his arms. “Don't do that, honey.”
He looked up. “My ears feel funny.”
“It's from all that noise,” Edgar said. “Your ears are tired.”
His son touched his ears again and then looked up at his mother. “I have to go to the 
bathroom.”
As Pat stared at his mother, Edgar tried to imagine his son looking up at him. He couldn't 
remember a time, in the short while since his son could walk and talk, that he ever asked him for 
help or permission. Always his eyes went to his mother. When he spoke to Sheryl about it once, 
she dismissed it. Children that young always go to their mother first. Primal instinct and a whole 
host of explanations backed this up. Still, Edgar felt ashamed. A sense that his son's behavior was
a reaction or a punishment for things the boy couldn't understand.
“I'll take him,” Edgar called out over the crowd. Too loud maybe. Too eager. Sheryl 
looked  puzzled but shrugged.
“Daddy will take you,” she said.
Pat looked over to his father and then back at his mother for reassurance before stepping 
over. Edgar led his son by the hand through the thinning crowds of people.
“Did you like the show?” Edgar asked.
His son nodded.
“Was there any truck you liked the best?”
His son was quiet, seriously pondering. “The Sass-Quad,” Pat said. One of the special 
events of the evening, featured a monster truck lined with brown fur and with treads shaped like 
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Sasquatch footprints. He was, according to the announcer, a fan favorite.
Despite the diminishing crowd, the bathroom was still packed. People moved in and out, 
stood by the doors, the stalls and sinks, making it difficult to tell what was in use and what was 
free. He kept his son close during the push inside the room and cleared a path to a nearby urinal. 
Whether by subtle reminder or by some mimicking instinct, Edgar felt his own need as he 
waited. It came on strong and fast. When his son was done and had washed his hands, he asked 
the boy to wait in front of the stall. Inside, he kept an eye on his son's sneakers, dingy white 
things, always trailing their laces, as he sat. He intently watched any movement—a step here, a 
tap of the sneaker there—until he emerged. Instinctively, he went straight to the sink to wash his 
hands. When he turned to say something to Pat, he saw only empty tile crisscrossed by people 
coming and going. His heart erupted. He felt the heat of blood rush through his body.
“Pat?” he called out. He ran back out into the hall and could only see people filing out to 
the parking lots. Edgar called out his son's name again. Then, a calmness of second thought. A 
feeling that he was letting himself get too excited. It disappeared in an instant and new, darker 
thoughts began to fill his mind. Disastrous potentials that had never crossed his mind before. The
multitude of things that could happen to a small boy left unattended in a crowded place. Edgar 
ran up and down the hallway, calling his son's name, never seeing him and never getting a 
response. He returned to the bathroom twice, hoping that Pat was waiting for him there the whole
time or that he would return. Soon only a few people remained in the halls. The throbbing of 
Edgar's ears was painful. So much noise replaced by even more silence.
*
Edgar had found Kite Shield Systems by chance. It was Sheryl that pointed out the 
opening as they read the news one morning.
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“Here's one,” Sheryl said, pointing to a listing in the paper.
“Really?” he looked at the paper, “The arms company?”
“Maybe you can make bombs for a living.” She smiled.
They had talked recently about starting a family. Edgar told her how he was ready but his 
job at the state wasn't stable. It was a contract job that could lose grant funding on a whim. They 
could adjust on their own but a full family was far more sensitive to change. Edgar remembered 
his parents—his father's downgrade from the factory to the hardware store. He didn't see his 
mother in the longer hours she worked to try and compensate in the meantime. He'd always 
imagined a still moment in his life when he would be a father. A steady income, a life without 
sudden upheavals. That would be the perfect time to have children.
“Do you think I'd even have a shot?” he asked. 
“Couldn't hurt,” she said. “The worst that could happen is that we stay where we are.”
Edgar had spent his twenties bouncing between office jobs—a few years at an insurance 
company, one at a financial group, another few at a state agency. His titles changed but the work 
remained similar: spreadsheets, databases, handling sensitive details about clients or 
organizations. Each office was new but strangely familiar. Edgar figured that all offices must be 
at some level, even for a company that makes equipment for the military.
They were surprised to get a call-back less than a week later. The time between interview 
and confirmation blurred past. It seemed to Edgar that they were desperate to fill the position. 
When all the red tape and final preparations were complete, he found himself with security 
clearance, being led into the main complex. The first week was spent with training and 
instructional seminars along with several other new entrants. The low-budget videos showed the 
equipment they made in use and described all the systems the company was contracted for with 
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the military. None of their positions involved building or designing anything shown. Their jobs 
and training focused around the administrative and office work. After spending days in the 
training seminars, Edgar was finally brought to his new department.  
The department manager led Edgar to his cubicle. She told him the company policies on  
decorating his workspace. Even before the description of the rules, Edgar had guessed that the 
rules were lax as he spied one cubicle with a peace sign and a sticker that read “Born to Kill.” 
When the manager finished her description of the daily routines—break-time, monthly 
department meetings, and all he other minutiae—she left him to get settled in his new 
workspace. Edgar sat in his chair, logged into his desktop, examined the empty drawers and 
looked around the room. It reminded him of his last job. The office and his cubicle were a bit 
larger here. 
The voices across the office were different, but if he closed his eyes, the clicking of 
computer keys, the lone cough from the other end of the room becoming a pattern across the 
whole floor, and the roll of an office chair sounded the same. He could just as easily be in the 
state building, running government bureaucracy, or in the insurance company, running private 
bureaucracy. When he heard that he was in charge of radar equipment orders, he imagined that he
would witness it. It was a fantasy the more he thought about it. The everyday running of an 
office, even one where bombs and airplanes are ordered, wouldn't bring with it any of the raw 
technology or the potential for excitement.
A few minutes later, the department manager brought Edgar to the break room where 
some of the employees mingled, coffee in hand or snacking on some bag from the vending 
machine. He looked around and saw gray hair, some losing even that. The department manager 
was about his age. His first thought was that he would be somewhere in the middle, maybe even 
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the older side of employees at the company. Instead, after looking around the break-room, he felt
young. Uncomfortably young.
When he arrived home that evening, Sheryl was already in the living room, watching T.V.
She asked how the first day went. “Did you see any big guns?” she asked.
“It's just an office.”
“Oh well,” she said. “Maybe they'll give you a tour sometime.”
He sat down next to her. “I think I'm the youngest guy there.”
Sheryl shrugged. “I can't imagine a lot of college kids lining up to work for a place like 
that.”
He smiled. “How was your day?”
“Boring.”
“So, normal?”
“Yeah.” She flipped through a few channels. “Maybe they'll show you the stuff they build
once you get settled.”
“I doubt it.”
Sheryl got up and went into the kitchen. She took out a container filled with leftovers 
from the weekend. Edgar set the table. When the microwave finished, they divvied up their meal.
“Not exactly a celebration for your new job,” she said. 
“Once I get settled, we ought to go out. My treat.”
She nodded with her mouth full.
Edgar described some of his day, the security clearance to get into the building, the 
training videos and some of the coworkers he met. Sheryl went through the few work 
occurrences that stuck in her mind that day. After a few minutes, they ate in silence.
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“I was thinking,” she said. She paused, as though the act itself had unspoken meaning. “If
this new job works out, we're going to have a lot more money coming our way.”
“Yeah,” he said. “It's nice.”
“We'll be a lot more stable.”
“I know.” He looked at her, expecting her to finish her thought, even though he knew 
what she had in mind. Not one day in his new job and she was already on the attack. His old 
defense had just barely withered away and she had already begun to cut through. He felt like an 
animal surrounded by snares. If any direction would catch him, all he could do was stand still 
and hope to think of some other way out.
She sighed and put her fork down. “You're dodging me.”
“What?” he said. “I'm eating dinner.”
“Ed, how long are we going to put this off?”
“Can't I eat?”
Sheryl got up. “Forget I said anything.”
Edgar thought about their prior conversations—promises he had made when the 
conditions for them were abstract. Time had closed in on him. When he had spoken about the 
future, it was behind the comfort of a later time. Even at the table, as his wife stepped out of the 
room, Edgar imagined some day having a son or daughter. He imagined being a father some day
—watching a small part of himself grow and learn. He had accepted, at least in abstract, all the 
difficulties that came with parenthood. But every time the topic came up, each moment it seemed
like potential would become reality, he didn't want to go through with it. The moment felt wrong.
Some small thing still needed to be achieved before it would be acceptable. He expected some 
small accomplishment or milestone that would mark the shift—a promotion, his first gray hair, 
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something tangible that he could read as a sign. He couldn't admit this to Sheryl. She would think
that he was against it altogether.
Edgar got up and followed after her. She had closed the door to their room. He thought 
about trying to enter but decided against it. He called out for Sheryl on the other side of the door 
but didn't hear anything.
Later, she would emerge in the silence of the house. Edgar would notice but say nothing. 
He feared that any words might bring them back to where they left off. It was not until later that 
night that either of them spoke. The silence had forced Edgar to think about his situation. He had 
hoped to escape a little longer—to live with potential just a little longer. As the silence continued 
in the house, he knew that wouldn't be possible. A trade-off had to be made. He knew this. Life 
was filled with all kinds of trade-offs. But this one was different in his mind. Every potential 
future he had decided against was small by comparison. The realities gained were of small 
comfort to him. A child cannot be unmade. He imagined it not just the potential of one decision 
but of every one afterward. It terrified him to think that the course of his life could suddenly be 
changed in such a way.
Edgar watched Sheryl as she opened a book. Before she could use it to prolong the 
silence, he sat down by her.
“You know I want this too,” he said.
She looked up. “Are you sure?”
“Yes.” He was careful not to specify when. If she had seen through him, if she had only 
prodded a little further, he would have admitted that what he wanted didn't exist in that time but 
only in the vague future. Whether not realizing it, or not wanting to push him, she didn't say 
anything. 
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*
Edgar headed back in the direction of Sheryl, trying to think of what to say. His steps 
echoed in the empty hallway. He tried to reassure himself while his mind concocted a whole new
series of potentials—ones that required police and posters with photographs and a hotline to call. 
His hands were shaking at the thought. As he rounded the corner, he found Sheryl walking the 
other way. She stopped and looked around.
“Where's Pat?” she asked. 
Edgar felt a weight on his chest. He breathed shallow breaths, trying to think of 
something to say that would convey his fear and alarm but not send his wife into the panic that 
he felt. Before he could respond she grabbed his shoulders.
“Where is he, Ed?”
“I-I don't know. He was in the bathroom with me and-”
She ran past him and called out her son's name. It echoed through the emptying hallways.
Edgar watched Sheryl as she repeated everything he had done in the last few minutes. This was a
punishment, he thought. Something dreamed out of a tragic play. Edgar had never been religious 
or superstitious, but he felt for the first time that the universe was punishing him. The 
punishment was clear but the crime shifted minute by minute, shifting from specific actions—the
failure to watch the boy—to abstract and failed potential.
As Sheryl ran toward the bathroom, the lobby had emptied, leaving Edgar alone with the 
echoes of his movements. He stood in the cavernous room, stuck between reminding himself of 
the horror of his predicament and a desire to stay calm. He was about to start out in the other 
direction when he heard the sound of footstep around the bend. 
A security guard walked down the hall. The sound of his steps were drowned by the 
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sniffling of a small boy he led by the hand. The entire universe might as well have been an empty
arena hallway with echoing steps and a small scared child.
When the security guard saw Edgar standing there, he called out to him.
“I assume this belongs to you.” The man smiled.
Edgar didn't know whether to laugh or to cry. He fought the urge to do either. As he 
stepped toward the guard, and his son, he called out the only words he could think of that made 
sense to him.
“That's my son,” he said. Pat ran to his father and hugged him. The boy sobbed, shaking 
underneath Edgar. His son's small shivering body latched onto him, as if dangling from a ledge. 
Edgar lifted him up. Each day there was more of his son in the world. 
Sheryl returned to find Pat with his father. She took the boy, still crying,  in her arms. The
guard had found him wandering alone in the halls. On the way back to the car, Sheryl spoke to 
their son. Her voice was reassuring.
“We won't leave you. We'll always be here if you don't run away from us.”
As they got into the car, Edgar thought about Sheryl's words. He didn't know if always 
was a good word to use with a child. Too many possible things can happen. Always is permanent
—unceasing. One day, Pat would learn that. For the time being though, Edgar could only think of
how easy it was for his son to slip from hysterical terror to comforted sleep in the backseat of 
their car. From his rear-view mirror, he saw the shape of his son, silent, restful, content, in the 
occasional beams of streetlights as the car moved slowly toward home.
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New Places to Burn
Elijah beckoned the group forward, without looking back. He walked on through the 
desert heat as though their destination were just ahead. Only distant hills, away from their chosen
direction, marked their movement. Holly wiped the sweat from her face. Everything was a blur. 
Maybe it was the waves of heat pulsating off the sand or the dryness of her throat. She could 
only think of the intensity of the sun above and how it reflected in bright sand—entering the eye 
above and below. 
Of the half-dozen followers that had remained with Elijah since they began the 
pilgrimage, none seemed better off than she. Only Elijah was unfazed. He led the march forward,
as though following an invisible trail. The group followed him clad in white loose robes, like 
nomads on a continent across the sea. Some walked with scrambling intensity, as though he 
might continue on without them. She wasn’t sure whether to take comfort or fear in his 
confidence. Elijah said that they would reach their destination at the end of the third day. They 
were halfway through the first.
The sun had positioned itself toward their backs, casting shadows eastward. Holly didn't 
know when the sun would set but she imagined it would be only a few more hours. She knew 
that deserts became cold at night. Elijah said that, when they arrived, they would be like children 
again. Holly wondered if this meant she would want to learn again. Truthfully, she had never 
stopped learning. She remembered how curious she was about everything, how her teachers gave
her stickers on her homework for a job well done. She thought of herself as an accidental learner,
someone who stumbled on lessons by chance. Some days she imagined that somewhere, her life, 
like her homework would be marked with corrections, given a letter to rank it.
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Last spring had marked the start of her new life. Holly had spent the last few years in and 
out of rehabilitation. She was unsure what the word meant exactly. It involved introducing 
herself to dozens of rooms filled with chairs forming a circle. None of it had worked on her the 
way it seemed to work with the others. While she saw people enter stiff and quiet and leave 
replenished, she felt no different. There was some means to find peace that was unknowable to 
her. She wondered if there were some secret mode of thought or act that was kept from her, 
something that would replenish her, make her no longer need. By the time she had grown tired of
the place, she knew the routine so well she could fake her exit. The way the nurses and the staff 
bought it made her wonder if that was all there was to it. Maybe all contentment was just a mask.
On Holly's first day out, she found her old contacts again. A brief explanation got her a 
couch to sleep on. At a friend's apartment, they formed a circle and passed a pipe. At first, she 
resisted, thinking that maybe she had been cured, that all her lying was just an excuse. Within an 
hour, though, she had joined. 
“For your new life,” her friend said as it came to her.
All of her friends spoke of her time at clinics with horror. They were relieved she was 
back to her old self, that they hadn't turned her into some born-again Christian. They laughed 
about brainwashing. They all spoke with joy about how they had saved her. 
One night, after a week moving from one apartment to the next, she found herself locked 
out. Standing at an impassible door, she decided to step away and not stop until she could find 
someone to save her again. This need for help was practical. Shelter and food, the animal state—
not to be saved in the way that clinics proclaimed. Holly spent the nights roaming the street. In 
the morning, she found herself on the college campus.
From across the campus courtyard, Holly saw a man giving a speech to passing crowds. 
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Most didn’t stop and many who did heckled him before moving on. 
“It is precisely because we fear nothingness, emptiness, that plentitude hides in 
isolation.” 
The words lashed an electrical current in her clouded mind though she didn't understand 
what he meant. He was older than the students but young in her eyes. She was probably around 
the same age but he seemed more energetic, more aware. She stepped closer to hear the speech as
most people began moving the other way.
“We tell ourselves that we look everywhere for salvation but we fail to look in the right 
places.”
A well-dressed young man called out to him as he left. “Read the Bible!”
He nodded and responded to the man, though he was already out of earshot. “Yes, it is a 
starting point but what do we see when we look at the life of Jesus?”
“One hell of a stretch workout,” someone called out. A few people laughed.
The man continued, ignoring or unaware of the response. “We see a life that strips away 
all excess. It is also a tenant of Buddhism to do away with all worldly desires.”
Holly watched as he explained his new theology to passing undergraduates, expecting 
him to give up or snap back at the hecklers. He appeared as a boulder in rapids, staying put even 
as the flow of everything broke around him. Until five minutes ago, she had not thought anything
in the world could be so determined. She still couldn't make sense of him, but Holly had always 
imagined that part of religion was the lack of understanding—making oneself comfortable in 
confusion. He finally noticed her watching from nearby. To her surprise, he stepped away from 
his chosen spot and approached.
“You've been standing there for a long time,” he said. “Longer perhaps than you realize. 
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You have the look of someone who has stood still for so long that their shadow anchors them in 
place.”
Holly had become an expert in polite greetings. She could distinguish between different 
kinds of practiced smiles, the stylistic differences between rehearsed and approachable body-
language, and the ulterior motives behind each. A smile disguised religious pamphlets, a shift in 
body language invited the target to help the rain-forest. A tone of voice demonstrated a charitable
I'm here to help you routine. This man disguised these traits well or lacked them entirely. If she 
encouraged him, he would try to preach to her. This, she knew, was his motive but he lacked the 
same hesitation that she had seen in others. 
He smiled. “I am Elijah, it's a pleasure to meet you.”
Holly extended her hand to greet him. 
At sunset, their pace slowed. Elijah pointed to the length of their shadows in the sand. 
“Soon we will step over these anchors and into the true light.”
The shadow as an anchor. Elijah's sermons confirmed what she had experienced in 
circles. The body becomes weightless because it loses its shadow. The shadow is the brand of the
physical form. When she sat to listen to his words, she wondered if he had been in the same 
places. She had known people who compared the clinic or the drugs to a religious experience. 
She always took their word for it since she had never had one herself. Now she wished those 
people could be here, not only to share in this moment but to clarify what was genuine. Maybe 
they could help her lose her shadow.
The man in front of Holly stumbled and fell on his face. Dust settled around and over his 
white robes. At first Holly wondered if what he had done was intentional—if he had let his body 
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and his shadow become one so that all his weight might collect together. When he did not move, 
she turned him over. The man breathed heavily, his face laminated with sweat. Dark spots 
gathered where the robes touched his skin. The name of the traveler escaped her—Alan? Owen? 
Names shuffled forward but none stuck to the man's drenched body. He had said little during the 
drive to their starting location.  His march through the desert was eager but unnoticed until now. 
Holly looked up and saw Elijah and the others continuing on.
“Wait,” she called out.
Elijah stopped and the train of people behind him halted. He turned and looked at her and 
the man. Stepping over to them, he cast his shadow over the man.
“What's wrong?” Elijah asked.
The sweat-drenched man mumbled something Holly couldn't understand.
“Get up.” Elijah said.
He muttered again—a single word, neither yes or no.
Elijah knelt down and touched the man's face and then turned to her.
“Give him some water,” he said.
Holly took out her water bottle and tried to pour it into the man's mouth. This was Elijah's
moment, she thought. He knew of some secret in the water that would wake the dead. This man 
would be his first Lazarus. Much of the water spilled over the man's face or soaked into the sand 
around him. He coughed.
“Can you stand?” Elijah asked. He looked at Holly and then back at the man. 
The man tried to sit up but fell back. He muttered again, eyes closing. This time Holly 
could understand. “How much further?”
Elijah stood up and looked out into the distance, not in the direction they had been 
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traveling. For awhile, he stared at the same corner of the horizon. Holly looked in the same 
direction, hoping to see whatever it was he saw, but all she could find was rock, sand, and the 
fading daylight.
“Elijah,” Holly said.
He looked down at her and stared. She had thought to ask the same question but instead 
looked away. The man was unconscious now.
Elijah looked back up at the horizon and then turned away.
“Come on, we have a long way to go.”
“He isn't waking up,” Holly said.
“Then the journey isn't his to make,” He said.
The first time she was with Elijah he whispered to her. 
“You will be Eve.”
They were in the spare bedroom of a rented house.  It was their home and their church. 
All of the tenants were his followers. Two of their roommates were college students. Sometimes, 
when everyone else was asleep she would flip through their textbooks and their assignments. 
Elijah found her one evening as she looked through a world history book. At first he passed in 
silence, but he returned a few minutes later. 
“What are you doing?” he asked. 
She did not look up from the chapter—the fertile crescent. The birth of civilization in the 
midst of a desert.
“I like to learn,” she said.
Elijah crossed the room and sat next to her. 
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“The desire for knowledge,” he said, “is the filling of a void. The void is left by the true 
knowledge of the universe that human consciousness can no longer perceive.”
She read for a little longer until Elijah held up a coffee can and proposed a trade. He was 
straightforward, business-like in his desire. It was the first time she understood him. Drugs were 
common in the house. Holly figured they were common in every house but she had never seen 
Elijah take part before. She was certain he did. Sermons aside, he was human and to be human 
was to escape it for as long as possible.
She watched him from the bed as he dressed. “So that makes you Adam?” she asked.
“In a sense, we are all Adam and Eve.” He pulled his shirt over his head.
“That's not what you said before.”
He looked at her and smoothed his wrinkled shirt and looked around the room. After 
patting his back pocket he sighed and looked back at her.
“A misunderstanding,” he said.
“Is that what I am?”
Elijah looked away. “That's not what I meant.”
In the weeks that followed, she visited his room again. Elijah asked that they keep it 
secret. In exchange, she took three bags from his tithes—what he called the diverse stashes he 
received as offerings from the other residents. At first, she would open them alone after he had 
fallen asleep. She would step over the upturned potted plant in the hall that no one had righted 
and cross into the living room. She would turn on the old television with a bad tube and let the 
Technicolor light swirl in front of her until sleep or chemistry made the room go blank.
One evening, after they had finished, he sat up and looked at her. This change in routine 
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snapped her awake. She feigned sleep until she could hear him snore but that evening she could 
sense his shadow over her.
“Elijah isn't my real name,” he said.
She yawned. “So what?”
“I want someone to know my real name.”
“Why?”
“So that if I fail, at least one person will know my soul.”
She laughed but felt his body tense next to her.
“Do you want to know?” he asked.
“Sure,” she said.
He sighed. She saw the silhouette of his head pivot around the room and then back to her.
“It's Abe.”
“Oh, so like Abraham?”
“Like Abel.” He went to his stash and laid it out on the bed. A multitude of treasures. 
Canisters of dried leaves, crystalline stones.  She thought how he owned a small sampling of a 
planet. Pieces of vegetation, pieces of stone. He set his pipe and passed it to her. 
The sun descended, inching closer to the bare horizon. The glare on sand and rock set the 
western sky aflame.
Holly remained still. “You're not leaving him here, are you?”
Elijah halted and stood for a time. His head neither pivoted back in her direction nor did it
seem focused on any one point in the horizon. Then, snapping out of some thought, he started to 
walk again. His direction slightly crooked from the line of their footprints.
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“He might die,” she said.
“What is a pilgrimage without a martyr?”
Holly looked at the face of the unconscious man. She didn't know him. He had a face like
countless young men she'd passed on the streets. It was one, she imagined, that separated 
bystander from significance. Elijah proclaimed that everyone was an Adam and Eve—that the 
potential of the Earth lay in everyone. This man would never make the news, save for some 
tragedy, he would never hold a position higher than somewhere in the middle. If he had made it 
to paradise, Holly, thought, his salvation would have gone unnoticed. It seemed all the more 
unfair to leave him.
“It's not worth it,” Elijah said. “Come on.”
“I'm not leaving unless we bring him too.”
His mouth crowded with potential replies. He finally formed one. “He's too much to 
carry. It was his choice to come here.”
“He followed you, Abe.” Over Elijah's shoulder, she could see the others waiting for him. 
They staggered on flat ground and drank from their dwindling water. One took off her hood. Her 
face, glistening with sweat, was like the man lying in the sand. Holly wondered if her own face 
was the same—if the desert sun eroded all their features.
Their faces were the same in her memories. Each one—whether housemate or partner in 
some folding-chair circle—featureless heads moved around movie-sets in her head. Only Elijah's
face was distinguishable. She recalled the profile of his head, sitting in the driver's seat. Behind 
him, the masks of the others settled snugly over their heads—save one.
One evening, Elijah sat up in the middle of the night, waking Holly. He muttered to 
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himself and paced the room, heedless of the piles of laundry and debris. She called his name, 
both names, several times before he quieted, stilled, and looked up.
“I have the answer,” he said.
By the time of his vision, most of the house residents had moved and the landlord 
threatened Elijah with eviction. Elijah's followers, mostly from the college, had dwindled. Only a
dozen or so remained. Most had simply drifted on, consumed by whatever their lives demanded. 
Some had found a new means of worship, either returning to familiar churches or to some other 
self-proclaimed prophet. 
One evening, a man in their congregation got up in the middle of Elijah's speech. Elijah 
stopped and looked at him. He stood silently, waiting for an explanation from the deserter. The 
man stared back. The room waited to see who would speak first. The deserter had lived in their 
house a few months ago. Holly recognized his face. She remembered how, some evenings, she 
heard him speaking about Elijah, questioning his sermons. She thought it was the confusion 
everyone felt. All things are difficult on the verge of truth.
The man called out to the group. “I'm getting out of here. You all should too.”
Elijah tensed. His shaking hand reached into his pocket. 
“You're a fraud,” he said. “This whole religion is ridiculous.” 
The congregation whispered amongst itself. Elijah said nothing. The man turned to leave 
but Elijah called out.
“Wait,” he said.
He crossed the room, keeping his eyes on the unbeliever. The room parted for him and the
whispers died down as he approached. One hand was still in his pocket. Elijah reached out to 
touch the man's shoulder. Without warning, the man's fist connected with Elijah's right eyebrow. 
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Elijah's hand never left his pocket, even as he went to the ground. Holy rushed toward the 
wounded prophet. She never found out what became of his attacker. Some of the followers 
claimed that he said a few more words of condemnation, others said he fled without a word.
Later, as she pressed ice to his head, she asked Elijah what he had in his pocket. He 
showed her a folded pocket knife.
“It was my father's,” he said.
He had never described his past to her before. The word father was foreign to him. He 
might as well have descended from some other world but she knew he was human, even if 
enlightened. 
“May I see it?” she asked.
He pinched the blade with his finger, drawing it out slightly but then closing it again. 
There was something inscribed on the blade but he clasped it shut before she could read what it 
said.
“Another time,” he said.
“When?”
“When we reach Eden.”
Elijah described his vision, first to Holly, then to the house, and in a final public sermon. 
Elijah's vision was of fire. He dreamed that every city on Earth was aflame. It was not the 
apocalypse, he said, but rather just a vision of what things really were. Where people sought 
comfort was where the flames grew hottest. Televisions roared with embers, quiet parks were 
secret wildfires, churches were engulfed in a welder's torch. All that fire and no one knew they 
were really burning. To escape he had fled the city, stayed clear of towns and all their fiery 
amenities. He only found relief from the heat in the most desolate place. A desert stretched 
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around him. This location, safest from the burning, was imprinted in his mind. There, he said, 
they would all find their Eden. The foundation of a new Earth.
The western horizon was dark purple and the east showed stars when Holly felt the chill 
air. The unconscious man had not awoken but wasn't any worse than before. Elijah and the others
sat in a circle away from her. As they passed a pipe around and depleted Elijah's stash, the others 
asked him how long until they arrived at their destination. He was silent for awhile. When he 
finally spoke again, he said they would arrive by tomorrow afternoon. Holly remembered that 
this was only the end of the first day. This discrepancy was intentional, she thought. Maybe this 
place didn't follow the laws of the Earth. A three day's journey could become one. She imagined 
him performing a miracle of shortening three sweltering and freezing days, all with a Messiah's 
assurance of just a bit further.
She tried to imagine what he would say to them tomorrow, when the desert stretched out 
around them. Because the cold struck her hard, she thought how to keep warm that night. In her 
bag were only a few thin blankets. She believed at the time that Elijah would keep her warm. In 
the circle, he pointed at the stars and proclaimed that here the constellations were different. She 
remembered reading somewhere, maybe as a girl in school or in the evenings, years later, 
flipping through her housemate's textbooks, that there are constellations that can only be seen 
from certain parts of the world. They are too close, she thought, to where they had come. Any 
difference in the stars was tiny. They were seeing what could be seen back home.
Holly unpacked her blankets and huddled close to the unconscious man. The heat from 
his body, more than his faint breathing, convinced her he was still alive. She remembered his 
face from the ride to their starting location. He said little. She might not have recalled him at all 
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were it not for a song that he had whistled in the backseat as the hours and miles went past. She 
didn't recognize it but could remember distinct parts of it. Next to the unconscious man, Holly 
tried to whistle the song herself. She hoped that it might rouse him in some way, that he might be
revived by her recollection. She tried to approximate the tune but gave up after only a minute. At 
least if he died tonight, she thought, his heat would transfer to her. She imagined it as a kind of 
reincarnation. Maybe this was the real meaning of Elijah's prophecy, that life was merely heat 
seeking new places to burn. She had slept for some time before awakening to Elijah's voice.
“What are you doing?” he said.
His shadow blocked the starry night above her. Holly shivered as she sat up from where 
she'd slept. The unconscious man was unfazed by her movement.
She touched the man's shoulder and shook her head. He did not move but there was still 
warmth and breath.
“What are you going to do if he doesn't wake up by morning?” he asked.
She looked at him. Even in the dark she could see how unblinking he was, the dilation 
and lines of blood in his stare.
“I should ask you the same thing,” she said.
“We have to make this journey together,” he said.
“All of us?” she said. “Him too?”
“If he can make it.”
“What is his name?”
His eye moved to the unconscious man and back to her.
“Why do you want to know?”
“Do you know it, Abe?”
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He stiffened and his hand went into his pocket.
When Elijah announced his plan to the congregation at the house party, the room went 
silent. Holly heard the whispered conversations as she moved throughout the house. 
That sounds dangerous.
He's crazy. 
He's going to get himself killed.
One of the guests stopped and asked if she was going. She said yes and the people around
her quieted. Some tried to talk her out of it. They said that Elijah wasn't trained for the 
wilderness, that none of them had the knowledge or the training. Holly asked these skeptics if his
sermons, his lessons and teachings, meant anything to them. There were nods and an emphatic 
“yes” among the true believers, few that there were, but no one else came forward. It was not so 
surprising when she thought about it. Elijah was her mystery. Whatever divine will drove him to 
his fate had also made her wish to follow. As the house emptied and the muted party crept into 
silence, she sat alone in the living room. Elijah spoke of a need to rest after spreading the news. 
The floorboard creaked above her as he moved in darkness and settled into rest. In the time she 
had known him, his secrets trickled out to her. He had taken her from bafflement to a name not 
spoken by others. The indecipherable object gave way to the signs of its roots—not enough to 
see them but enough to know where  to dig. As she made her way up the darkened stairs toward 
the room, she thought that this was the source of his power. He had led her from the obscuring 
mists of her life to the verge of a new world. Holly believed that Elijah, that Abel, would help her
cross it.
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Elijah had rented a van using “donation money.” The other travelers were a collage of 
followers and housemates from her time with the group. She had known their names at one time 
or another but as the van traveled the miles to their destination, she couldn't recall anyone with 
her. No one spoke in the hours as the scenery changed before them—as green land changed to 
dry scrub. If she could see the world aflame like Elijah had, she would feel the magic of this 
moment as the fires ebbed but it felt only like the road trips her parents had taken her on as a girl.
She imagined next that they would pull off into a road leading to the Grand Canyon or some 
other monument.
They stayed at a run-down motel and bought their last supplies at the nearby gas station. 
Elijah had asked Holly to come his room. When she arrived, he shut the door and began to 
undress her.
“Not now,” she said.
“What's wrong?”
“Don't we have a journey tomorrow?” she asked. “We might not even need this if we find
what's out there.”
“Of course,” he said. “That doesn't mean we can't enjoy earthly pleasures for one more 
night.” He kissed her neck. “My Eve,” he said.
Holly saw the journey ahead. He taught that all of life's perceived pleasures were a 
diversion. A new Eden awaited in the desert. A new world would be theirs to create, free of 
worldly troubles—the choking fires of his dreams. His hands on her shoulders contradicted what 
she knew of pilgrimages.
“What if we can't find it out there?” she asked as he closed in on her.
She felt his grip loosen at her words. For a second, she didn't know whether he would 
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embrace her or slip away. 
“It is cooler here,” he said. “There are fewer fires. We are close.”
The cool air of the desert evening, though not prophetic, made him easier to believe. She 
let him in close, for what could be their final time on earth. Yet even as Elijah pressed his face 
into her, he stared over her shoulder. She wondered if he saw fires burning brightly all around 
him or if the smoke of their smoldering filled the air.
The man had not regained consciousness by morning. As far as Holly could tell, he was 
still alive but his breath, already so quiet and faint, had diminished even more. Elijah came to her
as the others prepared to move out.
“He's not getting better,” he said. “Are you coming now?”
“No,” she said.
“What is he worth to you? Paradise is just ahead and you're too afraid to reach it.”
“Abe,” she said. “Where are we going?”
Elijah looked out onto the horizon and then back at the others. He traced lines with his 
foot in the sand. He opened his mouth and formed several shapes before speaking.
“We will find respite from the flames,” he said.
“Where?”
“The image is clear in my mind, I will know when we arrive.”
“Which direction is it, Abe?”
Elijah drank from his water. Holly could see his bottle was empty now. For a moment, 
she thought she could glimpse his faith again—an invisible force that let him walk unburdened in
the desert by the weight of water. But as his drying mouth formed shapes, testing replies, she saw
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how much he sagged. The weight of his water was in his robes—in the sweat that poured from 
his skin even as the morning was still cool. His robes were ballasts. It was as though he were 
anchored to the Earth. Even the dying man laying on the ground looked light by comparison. His
weight would drag her, drag all of them, down.
“You don't know, do you?”
Elijah took out his folded knife and tossed it into the sand in front of her. His eyes 
followed its path as it fell to the sand. It's metal mass struck the ground.
“I won't need it where I'm going,” he said. “Maybe it will save you.”
He turned to walk back to the others.
She held out her hand. “You never answered my question.”
He stared at her as she picked the pocket knife out of the sand and brushed it off. She 
flipped it in her hands a few times.
Elijah smiled. “I'll miss you in paradise, Eve.” 
He turned again without hesitation and walked back to the others. She sat on the ground 
by the unconscious man and watched as the exhausted band moved further into the distance. As 
the land became hot again, she thought she could see shapes lying in the distance but took it to be
the play of rising hot air. It was only an hour later that she remembered the pocket knife in her 
hands. The unconscious man had died in that time but she didn't mourn. Even as he lay in the 
sand at her feet, his death seemed far away. It was as though she were watching this moment on 
television. She might feel sad or frightened but the danger was far away. She was only a witness 
and, when it was over, she would go on with it merely in the back of her mind.
Above her, the silence of the air gave way to the shriek of raptors gliding far overhead. In
the glare of the sun she couldn't mark the wingspan or the colors. She recalled the colorings and 
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shapes that distinguished hawk from vulture but this knowledge was no use to her here. Maybe 
they were simply hunting, she thought. Some hint of their journey barely registering as a speck in
the expanse of their search. If the eyes that whirled and buzzed overhead were meant for her, 
they had not found her yet. The shadow of wings passed overhead, in the direction of Eden.
Holly flipped the pocket knife a few more times in her hand before pinching the blade to 
draw it out. She wanted to see her reflection and know for certain if her face matched the dead 
man beside her. The glint of the sun obscured the mirrored surface for a second. As she tilted it to
get away from the light, she saw an inscription on the blade:
To Frank ~Love Dad
Holly laughed at the name carved into the metal. Overhead, the raptors shrieked again. 
She thought about waving her hands toward the sky, toward the sound. Instead, she put the 
pocket knife in the dead man's hand and stood up. The world was bright around her save for the 
shadow wheeling large and fast overhead. The world was silent except for the glide of wind on 
wings. She pretended not to see or hear any of it. The desert stretched on in its emptiness.
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Souvenir
Malcolm and Lydia were two hours into cleaning out their grandfather's house when they 
decided to take a break. Lydia brewed coffee in the kitchen while Malcolm loaded the garbage 
bags out into his car. It  had been a week since the funeral and months since he last saw the old 
man shambling through the dim, musty living room. As Malcolm had cleaned the living room of 
its piles of old phone books and heaped ashtrays, he expected to hear a raspy voice commanding 
him to leave everything where it was. He crammed garbage bags into the trunk of his car and 
looked out at the neighborhood. No one was outside, despite the warm summer Saturday. 
Malcolm could hear a lawnmower in the distance, the only sign of life.
 From the road, the house was indistinguishable from the others that lined the street. It was
a dingy and faded white house, merged into the layout of the neighborhood. Only the tall, 
overgrown lawn marked it as distinct from the neighbors. The Old Man had stopped mowing 
regularly since their grandmother died a few years before. Even that neglect blended in with 
neighborly imperfections: a car sat on the lawn across the street, long in disrepair, mowed around
but still bound by strands of weeds sprouting around the wheels and snaking up the frame; next 
door, broken, faded plastic toys were strewn in the driveway.
In the living room, he took down the last few photos from the walls and shelves. They 
ranged across his grandfather's lifetime: a portrait in his army uniform during World War II, a 
wedding photo, Malcolm and his sister as children playing together. In one corner of the room 
was a photograph of Malcolm's parents by a Christmas tree. Every time he saw that picture of 
their parents, he thought how strange it was. He and his sister had never known their parents. 
Their mother, the Old Man's daughter, had killed herself shortly after Lydia was born. Their 
father, driven by grief or as a convenient excuse—Malcolm was unsure which to believe—left 
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them with their grandparents. The only images of his father were the man from photographs and 
his earliest vague memories. While his father would call every few years with some new promise
of getting in touch, the plans would always fall apart before they ever began to take tangible 
shape. He hadn't even made it to the funeral. 
Lydia had already poured him a cup of coffee by the time Malcolm arrived in the kitchen.
“Thanks,” he said. “At least not everything spoiled.”
“Actually, the fridge is mostly empty,” Lydia said. “There were some things with freezer-
burn but it's mostly good.”
“I guess that's not a surprise.”
“No, not really.”
“How much did you get done?” he asked. While he focused on the living room, Lydia had
spent much of the morning going through the surrounding rooms.
“Just here and the bathroom.”
“That bad, huh?”
“There were mousetraps behind the counter,” she said. “He must have set them before he 
went to the hospital.”
“You mean-”
“He picked a working brand at least.”
Malcolm laughed. “Well, I didn't find any rotting mouse corpses, but who knows. I might 
luck out.”
She smiled. “If you put it like that, I hope you do.”
Malcolm couldn't remember the last time he saw his sister relax. It was rare to see her at 
all. Their day to clean the house only came between the weekend and her schedule at the law 
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firm. She seemed to work constantly. He worked at a chain auto parts store and even that felt like
too much sometimes. Even in the last few weeks, she met with family and friends with the same 
air of professionalism that she greeted the medical staff and funeral home director. She had cried 
at the funeral at least. It proved she was still human.
“So what's next on the list?” Lydia asked.  
Malcolm looked up at the ceiling. He thought of the untouched rooms overhead. “We 
should start on upstairs,” he said. “Maybe we'll get to the attic by the end of the day.”
“I hope so,” she said. “I don't know when I can stop by again. We have a new case 
coming up.”
He waved his hand. “Don't worry about it. Whatever we don't get I'll finish up 
tomorrow.”
“I appreciate that. You know I would if I could.” Lydia looked into her mug. 
Malcolm heard the clock ticking and drank his coffee, expecting her to say more. He put 
his mug down. The clank of the ceramic on the table broke the silence. Lydia looked up at him 
and then into the living room.
“So we're done with the downstairs already, then?”
“Just about,” Malcolm said. He got up and put the mugs in the sink. “Ready when you 
are,” he said.
*
The bedroom was torn apart by the time Malcolm pulled a shoebox from the back of the 
closet. The salvageable clothes—to be donated or given away as hand-me-downs—were stacked 
on the bed. The moth-eaten, tattered or otherwise unusable shirts, jackets and pants were stuffed 
in black bags by the doorway, mixed with other things to be thrown away. Lydia took one of the 
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bags and brought it downstairs. As she stepped out the door, Malcolm pulled back the lid of the 
box. He saw a picture of a blond woman spread out across a sofa, fondling her breasts, her face 
in faux invitation. Her body was surrounded by titles and subtitles. He shut the box. The 
magazines themselves were tame. He could easily find more shocking images with an internet 
search. It was the rawness of the discovery that stopped him. They were prying open hidden 
places of the house.
As Lydia came back up the stairs, Malcolm stuffed the shoebox into one of the garbage 
bags.
“What's that?” Lydia asked.
“You don't want to know,” he said.
She frowned. “Why not?”
“Let's just say the Old Man had a thing for blondes.”
Lydia's face turned red as she watched him tie the bag. “Why do you have to call him 
that?” she asked.
“It's just my nickname for him.”
“It's disrespectful.”
“He liked it,” Malcolm said. “He laughed every time I said it.”
“Forget it,” She grabbed the garbage bag. “Anything else in the room?”
“Nothing but the furniture.”
They carted the rest of the garbage outside and loaded it into Malcolm's trunk. On the 
way to the dump, Lydia looked out the passenger window or straight ahead. He wondered what 
she would be doing now if it weren't for the house. He hadn't seen her since last Thanksgiving 
and all of that time was spent with the ailing Old Man. His health had deteriorated in the years 
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since his wife had died. Lydia's life outside of work, if it existed at all, was a mystery. When they
were young, she spent most of her time alone. The Old Man was the only person who made her 
laugh. At school, Malcolm would watch her and her friends sit in silence. She read on weekends 
while he and his friends played football or hiked in the nearby hills. He couldn't imagine his 
sister at rest.
As they unloaded the bags at the dump, Lydia's cellphone chimed through her pocket. She
stopped and answered. Malcolm continued to work but listened to her reactions to the other end 
of the line.
“Do they have any sense at all?” she said.
Malcolm stopped and watched her. She held her hand to her head and sighed as a voice 
spoke on the other end.
“Look, I'm with family now but I can be there in a little more than an hour.”
The voice buzzed again but his sister cut it off. “I shouldn't have to come in on a weekend
to babysit their incompetence!”
Malcolm unloaded the last few bags in the next pause. When he looked again, Lydia 
looked over at him and whispered an apology over the phone's continued droning.
“Yes, I'm coming. Bye.” She ended the call and put the phone back in her pocket.
“I take it you're done for the day,” Malcolm said.
“Some idiot intern said he tampered with case files. I've got to undo the damage.”
“Oh boy,” Malcolm said. He shut the trunk of the car. “Well, we got a lot done today. I 
can stick around a little while longer.”
“Sorry to do this to you,” she said.
“I understand.”
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Back at the house, Lydia made a final run of what she had planned.
“I was going to go through the photo albums,” she said, “and figure out what to take but I
think a lot of them are in the attic. I'll look at them some other time.” She  opened one of the 
boxes piled in the living room. “Was there anything in here?”
“Relax,” Malcolm said. He stood in the room as his sister looked around the house, one 
step out the door but still circling around. She was like this in the older days. The Old Man called
it “Hurricane Lydia” behind her back.
“I just feel like I'm forgetting something.”
“The old junk will still be here, I'm not going to throw anything important away.”
“Okay, I'll stop now.” She stopped in front of her brother. “I'll see you later. Sorry again 
about leaving this all to you.”
“Take it out on the nitwit that made you leave,” he hugged his sister. “I'll bring everything
down from the attic and give you a call tonight.”
“Thanks Malcolm.” She stepped away and headed out the door. Before he heard her car, 
he started up the stairs.
He couldn't recall the last time he had gone up to the attic. Its sloped ceiling was low and 
claustrophobic even as a boy.  Some evenings the Old Man would talk to Malcolm about the war 
and bring him up there. Many of his stories were half-complete, self-referential or otherwise 
forgotten. Malcolm only remembered pieces. Most vivid were the way he described the sound of 
guns, clicking his tongue to imitate them, and his passive way of discussing the deaths of people 
he knew; a battle on Guadalcanal—he would only learn the name in school, as the Old Man 
never used the names of places, rarely even the names of people. During the most excited 
tellings, he would bring Malcolm to the attic and rifle through old boxes until he found 
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something to illustrate his story. Afterwards, he would drink and philosophize to Malcolm about 
life. He spoke about the past—the distant past. Only once did the Old Man bring up Malcolm's 
mother.
“After all that, she would kill herself?” He had said. He looked at Malcolm and sobered a 
little. “Maybe some things I should just keep to myself, huh?”
Malcolm knew that in some remote corner of the attic, in one stack of boxes, were the 
heirlooms from the war. He could remember the yellowed photograph of young men in uniform, 
the pins and bits of old uniform. His grandfather would point himself out. Because he was not 
yet familiar with how age alters appearance, Malcolm would imagine this photograph whenever 
he looked at his grandfather's face. He imagined change as a sudden drastic metamorphosis. One 
day his grandfather was a slim, dark haired young man, then the threshold was crossed and he 
became pudgy, his hair thinning and turning white. Now Malcolm, though only approaching 
thirty, could see the signs on his own face. Though slower than he imagined, he thought there 
was some truth to this image. 
The same boxes from his memory lay stacked on top of each other, covered in dust and 
webs, yet it had been so long since he'd last been in that place that small details never made it to 
his recollection. He was confused by the smaller details—the placement of a coat rack and some 
holiday decorations in a spot he didn't remember. He wondered if his memory was accurate at all.
There were other things up there, he knew. Some hidden letters or journals might make sense of 
him. Maybe, like puzzle pieces, he could fit fragments of the past together. Even a partial image, 
he imagined, would mean something. He pulled the string for the attic light and tried to match 
the shapes of piles and stowed-away junk with the forms in his mind. The light obscured any 
hope he would quickly find his way around.
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The first box he found was stacked with old paperwork—decades-old pay stubs and 
ancient wall calendars, some marked with faded or indecipherable notes. A day in April 1983 
marked with names and times, a week in July for the following year marked with letters and 
times with no context. Malcolm searched through the boxes and brought them downstairs for his 
sister to inspect. Most of their grandfather's belongings were of no use, too worn or too 
antiquated. What little they could find was put aside to be distributed later. Their grandmother's 
possessions were cleared out a few years ago. The Old Man couldn't bear the thought of keeping 
her things stored away. He gave away, sold or threw out whatever he could cart away himself. 
They found the occasional possession, but it seemed  that he had been very thorough. The only 
reminders of her existence in the house were a few photographs.  
Nearly an hour into clearing out the attic, Malcolm came across the photo albums from 
the war. He set them aside to take down for Lydia.  She would love to look through them, he 
thought. The light was too dim to look at the aged photographs. Besides, he had seen them 
countless times. On his last trip back up, he saw an unmarked box he hadn't checked before. 
Everything that he had brought down was familiar. Every photo album radiated deja vu even if 
he didn't recognize the photographs within. This box was new. It had been hidden from view. It 
was heavy. He opened the box, expecting heirlooms and keepsakes like the ones stored away 
around it.
A skull, like something out of a horror movie, grinned on the other side of the box lid. Its 
forehead was carved with writing. Malcolm blinked at the new discovery, as though waiting for 
it to disappear from his sight. He hoped that this was some hallucination brought on by a long 
day. It was a nightmare he would be spirited away from. When he had convinced himself that 
this was reality, he imagined other possibilities—a Halloween prop misplaced in the wrong part 
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of the attic, stolen from or given by an old biology teacher, or the final image before waking up 
from a dream. The carvings on the cranium, signatures of privates and corporals, and the words 
A GOOD JAP snatched away that possibility before he could even rationalize it.
Malcolm looked around the room, as though expecting an explanation. Any moment his 
sister or even the Old Man would step out, laughing at his bafflement, but Lydia's car was not in 
the driveway and he had seen the Old Man's coffin loaded into the ground. He thought about 
calling his sister. She would see the importance of this. Even her professional life would have to 
pause for this. He had heard stories of such things before—hidden trophies from the war, some 
eagerly kept by descendants: wallets with photographs, officer patches, even bones from the 
fingers and toes. He had always imagined them like he imagined any other rumor. That it held a 
grain of truth but nothing so drastic and gruesome. There was no reference point, no instructions 
on a course of action. Even the rumors only stated the situation, they did nothing to instruct or 
inform what was the right thing to do. Malcolm held the human skull in his hand, thinking about 
what he would do next. He did not think about what series of events had brought it here, how 
combat and brutality tore it from the body from where it grew. For a long time he didn't think of 
the carvings, done methodically with a sharp tool by eventual grandfathers and soon-to-be 
celebrated heroes carving their message deep into the bone. He thought only of how, unlike the 
other parts of the Old Man's life, he couldn't simply return it to its box and let a new layer of dust
form over it.
*
Malcolm had kept the skull in the box, piled along with the rest of the Old Man's 
belongings. He could keep it there for the time being. When he called Lydia that night, only her 
voicemail replied.
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“I finished with the attic,” he said. “We can go over it whenever you're free again.”
He waited, expecting himself to mention the skull. He knew he should tell her—tell 
someone at least. Instead, he paused, still on the phone. 
“I'll try you again later,” he said.
On Monday, he stood behind the counter of the store, chatting with customers, dealing 
with the complaints of a used car dealer when someone up the chain screwed up his order, and 
waiting as the last few customers made their way out at closing. He watched television at his 
apartment, turning up the volume when the couple next door began another argument. He 
microwaved his dinner and went to bed early. Throughout the day, Malcolm checked his phone 
for signs of his sister, but she was away, still engrossed in her own life. 
He awoke on Tuesday from dreamless sleep. Since the day at the Old Man's, he thought 
he would dream of skulls, that it would haunt his mind and pursue him like a ghost story. The 
thought still hung on his mind. Should he call the police? Do the police take decades-old war 
dead? Maybe the VA would help. Some official channel that would understand this discovery 
better. Every time he thought of calling one of these places, another thought came to mind—what
would happen to the Old Man? He couldn't answer for what he had done. He had been buried 
with all the honors and formalities that his generation had come to expect. Malcolm imagined 
what would happen if he brought this discovery to light. How would they judge the Old Man? 
What would his sister think?
The more he thought about it, the more he wondered how the Old Man had found the 
skull. Its possession could have been incidental, accidental. None of the stories he told made any 
mention of it. He remembered the frankness. He spared no details. His stories were filled with 
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dismemberment, burning flesh, blood. Only Malcolm knew these stories. The Old Man spared 
Lydia the details when he spoke about it. It was a secret between men, he had said. One time, the 
Old Man caught him reciting one of the stories for his sister. He separated the two of them and 
grabbed Malcolm firmly by the shoulders. It was rare for the Old Man to even shout at them. His
grandfather's hands pressed onto his arm so hard he thought it would snap.
“Never tell her those stories,” he said. “They're not meant for her.”
Malcolm nodded until the Old Man let go. As they grew older, he revealed these stories to
his sister piece by piece in secret but by then, she thought of it as a grotesque prank. She thought 
he was simply trying to disturb her. Despite the Old Man's protectiveness, Lydia knew what 
being in the war would entail. Malcolm figured that he never caught on to the way the modern 
world worked. Lydia was just as exposed to the cold and impersonal knowledge of history 
textbooks and black and white photographs. Still, the bolded key terms and brief timelines and 
dates didn't dull the Old Man's anecdotes.  
“Why would you tell me this?” Lydia would ask. “I don't want to know.”
He would try to explain to her the weight of knowing—that he was expected to hold onto 
their grandfather's memories without outlet or complaint. It was a conflict he had no connection 
to except for movies with orchestral soundtracks, and video games that echoed the sights and 
sounds of the movies. They lacked the smells that the Old Man described, the everyday aches 
and lulls that seemed to fill more of the stories than actual battle. He wanted to tell her these 
things so that she would know them too. Maybe Lydia, the brighter of the two, the star student, 
could make sense of these stories. Every time he would try to tell her, she pulled away, leaving 
him alone with his secrets.
Malcolm checked his cell phone. Still no message from his sister. Lydia wouldn't want to 
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know about the skull, he thought. She wouldn't welcome his discovery and would try to push 
away. Even she couldn't escape this. The skull was material evidence, not a story. Still, Malcolm 
knew that if the Old Man had kept the skull on purpose, he wouldn't have wanted Lydia to see it. 
His sister was to be protected, however delusional that hope was. Malcolm had defied the Old 
Man for years with no success. He thought that maybe it was time to act how he would have 
wanted.
After getting out of work, Malcolm drove to the house. Inside, the box was where he left 
it. The carved skull had lost the magic it had gained in his mind over the last few days. It sat inert
like any decorative piece stored away. After looking over it again, he examined the names and 
messages carved into the bone. Some names were indecipherable but some were clear, even 
familiar from the stories.
Malcolm pulled out some of the boxes with the Old Man's letters. Maybe there was 
someone else left in the world who knew this secret. Part of him doubted it. Only one of his 
friends from the war had made it to the funeral, an ancient man, wheeled into the funeral home 
half asleep by a nurse. He was barely conscious of the present world, much less some secret 
trophy head from decades before. Besides, his name was not on the skull.
Malcolm convinced himself as he flipped through the Old Man's papers that if there was 
anyone else to share this knowledge, they would reveal themselves in the documents. He read 
late into the evening, his eyes moving between the faded writing on yellowed, crumbling paper 
and the names sliced deep into the bone.
*
Over the next few days, Malcolm searched the Old Man's records for some mention of 
the skull. The carved signatures were a starting point but none of the legible names revealed 
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anything. Any letters sent by those people were too faded to read, lacking in missing context of 
previous letters, or went on about day to day problems. On Wednesday evening, Lydia called as 
he sat at the Old Man's kitchen table, reading letters.
“I'm free for a few hours on Saturday,” she said. “But I need to ask a favor.”
Malcolm's eyes wandered down to the stack of letters. “What now?”
“Can you just bring by the photo albums to my place? I'm on call so I might have to leave
again. It'll be easier to go through them here.”
The empty house felt more like a cavern when the house had been cleared. He coughed 
just to hear it echo across the bare walls.
“Sure. What about the rest?” he asked.
“Take what you want and I'll go through whatever is left when the case is done,” she said.
 “I doubt there's a whole lot we can sell at this point.”
Malcolm thought of everything he had moved downstairs. Most of what the Old Man had
stored away was junk. The attic was filled with antiques far too worn or shoddily repaired to be 
worth anything. His sister was interested in memories and heirlooms, at least the ones she would 
pick out of the pile. He smiled and imagined what she would do with the skull—he imagined it 
on a shelf in the living room with pictures of her and the Old Man. An image came to mind of a 
grinning severed head flanking idyllic photos of graduations, varsity, and holidays. He thought it 
would be a nice change of pace. It was a reminder of what the Old Man was really capable of.
“No problem,” she said. “I wasn't expecting much. Besides, the money from the house 
will be enough anyway.”
They had agreed, even before the Old Man was dead, that neither of them would live in 
the house. For Lydia, it was too far away. Besides, Malcolm thought, there was no point in 
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owning a home if you would never be there in the first place. Malcolm didn't want the house 
either, even though Lydia had first offered to let him. He would rather have the money, for what, 
he couldn't decide. Maybe he would finally take classes at the community college, move 
somewhere across the country, or maybe just get a new car. This was a chance for something new
to happen. He didn't want to dwell in some place tied to the past.
“Did you find anything interesting, at least?” she asked. 
The box sat on the top of the pile in the living room. He hadn't yet told her about his 
discovery. The trophy, as he had begun calling it, sat in the box in the living room. He had put it 
away after copying the names down. It was a trophy or souvenir. He knew this wasn't a good way
to think about it. He imagined some family on the other side of the world, recovering a headless 
body. Parents, siblings, maybe even a wife and children, unable to see their soldier returned in 
full. This must have been why they took heads, he thought. Any other part of the body could be 
removed, torn, or burned away. The head was the most significant part. The Old Man's skull was 
buried with the rest of him. This object, so long as it was a skull, had no ownership, despite the 
scrawling signatures etched across its surface.
“No, just some keepsakes from the war.” He said, “I'll bring them by if you want.”
“I doubt I'll want any of that. That's more of your territory anyway.”
“Alright then,” he said. They planned the time to meet before Lydia had to go. 
When she hung up, Malcolm sat in the silent house. She had given him an excuse not to 
bring it with him, deniability. This trophy wasn't part of the photographs she wanted. He was 
under no obligation. He could claim he had never opened the box—never ran his hands along the
inscriptions and taunts. This was probably the gray area that the men who carved their names 
lived in, he thought. Malcolm imagined their prepared excuses if they were ever caught: I didn't 
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take the skull; everyone else was signing their names; I wasn't going to stand out. The worst part 
was the idea that the Old Man could have been the one to cut the head from its shoulders.
Malcolm went back to reading through the letters. The more he looked, the more he 
thought it would be strange to find a letter openly discussing a human skull. Things like that 
rarely existed in the open. They were hinted at, alluded to, but carefully locked away. He might 
not have even kept any letters about it, assuming that he wrote anything about it at all. He got up 
and opened the box. The hollow eye sockets stared back at him. He looked at the collection of 
names, wondering if even one of these men were left to give an explanation. Assuming that such 
a thing could even be explained. It was something so gruesome, so long ago. Even if any of these
men were still alive, would he even comprehend their reasons? As a boy, Malcolm would 
bombard his grandfather with questions, the vague kind that children asked of anything. Why? 
Even at his age, he could feel the Old Man's discomfort. In a few years, he learned not to ask 
questions, to just listen. 
Near the bottom of the pile, he found a letter dated during the war. It was addressed to his
grandmother, using her maiden name as the two did not marry until after. Malcolm figured that 
the letter was either forgotten during his purge of their grandmother's belongings or kept because 
it held some sentimental value.  Much of it was illegible. Where it wasn't faded, it required 
deciphering rough handwriting. From what he could see, it reassured her of his safety and talked 
about his experiences in quick, roundabout ways. Malcolm couldn't tell if this was for military 
secrecy or a natural desire to hold her back from the details. He guessed the latter. A few 
sentences on the last paragraph leaped out at him, even though it was just as faded as the rest:
I hope you read this before you open my gift. I told you I'd get you a souvenir. Some of the
guys even wanted to sign it for you.
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The skull stared at the wall from across the room. The clock on the wall passed midnight. 
Malcolm had been reading the letters for hours. This could be the connection he was seeking, or 
it could be his tired mind, trying to force connections together. He had work in the morning. By 
tomorrow, he would come back to the letter and think of more likely possibilities. In the 
morning, he would recognize coincidence for what it was, but it was not morning yet. He closed 
the lid of the box before he left, not wanting to leave the skull exposed to the empty house. 
Malcolm didn't believe in ghosts or curses from beyond the grave, though he thought this would 
be a suiting moment for these things. No evil beamed from the hollow sockets, however 
unsettling it was to see alone in an empty house. He simply didn't want to leave it exposed to the 
open air. He wanted to preserve it, to dust or burnish the names carved deep into the bone.
Turning out onto the road, Malcolm's headlights swept the neighborhood. Most of the 
houses were dark by now. Most windows were covered in blinds. He wondered if the shine of the
lights pierced through, disturbing anyone. They might wonder where a car was going at this hour
before turning over and falling to sleep again. As he reached the end of the block, he thought of 
another possibility. As he passed rows of similar homes, he wondered what might be hidden in 
their walls. What bodies were buried here, hiding in plain sight? Malcolm turned on the car radio
and cranked up the volume, not caring what station was playing.
*
As Malcolm loaded the photo albums to take to Lydia's, he put the box out on the table. 
He had thought about bringing it with him—showing her. No other clues presented themselves 
over the next few days. As far as he could tell, the Old Man's remaining letters were scattered 
through time and unrelated.  He didn't have to bring it with him. Nothing demanded that he tell 
Lydia . There was maybe an ethical and maybe even legal obligation. He wasn't sure of the laws 
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that governed these things. Even if there were, he couldn't do away with it until he knew whether
or not to tell her. She would never believe it and he would never tell her unless he had the 
evidence in front of him. 
Practical concerns came to mind. If he were stopped by an officer, his car searched, how 
would he explain it? Don't worry, officer, it was my grandfather's. An unlikely scenario, but so 
was finding human remains in the attic. What would he even say to Lydia to bring the 
conversation to this point? He thought of the Old Man in his last few months. He must have 
known it was sitting there, waiting to be found. He could have given a warning, even if only to 
him. Malcolm was the one who shouldered his stories. Why was this not one of them? The box 
was placed in the trunk, braced by a spare tire and a stack of albums. The box could be brought 
in separately, part of the heirlooms, or simply forgotten outside. He would settle on which one 
was best when he arrived.
Lydia greeted him at the door, dressed for another day at work. The walls of his sister's 
apartment were bare. It was the result of never being home, Malcolm thought. Her home existed 
as a place to sleep and occasionally eat the few ready-made foods in the cabinet and refrigerator. 
He hadn't been to her apartment since he had first helped her move in. Aside from some shifted 
furniture, it was similar to how he'd last seen it. It was as though she were ready to pack up again
at a moment's notice. 
He put the albums and the box on the kitchen table. The skull rolled around inside the 
box, he could feel it. Any second, he expected Lydia to ask about it. Her own curiosity would  
free him from the responsibility. Instead, she grabbed one of the albums and started flipping 
through it.
“Did you get a chance to go through these?” she asked.
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“A little. I'm not sure if I want to keep anything,” he said. “I don't have the room for it.”
Her kitchen was spotless, he doubted it was from vigilant cleaning. While she looked 
through albums, he opened the wall cupboards as though looking for something to eat. She 
owned two plates, three drinking glasses and seven coffee mugs.
She looked up from the album. “Have you had lunch?” she asked.
“No.”
“There are a few things in the freezer you could microwave.”
Malcolm nodded and stepped in that direction. As he looked over his options, his sister 
chuckled.
“Hey, did you see this?” She held up a photo of him as a boy. He wore one of the Old 
Man's army jackets. The sleeve overtook the length of his arm as he did a boyish salute to his 
grandfather. The Old Man was smiling or laughing on the right edge of the picture. He didn't 
remembered what prompted that photo. He could remember the weight of the jacket pressing 
down on his small body, the musty smell of clothing long-stored away and his grandmother 
grinning as she stooped down, clutching the Polaroid camera.
“What a little soldier you are,” she had said.
His sister flipped through a few more pages. Most of the photos in this collection were of 
them as children. Occasionally their grandparents appeared, holding them or in the midst of a 
game. Lydia would stop and comment on a photo or ask if Malcolm remembered that day. Most 
of the time he didn't recall the moment, or the details were so sparse and vague that he wondered 
if he was confusing it with another time. When they had finished the first album, Lydia opened 
the second. Images of their parents, young and childless, stared up at them. Lydia stayed on the 
page but didn't say anything. 
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Malcolm wanted to laugh at her. Of all the discoveries, she was shocked by a photo 
album. Yet, as he saw her looking over the pages, even he was uncomfortable. It was not the 
shock of finding human remains in the attic, but he could not find a way to break the silence she 
had created. Malcolm's eyes wandered across the page. He didn't recognize these people. The 
decades had turned their father into another person. Unlike Lydia, he had some brief memory of 
their mother but the woman he remembered bore only a vague resemblance to this woman. Lydia
coughed and turned the page. More photographs of their parents spread across the whole width 
of the album. In one of them, their parents held an infant, presumably Malcolm. 
“I don't know if you'll find anything in that one,” he said.
“No, you're right,” she said. She closed the album and looked toward the stack. The 
refrigerator kicked on. It's low hum filled the room for a time.
“What else did you bring?” she asked. 
Lydia looked toward the stacks of albums and the box. Malcolm was unsure if that was 
what she meant. He had pushed thoughts of his discovery in the back of his mind in the short 
time searching the photographs. It wasn't that he had forgotten—it had consumed him too much 
for that. Instead, he felt for a moment that the discovery didn't matter. He couldn't bring himself 
to think that a single box hidden in the attic could change who someone was. Now, as his sister 
looked across the table, the box plain in view, it dissolved into wishful thinking. The grinning 
man in the photograph had decided this path. Whether he had torn a human head from the stump 
himself or scavenged it from the bones, he had kept it all these years.
Malcolm thought about the photos of their parents and Lydia's surprise. How could she 
think that the past would be hidden from her? She must have thought that he would shield her 
again—that their parents belonged in a hidden place, like the memories of desecration and war. 
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He wouldn't keep this secret from her.
“You should have expected to see them,” he said.
“What?”
“They took photos of mom and dad too, you know.”
“Don't you think I know that?”
“I just thought you should know,” he said. “There are probably more.”
Lydia clutched the album in her hand. “I can handle it.”
Malcolm imagined the eye sockets behind the cardboard walls of the box. The thought of 
another pair of eyes, another presence in the room, however inanimate, bothered him.
“Why didn't dad come?” she asked.
“I don't care,” Malcolm said, shrugging. “I've stopped pretending that he exists.”
“What a terrible thing to say,” she said.
“It's true,” he said.
“It's harsh.” Lydia put the album on the table. She stared at her brother.
“It was hard on him too, Malcolm,” she said. “I was too young, but I've talked to him 
about it.”
Malcolm imagined taking the box and pulling the lid apart, the skull unveiled right in 
front of Lydia. She would see the message of hate and its signatories cut into the forehead on full
display. She would know what people were capable of. For once, she would have to deal with the
Old Man for what he really was. Malcolm stepped over to the box and held it. It would be easy. 
All that separated Lydia from reality was a thin layer of cardboard.
As he grasped the lid of the box, his sister watched from across the table. She looked 
terrified. She was still, the least amount of motion he had seen of her since childhood. He was 
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pleased at first, ready to show her without warning. It would hurt her. Then, as he felt the weight 
of the skull shift slightly in the box, he knew that no harm done to her could equal what he held 
in his hand. There was a line crossed long ago, the details buried by time. Crossing it again 
would only perpetuate it. One severing only provides for many more, he thought. 
“Malcolm,” she asked. “What's wrong?”
He took a deep breath, pressed his hand against the box lid, as though to keep it from 
flying off, and began to explain.
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Matter in Motion
A meteor streams white-hot across the night sky—embers of debris breaking off in its 
wake.  To Jenny, it feels close enough to knock a plane out of the sky. It reminds her of Colin 
striking a match before he lights a cigarette. Its movement is only in retrospect. The eye sees 
only an arcing line. The two of them sit blinking, drinking cheap beer around a bonfire, a final 
send-off before Colin's deployment. 
Colin hoots at the sight. “That must have only landed a few miles away.”
Jenny looks up at its path. “It was close, but not that close.”
The afterimage's white streak fades under her eyelids and she recalls the silence before 
the bright light in the sky. She cannot remember the last thing they had said. The night might 
have passed quietly without the interruption. 
Colin stands and puts his hand on Jenny's back. His weight presses down on her shoulder.
He traces the path of the meteor with his hand, making silent and amateur calculations. Jenny 
remains still, afraid that sudden movement will cause him to lose balance. 
“Didn't you see how big it was?” he says. “Let's find where it landed.”
“It might have just burnt up,” Jenny says.
Colin points west. “That's the way it went. Come on, it'll be an adventure.”
Other nights, Jenny thinks, she would have stood her ground. She reminds herself that 
tonight is his last night to wander and meander—his last night of freedom. If it landed at all, it 
was miles away and would be impossible to locate. She wonders if Colin knows this too. If he 
does, he is too lost in the excitement. Colin staggers in the dark toward the path as Jenny douses 
the fire.
“Wait up,” she says. “We should get everything.”
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“We'll come back,” he says.
Jenny packs their things anyway. Colin waits on the edge of the camp, looking at the trail 
impatiently. As she hands Colin his bag, she looks at his face. A figment of the moonlight makes 
him seem older. Shadows highlight the lines in his face. Exhaustion is amplified.
“Maybe I should drive,” she says.
He smiles, aging more in the moonlight. “Drive us my dear,” he speaks with false 
dramatic flair. “Our fallen star awaits us.”
*
When they had first met, it was a cloudy, cool day for July. The breeze off the lake struck 
against the surface of Jenny's coat as she walked along the shore. She had escaped the family get-
together for a little while. It was tiring to hear the usual barrage of questions from relatives about
studies at the university, dating, classes—general questions about her future. She used to love 
telling distant aunts and cousins about her goals but, as the years passed, their curiosity felt more 
prying and her answers less genuine. Her final year would start in the fall. Her friends who had 
already finished struggled to pay rent or simply moved back home. She explained this to far-
flung family and listened to their remedies and judgments—their contradictory advice. Less than 
an hour into the festivities, she slipped away.
As she came to a place where the land rose to a steep bank by the lakeside, she saw a 
body leap from the edge into the silver water. A young man's head emerged and climbed back to 
land, taking some of the lake back with him. He leaped three more times—throwing himself 
against the lake like a stunt man in an action movie. On the third leap, he didn't resurface.
The voices of her extended family skimmed across the lake's surface, over the spot of the 
man's dive. Time passed in the splash and slosh of other divers on the opposite shore. She moved
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toward the jump site, cautiously watching the surface of the water. She hurried faster when she 
saw no sign of movement underneath. At the spot of the dive, the water erupted. The swimmer 
rubbed his eyes and looked over at her, grinning.
“Hey there,” he said. “Don't tell me you're going to climb in like that.”
Jenny put her hands in her coat pockets. She didn't like to swim.
“I thought you hit your head or something,” she said.
“Why'd you think that?” he carried some of the lake onto the bank and fished out a towel 
from a tree branch.  
“I just saw you go in. I didn't see you come out.”
The man wrapped the towel around his swim trunks and sat by the tree. “Watching me, 
huh?”
“Why were you down there so long?”
“Just doing a little exploring.” He twisted his finger in his ear. “What's your name 
anyhow?”
“Jenny.”
“Colin.” He pointed to a large rock jutting out of the bank. “Don't be a stranger. You were
spying on me. Least you can do is chat a little while.”
“I wasn't spying,” she said. “I thought you were drowning.”
“Yeah right. Here? I'm more likely to drown in a bathtub than this mudhole.”
She looked around the bank. The lake was empty along their side of the shore.
“Who dives in a lake alone?” she asked.
“No clue, but he must be an odd one.” His tone changed. “So what brings you out here?”
“Family thing.”
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 “Uh huh. Where's the family?”
She pointed across the water at the gathering. It was the only other presence at the lake.  
Colin whistled. “Quite the hive. Where's the queen?” He unraveled the towel and 
wrapped it around himself.
“Depends on who got into the drinks first.”
Colin laughed.
*
Colin and Jenny exit the trail and step out onto the dirt lot where they parked the car. 
Jenny puts her bag in the back. She expects Colin to get into the passenger seat. Instead, he 
stands in front of the car looking up at the night sky. He leans and then lies back on the hood.
“What are the chances of finding that meteor?”
“Meteorite,” she says.
“What's the difference?”
“Meteorite means it landed,” she motions with her hands, but sees that he is looking 
away. “A meteor is just when it hits the atmosphere.”
“Whatever. Think we'll find it?”
Jenny fiddles with her keys. There is no chance here, she thinks. Whatever hasn't burned 
away would be the size of a penny or smaller. She knows that Colin expects a smoking crater. A 
rock can't fall to Earth without making a mark. She doesn't tell him that meteors—usually no 
larger than a grain of sand—hit the earth every single day.
“I don't know,” she says. “We can try.”
*
Jenny came home one night to find Colin's car in the lot of their apartment complex. For 
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her last year of college, Jenny and Colin had moved in together. Colin had finished his studies 
the year before and worked a temp job with an insurance company. Her semester schedule meant
she was always the first to arrive.  In the living room, she found him dressed for the office, lying 
on the couch. He stared at the ceiling, blinking as she entered.
“Not feeling well?” she asked.
He sighed. “No, not really.”
She put her bag down and went into the kitchen. “Did you take anything?” she asked.
“No.”
Jenny heated a box of leftover Lo Mein in the microwave and stepped back into the living
room. Colin only blinked. 
She sat on the floor in front of the couch, the box on her lap. “Eat something then.” She  
spun noodles on a fork and brought it up to him. “Maybe you're just hungry.”
They ate dinners like this, in the living room lit by the glow of the television. Usually, 
Colin would talk about his day at work. At first, she enjoyed the casual nature of it. They were 
adults. They could do what they wanted. As the weeks went by, and Colin complained about 
slights at the office, she remembered the forced conversations with her parents at the dinner 
table--the catalog of the work-day and school-day. Over time, she learned what needed to be 
omitted: social details, politics, and protests groups she had joined. She learned what they 
wanted to hear—grades, athletics, awards. It became an act no one wanted to perform but no one 
could refuse.
“They're not renewing my contract,” Colin said.
She pulled the fork away from him. Since his earliest days, Colin spoke about being made
permanent. He spoke about it as though it were inevitable. He told her that most of the temps in 
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his department were going through the same thing. A sacrifice to save the permanent staff.
“I don't know what I'm going to do,” he said.
Jenny thought of herself as well-prepared but she felt herself slipping in the last month. It 
was not something that an outside observer would notice-- she still studied well in advance of 
tests, wrote essays a week before the deadline, and paid bills as soon as the money was in her 
account. Colin's words didn't seem of the same universe. The money he brought in was never 
much, but it was always there. What little she had saved from her student-employee job wouldn't 
last long.
“How long do you have left?” she asked.
“The end of the month,” he sat up and gave her room.
“We have time,” she said, sitting next to him on the couch. “Just start looking now.”
“With things the way they are?”
Deep in her studies, Jenny would forget the apocalyptic stories on the news—the worst 
recession in decades, record unemployment. It had always felt like a gloomy story about 
someone else. She figured that one day she would have to face it, but she didn't want to think 
about where or when. She simply bided her time.
“I'll look for something, too,” she said.
“You've got class,” he said. “How many hours can you work?”
“If you get a new job I can always cut back or quit.”
Colin sighed and then put his arm around her. “You're like a machine,” he said. “You just 
keep running.”
Jenny smiled and put her hand on his chest. For a moment, she thought that she had 
somehow solved their problems—that presenting ideas would be enough. She knew that dealing 
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with this new problem would require more than that. They sat on the couch for a while before 
Colin, breaking the silence, turned on the television. The evening news flooded into the room, 
with all the troubles of the world right in front of them. Jenny moved away from Colin and went 
into the kitchen.
*
The stars rotate slowly in the sky as the car rounds the ridge overlooking the town. Jenny 
eases around the blind corner. Colin looks down at the few lights from the valley. He tries to 
squint through the night. It looks as though he is squinting at her but she knows he is looking for 
a crater, a plume of smoke, maybe a dying white glow.
“You're not going to see it at night.” She puts her hand on his shoulder to keep him from 
leaning any closer. Colin reclines back into the passenger seat. 
“Who knows,” he says. “You saw how big it was. Maybe it'll start a forest fire.”
“Too much rain.”
“Maybe a meteor is hot enough anyway.” He looks out the window on his side.
“Maybe,” she says.
“You don't believe it.”
“No.”
He leans back in the seat. Jenny sees his head turn—his eyes on her in the dark. She 
remembers the last time he gazed at her. She watches the twists of the road ahead. If she looks 
away, she fears the car will round the bend too sharply. Fear of careening off an unseen cliff 
keeps her looking ahead.
*
The apartment was as she left it that morning. Jenny put her binder down on the most 
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stable pile of junk mail and untouched magazines. She had found work canvassing for an 
environmental group in the city. Full-time work with full-time studies. She could hear a stand-up 
comic and the roar of applause in the living room, Colin laughing. Colin had drifted from 
temporary and seasonal work to a long lull in the past few months. As the comedian began 
setting up his next routine, he muted the TV. Today, at least, he was laughing.
“Save the world, yet?” he asked. He asked it every day she came home.
“Three donors and at least two follow-up calls to make.”
“Awesome. That's like, what, a rainforest?” 
“Maybe half,” Jenny said. She moved to the sink, angling the faucet and a drinking glass 
around a stack of dishes. “It was hell for most of us though.”
“Where were you?”
“Central.”
“Again? Aren't you going to run out of people there?”
“That's what I said. We ended up getting nothing.”
Jenny thought of what had happened a month before. A new canvasser across the street, a 
smart kid but too shy, stopped a well-dressed man. She always complained to Colin about how 
the well-to-do usually ignored them. People with less gave more. People with more didn't give—
except at tax season. The man stopped to listen, the first sign that he might give. She saw the new
canvasser give his whole delivery. His poise from across the street was perfect. He seemed to 
gain the confidence they had drilled him on. He looked like someone well-informed. Jenny heard
the sound of a phlegm-ridden gurgle, even at a distance, but didn't know the man had spit on him
until after the fact. The new canvasser covered his face with his hands. The well-dressed man 
shouted something and stormed away. When she crossed the street, she saw him still wiping 
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mucus from his face.
“What did he say to you?” she asked.
“Cut it all down and burn it.”
When she first told Colin this story, he laughed. When he saw the look on her face, he 
stopped and looked back at the television. The studio audience roared with laughter and 
applause.
*
Just as Jenny thinks of turning the car around, Colin nudges her on the shoulder.
“Take the next right,” he says.
“Why?”
“I just want to take one more look. It could have landed up here for all we know.”
She wants to say that she is tired. That getting up in the morning is only the first of many 
things he has to be ready for. But she flicks the directional as he says and turns up a narrow dirt 
road climbing higher toward the sky.
*
Since the incident with the spitting man, alarms had gone up the canvasser chain of 
command. Jenny was forced to sit through reminders on “building rapport,” the act of convincing
people to do the right thing, and lectures about the work their canvassing funded. One of the 
managers pulled her aside to tell her that every living thing, callous person or not, depended on 
their work.
“You've got to love all of mother earth's creatures,” the woman said, “even if you think 
you hate them.” 
Later, she told Colin about the parade of sessions throughout the week. He didn't look up 
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from his laptop. Newspapers and applications were stacked throughout the apartment. The mess 
had grown throughout the week from a table to all of the surfaces around the living room. Half of
the kitchen table had scattered forms.
“Damn,” Colin said, going through a playlist on his laptop, “You work for a bunch of 
nuts.”
“And it's not like any of the canvassers have much of a say.”
“Why do you even work with those hippies anyway?” he asked, not looking up from the 
screen.
“They're not all that bad,” she said.
“Just the ones running it.”
Last month, on a day when their whole group ended with no donations, a supervisor from
a nearby team had come by to check on them. They had already been behind for the week and 
some had already been warned by managers how close they were to losing their jobs. When he 
learned about the situation, he pulled out his files and began to hand completed donation forms 
to the others. It had put him behind his target numbers but had saved Jenny and the whole group. 
She picked up one of the scattered papers throughout the room. “Did you find anything 
today?”
“One place,” he said. Colin switched songs around until he settled on one he wanted to 
listen to. He looked up at Jenny and then quickly back at the computer. “By the time I called they
said someone had already taken it.”
“From this morning? That quick?”
“Yeah, that's what I thought too. It feels like a sick joke.” 
Sitting underneath the paper in her hand was another form. It would have been an easy to 
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mistake it for another job application buried in the stack, if only by replacing of the word 
employment for enlistment. The two forms would simply be blank white boxes yet to be filled. 
“No kidding.”
Jenny put the application back in its place. She saw traces of writing in the boxes. The 
thought of enlistment was never part of her world. That life, she thought, was for other people—
desperate people. It was how they recruited, she thought. They took people who had nowhere 
else to go. The billboards of uniformed soldiers she saw on the overpass rose over the 
neighborhoods with narrow streets, faded paint, and rusted chain-link fences. Colin was never 
part of those places.
She thought of what she saw in movies—PTSD and flashbacks. A boy from her high 
school had enlisted after graduation. She didn't know him well, but his all-American photos from
the yearbook were filled with football practice and student government. A few months into his 
tour, he was swept up by a bomb on some distant road. A blast and jagged debris washed over 
him. Matter in motion tore through him in its temporary state of excitement. Every so often, 
when she visited her hometown, she saw him walking in or out of the gas station—his metal legs
dividing his body between rigid and slouch. 
There could be other explanations, she thought. An eager recruiter placing the form in his 
hands, a master of rapport-building, working his pitch while Colin was caught off guard. It 
would suit their tactics perfectly—overwhelming force, shock and awe. The few words scribbled 
on the page were the ground gained before he could safely retreat. She convinced herself of it. 
Colin's music played through the apartment.
That night, a recruitment commercial aired as they watched TV. He told her that some of 
his friends had joined after high school. He said that most of them had come home fine.
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“Most?” she asked. The possibility swirled through her mind again.
“Yeah, none of them died though.”
“Lucky them,” she said.
Whether it was the sudden return of possibility, the exhaustion of a long day, Jenny 
thought of the forms she had seen buried under the mess in their apartment. 
“I think you might have picked up one of the recruitment forms by mistake,” she said. 
She laughed about it, hoping to sap away the momentum of what she knew he would say.
Colin didn’t laugh. 
 “I mean, of all the places to accidentally end up.”
Colin looked at her from across the couch and then back at the television. He sighed and 
stepped across the living room. “I've been sitting on it for months,” he said.
“So you’re not sure?” she asked.
Colin didn’t look away from the television.
“You don’t have to do this,” she said. “Things will change. Give it some time.”
He picked up piles of loose papers on the floor and threw them across the room. “I 
haven't looked in months!” As leaves floated downward, he told her how he took applications but
never filled them out. The search of the paper was a theater act that ended when she left for the 
day. His friends had stopped helping him. They worked themselves up with prospects, sometimes
they got him interviews, but it always ended the same way.
“What kind of work do you think they'd have for me out there?” he asked.
“I don't know.”
Colin stuttered and Jenny said nothing to push further. He looked at a corner of the floor. 
She watched him. Time and work, she thought, would settle these things. Things always circled 
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back to better with patience and attention. She had waited for him to find his opportunity. She 
expected him to succeed, eventually. Only surrender would stop him, she thought, and that was 
what he was prepared to do.  He had let himself despair over his difficulties and so he took a 
quicker, more dangerous way out. 
“Is this really what you want?” she asked.
Colin looked back up at her. His focus was unbearable. Jenny expected him to beg to let 
him go. She drifted to the couch and stood over him. Colin's gaze was unbroken. He seemed so 
young from this angle—a boy looking for permission, dreading he might not get it. She brought 
her hands to his face and put his head against her body. 
Jenny felt his weight against her, lighter than she had imagined, even in this position. She 
was expecting the weight of his whole body but found only a part of it. She didn't think of the 
weightlessness of her own body or the world around her. It wouldn't be until days later that she 
would think of how the whole world felt in free-fall. It would take longer for her to give name to 
this moment. Instead, they remained there, wordless, until the sun set in the window and the 
room went black.
*
The road winds further up the mountain. At times, the trees along the side leave a gap for 
the lights in the valley. Colin is still looking for signs of a fallen meteor. Jenny wants to end the 
search but she lets him make one final act. She is stalling.
“Pull over here,” he says. He points to the open shoulder by one of the clearings.
Because one star has fallen, a part of her expects the others to follow. Jenny wishes for it 
to happen so that Colin might talk about meteors a little longer.
“One hell of a last night,” he says.
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She tries to argue with the word last but decides against it. She too looks for the signs of 
impact. He puts his arm around her waist and holds her close. Jenny thinks of what needs to be 
done. The drive home is only the beginning. What she will say could be said anywhere. She 
wonders if Colin already knows but will not admit it.
“I'll miss you so much,” he says. There is fear in his words. In his breath.
Jenny thinks his words are sabotage. This private place is where it all could end. Here, it 
would seem like no rush or afterthought. Here he would understand. But she is not clear herself. 
They pretend that they are still looking for a fallen star even though neither knows what they will
do if they find it. 
When Jenny looks at Colin, she sees that his eyes are closed, even though he is looking 
ahead. He is tired, she thinks. So much will happen soon. It would be cruel to open his eyes now. 
That will come next. Her own close over the unlit valley. She recalls the after-image under her 
eyelids, the impossible speed of a meteor falling to Earth and the process from which motion 
changes one thing into another.
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